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EXECUTIVE SUHARY

OBJECT I VES

In the spring of 1978 Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL)

Avionics Laboratory wanted to determine if there was a uniform design method-

ology capable of being generally applied to LSI designs (1000 gates) that

would assure highly testable product in the first design pass. A highly

testable product was deemed to be a definite requirement as LSI components

have increasingly populated military electronics systems modules and have

- brought attendant increases in spares requirements and life cycle costs.

After a review of approaches to testable design in use at that time AFWAL

* selected IBM's Level Sensitive Scan Design (LSSD) approach for a trial

"* redesign of a well-defined component in a standard contractual data process-

," ing product. The objective was to compare that LSSD design of this compo-

*nent to the non-LSSD design and demonstrate the interchangeability of this

level sensitive device in an edge triggered environment after actual manufac-

ture of the device. An over-all evaluation of LSSD as it applies to the

*military environment was also included in the effort.

, APPROACH

The approach to achieving these objectives was to redesign the Texas

Instruments 74S481 four-bit slice microprocessor to conform with the LSSD

design ground rules. The implementation technology was IBM's 1500 gate

. Schottky current switch masterslice MS399. The redesigned part was desig-

*nated the SCS481 and was then substituted for the least significant slice

*. 74S481 in the B-52 G/H AP-IOlC Offensive Avionic System computer to demon-

.. strate functionality.

BACKGROUND

In the LSSD technique, the only type of storage element (other than

arrays) permitted in a logic design is called a shift register latch (SRL).

.. The SRLs, built with level sensitive polarity hold latches, are connected

xvi
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together into a long shift register for testing purposes. This enables the

integrated circuit test system to load data into and retrieve data from any

storage element on the chip by mean of a simple shift technique. Only a

few additional structured design rules must be followed to assure a highly

testable design.

SPECIFICS

The SCS481 was successfully designed and implemented in a single pass

using 1242 gates. The design was accomplished using IBM's Engineering

I)esign System (EDS) CAD Software. 'rest patterns were generated automatical-

ly by the EDS LSSD test generation system. In order to provide a compari-

son, a non-LSSD version of the SCS481 was also created using DFF's in place

of the LSSD SRL's. Test patterns were generated for the non-LSSD SCS481

using the EDS non-LSSD test generator.

The LSSD design achieved better test coverage, especially in the

sequentially complex stack, while requiring significantly less CPU time and

manual effort. This better coverage was achieved at an overall cost of 3.5%

additional gates and 6.5% additional pins. This percentage overhead

required for LSSD was considered to be typical for mapping LSI edge triggered

designs into LSSD.

In general LSSD was found to have no significant performance impact

when compared to edge-triggered designs. In fact, the LSSD SRL is capable

of avoiding layout sensitive "fast path" problems associated with DFF's.

LSSD SRL's were found to be more testable than their DFF counterparts.

They greatly enhance testability since they are essentially additional

primary inputs and primary outputs for testing purposes (that is, data can

be shifted into or read out of the latches by the test system).

The LSSD SCS481 successfully functioned in the edge-triggered environ-

ment of the AP-lOIC computer by passing the AP-IO1C Factory Test Program.

Additionally, twenty-eight partially good SCS481's were also tested in the

xvii



*" AP-IOIC. Seven of those twenty-eight passed all AP-101C tests, however,
only one device had a fault located within the 74S481 functions used by the

. °AP-101C. This fault demonstrated characteristics associated with a physical

short between the two metal levels of the SCS481.

* CONCLUSIONS

LSSD appears to be a very viable approach for improving LSI/VLSI

" testability in the military environment. This increased testability can be

achieved with relatively minor additional circuits and I/O pins. Further

* investigation of applying LSSD-like guidelines to second-level designs

using vendor SSI/MSI TTL should be included in follow on work associated

" with this contract.
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SECTION 1

PROJECT OVERVIEW

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In supporting its new-generation data processing products with Large

Scale Integrated (LSI) Technology IBM has developed special procedures and

techniques which will provide enhanced equipment reliability and service-

ability. These techniques are transparent to equipment function, serve to

"structure" the logic desigr ipproach, and enhance defect screening before

product assembly and test.

These techniques are collectively known as the Level Sensitive Scan

Design (LSSD) methodology and are employed in the "Purdue" logic technology

(700 Cells, 3ns, 4.6 mm chip) first annouced as the LSI technology for

System 38, October 24, 1978.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this contract effort was to demonstrate and evaluate

IBM's LSSD methodology as an approach for significantly improving the test-

ability of LSI and Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits in military

applications. The LSSD concept involves use of special latches which per-

form as shift register stages in addition to the normal storage latch

function in LSI circuits. These Shift Register Latches (SRLs) give the

capability for chaining all the latches on the chip which, when combined

with a structured design philosophy, permits %, 100% fault coverage of the

logic design with automated test patter- generation.

* - 1.3 SCOPE

Eight work scope elements were accomplished under this contract;

(a) Design and simulation of component employing LSSD concept

(b) Component layout and test pattern generation

.



(c) Wafer processing, test and evaluation

(d) Component packaging and testing

(e) Preparation of demonstration vehicle functionality exercise

(f) Benefits analysis of LSSD

(g) Preparation and submission of documentation

(h) Delivery of sample hardware to AFWAL

These elements were accomplished, ahead of schedule and under budget,

by implementing a LSSD version of the TI 74S481 bit slice microprocessor

using IBM's master slice technology MS399. Since the logic circuits in

MS399 are implemented with Schottky Current Switches, the resulting design

. is called the SCS481. The SCS481 contains 1242 logic gates, 86 I/O's and

performs flawlessly within the 74S481 least significant slice position in

-°the B52 AP101C demonstration computer.

The SCS481 has become an LSI design case model for IBM Federal System

Division and is being considered for use in succeeding IBM FSD equipment

designs.

Further details of design, test evaluation and functional verification

* are contained in the balance of this report.

Since the base contract was accomplished in "one-pass" (vs. a "two-pass"

plan), and the results of the base contract are very encouraging, IBM and

AFWAL are discussing an extension of the base Statement of Work to include

applications of LSSD to second le,,el packages having mixed mode (LSSD with

non-LSSD) logic and memory components.

".2



RESULTS AND DATA OF I)ESIGN AND DEMONS'RATION

This section contains a brief description of the purpose of this con-

tract, a comparison of the 74S481 and the SCS481, and the results of good

and bad device operation in the test vehicle as well as the results of the

LSSD and non-LSSD testability study. Detailed analysis of the results

including a discussion of design methodology are contained in Section 3.

The objective of this effort was to investigate and demonstrate IBM's

Level Sensitive Scan Design (LSSD) methodology as an approach for signifi-

cantly improving the testability of LSI and Very Large Scale Integrated

(VLSI) circuits.

The LSSD concept involves use of special level sensitive latches which

perform as shift register stages during testing in addition to the normal

storage latch function in LSI circuits. These shift register stages give

the capability for chaining all the latches on the chip which, when combined

with a structured design philosophy, permits approximately 100% fault cover-

age of the logic design with automated test pattern generation. The

approach used in completing the objective was to design and build in IBM

technology MS399, the logical equivalent of a TI 74S481 but with LSSD test

capabilities in place. This device is known as the Schottky Current Switch

481 (SCS481). The device was built and proven operational in a single pass

through a normal chip development cycle. A test vehicle, IBM's AP-101C

computer, that uses the 74S481 was selected to demonstrate the oper-ation of

the SCS481.

The yield from building integrated circuits is never 100%. Some of the

partially good devices were selected, packaged, and tested to determine

where the errors existed. These devices were then demonstrated in the test

vehicle with the intent of proving the superiority of LSSD test methods.

3



2.1 COMPARISON OF 74S481 AND SCS481

2.1.1 74S481 BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The TI 74S481 is a four bit slice, bipolar, microprogrammable micro-

*' processor. The TI 74S481 offers the logic designer great flexibility in

achieving cost effective hardware designs. It has the following specific

features:

(a) Clock cycle time of 90 nS

(b) Microprogrammable, bit-slice design expandable in 4-bit multiples

(c) Full parallel dual input/output ports for use in advanced

memory-to-memory architecture

(d) Full-function ALU with carry look-ahead, magnitude, and overflow

decision capabilities

(e) Double-length accumulator with full shifting capability and

sign-bit handling

(f) Dual memory address generators on-chip

(g) Simultaneous one-clock compound operations, with status.

(h) Pre-programmed CRC and double-precision multiply/divide algo-

rithms.

(i) Double length accumulator with full bidirectional single/ double

precision arithmetic/logical/circulate shift capabilities include

sign protection.

(j) 1.9 Watts power dissipation

The functional diagram for the 74S481 is shown in Figure 2.1.1-1.

2.1.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 74S481 AND SCS481

The SCS481 design was implemented in IBM's MS399 technology. MS399 is

a 1496 logic gate LSI bipolar masterslice with 94 TTL compatible I/0 signal

lines. The internal gates consist of three input OR/NOR gates which operate

on an externally supplied 1.7 volts with a nominal delay of l.Sns. High

*: power versions of the gates are available with a nominal delay of 0.8tis.

4
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Either gate output can be collector-dotted to form an AND function or to

construct polarity hold latches. The MS399 chip is packaged in a 28mm

ceramic carrier with an lixIl array of pins. The chips are manufactured in

IBM's East Fishkill facility in Hopewell Junction, NY. More details are

S- provided in Section 3.1.1.

Although the SCS481 performs the functions of the 74S481, minor dif-

ferences exist between the two parts since different technologies, packaging

and designs were used for their implementation. These differences exist in

*the following areas:

(a) Slice Position Input

(b) Pinout

(c) Package

(d) Power Supply Requirements

(e) Electrical Requirements

"'""(f) Critical Path Performance

(g) SCS481 Enhancements

(h) SCS481 Test Circuits

(i) SCS481 Logic Design Errors and Corrections

2.1.2.1 Slice Position Input

Operation of the 74S/8CS481 is different depending on the location of

the device in the hierarchy of the system. This location, least significant

position (LSP), intermediate position (IP), or most significant position

(MSP), is determined by the analog level on a single pin in the 74S481. The

" position input on the SCS481 is described digitally on two pins because the

" necessary analog comparator circuits were not available in MS399.

74S481

(a) PIN 19 AT OV -- IP SLICE

(b) PIN 19 AT 2.4V -- LSP SLICE

(c) PIN 19 AT 5V -- MSP SLICE

6



SCS481

(a) PINS )2, IM = 00, MSP SLICE

(b) PINS D2, L9 = 11, LSP SLICE

(c) ELSE = , IP SLICE

2.1.2.2 Pinout and Package

Pinout differences exist in that the 74S481 is packaged in a Quad-In-

Line 48 pin package where the SCS481 is packaged in a carrier that has an

array of 11 x 11 pins. The 5 pins in the center are not used resulting in

116 available pins. The pinout and package differences are detailed in

Appendix A. Please note that all three-state outputs in the 74S481 are

implemented as open collector outputs in the SCS481 except the DOP and B Bus

out which are implemented as active drivers.

2.1.2.3 Power Supply Requirements

The SCS481 dissipates 1.4 watts of power versus 1.9 watts for the

74S481. The following line items describe the power supply requirements:

74S481

(a) + 5V ± 5% AT 380 mA TYP

(b) 1.9 WATTS TYP

SCS481

(a) + 5V ± 10% AT 53 mA TYP

(b) + 1.7V ± 5% AT 670 mA TYP

(c) 1.4 WATTS TYP.

2.1.2.4 Electrical Requirements

Due to the unique attributes of the two technologies, differences exist

in input and output characteristics for the 74S481 and the SCS481. However,

all SCS481 I/0 characteristics are TTL compatible. A complete description

of the electrical requirements for the SCS481 are included in Appendix A.

7



2. 1.2.5 Crit ical Path Pertormance

The critical pat h perlormance compa ri son is discussed i n Sect io 3.8.1

- and Appendix A. The delays for the 74S481 were obtained from the TI catalog.

The delays tor the SCS481 were obtained from a delay simulation program. No

'- SCS481s were physically measured for propagation delay. However, all calcu-

lated delays for the SCS481 met or exceeded the TI specifications.

2.1.2.6 SCS481 Enhancements

Unused cells and logic I/0 in the MS399 gate array after the initial

SCS481 design allowed six enhancements to be added to the 74S481 functions.

- A functional block diagram of the enhanced SCS481 is shown in Figure

-- 2.1.2.6-1. These enhancements are documented in Section 3.1.4:

(a) Bus from MC to A-Mux

. (b) Gate the clock to the AB Registers

- (c) 4 x 4 Stack for the PC

- (d) Breakpoint Register

(e) Dual OP9 outputs

(f) B-Bus Out Separated from Input

- 2.1.2.7 SCS48I -Test Circuits

Since extra logic and extra I/O pins existed on the SCS481 after the

logic design of the 74S481 functions, four basic test circuits were added.

These four circuits are described in Section 3.1.5:

(a) Ring Oscillator

(b) DOP Three-state Control

(c) CEEO Test Circuit

(d) CEC8/CECO/CED8/CED7 Test Circuit.

8
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2.1.2.8 SCS481 Logic Desi_&ErrorsAnd Corrections

Logic design errors resulted in five I/O lines being logically inverted

* from their function in a 74S481. Those lines are XWRRT, WRRRT, XWRLFT,

WRLFT, and CCI (inverted for LSP). The circuits required to correct these

' errors are discussed in Section 3.8.4 and detailed in Appendix A. These

*circuits were mounted on the SCS481 test circuit board and used in demon-

strating its capability.

2.1.3 DESIGN DATA COMPARISON

A summary of the gate and pin count comparisons between the SCS481 and

the 74S481 is included in table 2.1.3-1. A description of how these numbers

were arrived at is found in Section 3.1.7. Comparing the 74S481 (1) to the

non-LSSD SCS481 (2) indicates the approximate cost associated with imple-

*w menting this design in a mastersllce instead of a custom approach. These 88

additional gates amount to a 12.2% increase in gate count, most of which

occured in the map over of the microcode decode PLA to the discrete NOR logic.

A comparison of the non-LSSD SCS481 (2) to the LSSD SCS481 (3) shows

the minimum cost incurred in MS399 for implementing the 74S481 design in

LSSD. The LSSD gate count amounted to 28 additional gates or 3.5%. Three

" . pins or 6.5% were required to implement LSSD.

Row four of Table 2.1.3-1 shows the gate and pin count for the 74S481

function as actual implemented in the SCS481. The additional pins required

are for implementing the position input digitally (Section 2.1.2.1), B-Bus

output separation, and other unneeded LSSD pins (Section 3.1.3.5). The

reasons for the additional gates are explained in Section 3.1.7.

Rows five and six of table 2.1.3-1 provide a comparison of the minimum

implementation of a non-LSSD and LSSD SCS481 with enhancements. The LSSD

cost incurred in this case is 0.5% for gates and 3.9% for pins. The de-

crease is primarily due to the fact that the LSSD overhead is now spread

over a larger number of gates and pins.

10
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TABLE 2.1.3-1 Design bata Comparison

Gates Signal Pins

1. 74S481 723(est.) 46

2. Non-LSSD SCS481 (base function) 811 46 @

3. LSSD SCS481 (base function) 839* 49 *@

4. LSSD SCS481 (as implemented in 1120 59
target technology)

5. Non-LSSD SCS481 + Enhancements 1063 77

6. LSSD SCS481 + Enhancements 1068* 80 *

7. Complete SCS481 (as implemented 1307 86
in target technology)

Masterslice (1) vs Custom Design (2) Cost 12.2% 0%

LSSD vs. non-LSSD Design Cost

* (2vs3) '481 function minimum 3.5% 6.5%

implementation in MS399

* (5vs6) SCS481 function minimum 0.5% 3.9%

implementation in MS399

*These gate and pin counts assume the minimum LSSD requirements including

off chip clock generation

@These pin counts do not include the additional pin required for the digital
position input

11



The final gate and pin count for the SCS481 denotes the number of pins

and gates used in the actual implementation of the SCS481• The differences

between row six and seven are explained in detail in Section 3.1.7.

2.2 PRELIMINARY DEVICE EVALUATION

The test and evaluation of IBM's SCS481 consisted of device gate level

testing in IBM's manufacturing facility in East Fishkill, NY using LSSD test

patterns generated by IBM in Manassas, VA. A gross functional test was

performed on an MDS-800 test station in Manassas before final evaluation in

the AP-lO1C test vehicle in Owego, NY.

2.2.1 MANUFACTURING TESTS (LSSD)

All SCS481 chips which were processed through the manufacturing line at

IBM's East Fishkill location were subject to LSSD test patterns to determine

whether they had been manufactured properly. These patterns were generated

at IBM Manassas using the EDS test generation methodology described in

Section 3.9.

As a result of these tests, fourteen sample modules which passed all

, tests were sent for evaluation. An additional 100 good modules were later

ordered for delivery to the customer and for additional evaluation. By

examining the data from these tests, twenty-eight modules which failed at

least one LSSD test were selected for comparison with the good modules

(Section 3.13).

2.2.2 MDS-800 EVALUATION

When the SCS481's were first received from manufacturing, they were

initially tested at IBM Manassas using an MDS-800. A description of the

test set up and test circuit boards is provided in Section 3.14 and 3.15.

The results of the MDS-800 evaluation on both the good and partially good

SCS481's are detailed below.

12
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2.2.2.1 MDS-800 Evaluation of Good SCS481s

The good SCS48Is and their test circuit board were connected to the

MDS-800 and exercised. After some minor wiring and power supply problems

were corrected, the SCS481's successfully passed the MDS-800 tests.

2.2.2.2 MDS-800 Evaluation of Partially Good SCS481s

Twenty-eight partially good SCS481s were tested on the MDS-800 and data

tabulated on them. These twenty-eight had previously been LSSD tested in

East Fishkill and the probable function on the chip containing the error

noted. Of the twenty-eight devices with known errors, seven passed the

NDS-800 tests completely. Six devices passed one of the two basic MDS-800

tests. Fifteen devices failed both MDS-800 tests. The results of this

testing along with the probable area of the fault within the device (determ-

ined from LSSD tests in East Fishkill) is shown in Table 2.2.2-1.

2.3 TEST VEHICLE EVALUATION

The test vehicle (AP-101C) and its factor test program (FTP) are des-

cribed in detail in section 3.16. The results from evaluating good and

partially good SCS481's in this test vehicle are detailed below.

2.3.1 TEST VEHICLE EVALUATION OF GOOD SCS481s

A good SCS481 and its test circuit board were connected to the test

vehicle and the FTP was run. Additional ground connections were required

between the SCS481 test circuit board and the AP-101C logic page for proper

function. These ground wires were added and FTP was successfully executed

except for the multiply test which requires high speed operation of the

shift line, XWRRT. The inverter circuits originally developed to correct

the shift lines were discovered to be inadequate in speed for the multiply

operation. To prove this, the AP-1OC master oscillator (20MHz) was discon-

nected and a lab oscillator (variable frequency) connected in its place.

13
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° °With the slow inverter circuits, the entire FTP was executed successfully

with the lab oscillator set at 18.3 MtHz. The inverter circuit described in

* section 3.8.4 was then designed and added to the SCS481 test circuit board.

With the new active signal inverters, the FTP was successfully executed with

the lab oscillator set at 20.5 MHz. The AP-IOIC 20MHz master oscillator was

connected back into the system and the FTP successfully executed on 13 good

SCs481's. This demonstrated the successful operation of a level sensitive
device (SCS48I) in_ an ed&e tr red e1nvi0ronment_(AP-lO1C).

2.3.2 TEST VEHICLE EVALUATION OF PARTIALLY GOOD SCS481's

Twenty-eight partially good SCS481s (whose faults were described in

Table 2.2.2-1) were tested on the test vehicle (AP-101C). Of the seven

parts that passed all MDS tests, five passed all AP-101C tests. The re-

maining two passed all but one AP-101C test. Of the six parts that passed

one MDS test, four failed all AP-101C tests but two passed all AP-101C

tests. Of the fifteen parts that failed both rIDS tests, all fifteen failed

the AP-101C tests. The detailed results of the testing is shown in Table

2.3.2-1.

2.3.3 COMPARISON OF FTP AND MDS TESTS TO LSSD TEST

The fifteen partially good SCS481's which failed both functional tests

- require no explanation; however, the seven which passed the MDS tests and

the seven which passed the AP-101C FTP tests need further examination.

* First, looking at the five chips which passed both the MDS and FTP tests

shows that their faults are in non-functional areas of the chips. Chip #4

has faults for the EQ signal in OP Form VII. Neither the MDS nor the FTP

use this OP Form. Chips #6, #12, and #16 all have errors detectable only in

"" the MSP shifts. Since the 74S481 in use is configured as an LSP, these are

- non-functional faults. Chip #24 has fault(s) in the test circuits and/or

stack which do not even exist in the 74S481.

The two chips which passed on the MDS but not the FTP are chips #14 and

#25. Both these chips have faults in OP Forms not executed by the MDS but

which are used by the AP-10C, namely OP Forms XI and II respectively.

16
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These OP Forms are used infrequently on tile AP-IOIC explaining why these two

parts were able to pass all the FTP tests but one.

- The two chips that passed the FTP but failed on the MDS are more inter-

esting. Chip #5 has an error in the COUT circuit which cause COUT to be low

even when tile two most significant bits of the operands are both zero.

Since a carry look ahead generator ('182) is used in the AP-lOIC instead of

a ripple carry, the COUT line in the LSP is non-functional.

The fault specified by the analysis program in East Fishkill for Chip

#2 was the XWR most significant bit s-a-0 (stuck at zero). However, this

fault does not exhibit standard stuck fault characteristics. Several MDS

and FTP tests demonstrate that a one can be successfully loaded and read out

of XWR bit 3. Both the MDS and LSSD tests show that certain patterns cause

*this one to "magically" disappear tending to indicate that some sort of

intermetal level short exists. By chance, the AP-IOIC FTP does not ever

detect this situation.

Even though the auto test generators were not attempting to test the

fault which exists in Chip #2 because it can not be modeled as a stuck

fault, the argument can be made that the greater than 97% test coverage

achieved increased the chances that LSSD test patterns would detect it. In

fact this fault was detected during the Shift Register test. The FTP tests,

* with their less comprehensive test coverage, were less fortunate than the

LSSD tests in detecting this fault.
.1

For this small sample of parts, LSSD test patterns have no clear

advantage over the manually generated patterns in those areas of the chip

they both exercise. LSSD was able to detect a fault which the manual pat-

terns did not; but, since this fault is not a classic stuck fault, no firm

conclusion about LSSD's effectiveness can be made. More than likely, the

stuck fault coverage of the LSSD test is superior to the manual pattern

coverage, but no convenient comparison exists. Most importantly, the LSSD

tests took less than an hour of CPU time to generate and debug; whereas, the

MDS and FTP tests took many times that number of man-hours to reach the same

condition with probably inferior test coverage.
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2.4 COMPARISON OF LSSD AND NON-LSSD FAULT )ETI'EICTION

In order to provide a comparison of the testabi I ity of LSS[) and

non-LSSD design, two non-LSSI) versions of the SCS481 were entered into IBM's

Engineering Design System (EDS) and test generat ion was pertormed. Test

-" generation methodology for LSSD and non-LSSD designs in EDS differs signifi-

- cantly. These differences are described in section 3.9. The results ot

test generation on both the LSSD and non-LSSD SCS481's are detailed in the

"* following sections.

*2.4.1 LSSD TEST GENERATION RESULTS

Two separate test generation runs were made on the LSS) design. The

f first attempt was as a testability analysis as described in Section 3.5.7.

-. At this point the decision was made to insert a ring oscillator and several

test circuits into the logic. The design, including test circuits, then

proceeded through physical design and another test generation run. The

results from these two test generation runs are shown in Table 2.4-1.

The two attempts yielded fairly similar results with both above 99%

tested; however, the computer time for the second run is nearly twice that

* of the first run. This additional CPU time can be attributed to the seren-

dipity involved in using random patterns. Note that neither job required

* any substantial manual effort other than job submission and retrieval.

. 2.4.2 NON-LSSD TEST GENERATION RESULTS

Table 2.4-1 also shows the resuits from two M-LSSI) test generation

'" runs. In both cases, the LSSD logic was altered b-v d( Veting the scan path

. and replacing the SRI,'s with edge-triggered DFF's. In ,ne case, set and

reset lines were added to the DFF and all were tied together to their re-

spective set and reset primary input pin. In order to normalize CPU time a

maximum time limit of 56 CPU minutes was set.
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Table 2.4-1 Test Generation Results

LSSD#l LSSD#2 Non-LSSD Non-L.SSD
w/sets & resets

Test Percentage 98% 97.4% 95.9% 89.8%

N.-t Test Percentage 99.9% 99.1% 96.8% 88.25%

Patterns Generated 1761 2275 5365 2794

Saved CPU Minutes 31:49 56:03 S6:18 56.19

Total CPU Minutes Used 31:49 56:03 92:10 66:19

Labor-Man Hours .2 .2 16 10



Both non-LSSD test generation runs achieved good results. Even though

the standard non-LSSD version achieved better final results than tilt set/

reset version, additional manual intervention and wasted CPU time was re-

*quired. The standard non-LSSD design also required nearly twice as many

*-.. patterns. Obviously the set/reset SCS481 was found to be easier to test by

the EDS test generators.

Direct extrapolation of this test coverage to that which would be

achieved by the original TI design should be made cautiously. As explained

in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.3, several changes to the design were made which

- might have improved the testability. These changes involve the use of a

more testable DFF model, the use of the Q output of that model, and the

break apart and other changes to the B-Bus, OP8, and OP9 circuitry.
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2.5 SCS481 TESTABILITY

Given that this particular LSSI) design is more testable than the non-

,SSD versions, an understanding of where and why these test coverage

differences exist is important in understanding what circuit characteristics

caused the non-LSSD test generator to have difficulty. The best place to

begin this analysis is to study in detail the testability of the individual

latch designs.

2.5.1 ANALYSIS OF LATCH TESTABILITY

The elementary gate representations of the two most popular vers-ions of

the basic shift register latch (SRL), the polarity hold (PH) SRL, which is

the version used in the SCS481, and the clocked set/reset (CSR) SRL, are

shown in Figures 2.5-1 and 2.5-2 respectively. A logical representation of

two edge-triggered delay flip-flops (DFF) are shown in Figure 2.5-3 and

2.5.4. DFF version one was used in the non-LSSD design. DFF version two

was actually used in the 74S481 design. Adding set and reset lines to

either DFF does not affect the theoretical testability of the latch; so, for

clarity, those designs will not be discussed here.

The testability of the DC stuck faults found in the four latch types is

discussed in Table 2.5-5. The PH SRL is completely testable in all config-

urations which conform to LSSD Rules. This is substantiated by the fact

that all latch faults were completely tested by the LSSD test patterns. The

CSR SRL has four stuck faults which are untestable if the Ll and L outputs

are not used. The equivalent faults for the scan input and the Ll to L2

connection are testable during the scan path flush test in which both the A

and B clocks are turned on simultaneously. These four faults are collapsed

or 1 ca::cd. to two faults for test generation. The use of both the Ll and

Ll outputs in conformance with-LSSD rules usually results in 100%

testability.

DFF #1 has one fault which is always untestable, input 3C s-a-0. Table

4 2.-6 shows that this fault was untested for all 46 latches in both non-LSSD

de].Signs. If Q does not feed through exclusively combinational logic to a
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TABLE 2.5-5
LATCH TESTABILITY ANALYSIS

I. Polarity Hold SRL - 00% Testable

2. Clocked Set/Reset SRL-4 DC Stuck Faults Not Testable

- Input IA S-a-I
- Input 4A S-a-I
- Data Inverter Input S-a-0 and Output S-a-1

*-- The equivalent faults in the scan path and L2 are tested during
the flush test of the scan string. These 4 faults become testable
if Li output is used according to LSSD rules.

3. Edge Triggered DFF #1-2 DC Struck Faults Not Testable

- Input 3A S-a-0
- Input 3C S-a-0

Input 3A S-a-0 can be detected if Q goes to a primary output through
combinational logic only or goes to another DFF which is clocked
differently. Input 4A S-a-O causes automatic test generator problems

- when the DFF is imbedded in sequential logic.

4. Edge Triggered DFF #2-6 DC Stuck Faults Not Testable

- Input 2A S-a-I and Output 10 s-a-i
- Input 3C S-a-i and Output 40 s-a-i
- Data Inverter 2, Input S-a-1 and Output S-a-0

Inputs IB, 2C, 3A, and 4A s-a-I cause automatic test generator problems
when imbedded in sequential logic.
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Table 2.5-6. Untested faults left in the latches

NON-LSSD w/S/R NON-LSSD w/o S/R
Untested Faults Untested Faults

LATCH * Non Stack Stack Stack Stack Non Stack Stack Stack Stack
FAULT Stack 0 1 2 3 TOTAL Stack 0 1 2 3 TOTAL

IA 1 2 4 7 -
B 1 2 4 7 1 1
C 4 4 ,8 -
2A

8 1 1 4 4 10* _

C 3 3 3 - 9
3A 4 4 4 4 16 1 4 4 4 4 17
B

C 22 4 4 4 4 38 22 4 4 4 4 38
+ 4A 2 2 4 4 12 2 1 3

C 4 4 4 12 "1 1
D 6 4 4 4 4 22 _

5A _
B 3 2 4 4 13
C 1 4 4 4 - 13

+ 7A _ 1 1 4 4 10 2 2 4 8
B 1 I
C 1 1 4 4 1_
D 4 4 4 4 16
BA
B

30s-s-9 1 1 4 4 1f

TOTAL 32 30 42 63 58 225 26 8 10 10 14 68

• See Figures 2.5-3 and 3.3-2

+ Input 7A s-a-0 in Figure 3.3-2 is analagous to input 4A s-a-0

27
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primary output or feed another latch using a different clock controllable

from a primary input, 3A s-a-O becomes untestable. The latch output used in

" the non-LSSD designs is essentially an inverted Q (see Figure 3.3-1) and all

.. non-stack latches go exclusively through combinational logic to a primary

. output. This means 3A s-a-O is theoretically testable for all non-stack

.* latches. Excepting one latch, the only 3A s-a-0 faults left untested in

- both non-LSSD designs were in the stack (see Table 2.5-6).

DFF #2 has six faults which are always untestable. Due to the nature

of DFF's, no potential circuit utilizations will make these faults test-

able. These six faults are reduced to three for test generation.

DFF #1 has one fault which is theoretically testable, but causes auto-

matic test generators some difficulty. Input 4A s-a-0 creates this problem

because its detection requires the data input to change from a 1 to a 0 with

the clock still active. DFF #2 has similar problems with faults 1B, 2C, 3A,

and 4A s-a-I which require the data input to change both directions with an

active clock. If the DFF is fed from other sequential logic, this means
the preceding latches must be set up to change the data input on the rising

edge of the clock. Therefore, the test generator must be concerned about

setting up the data input of more than one latch. If the DFF is buried in

-. several layers of sequential logic, the decision tables for the test gener-

" .ation algorithm will probably overflow in attempting to test these faults.

"* Table 2.5-6 shows that twenty-two of these faults remained untested in the

set/reset non-LSSD version and eleven faults were untested in the standard

non-LSSD version. Since DFF #2 has four faults of this type, one can

safely assume that if it had been used instead of DFF #1, the test percent-

ages would have been even lower.

The PH SRL is obviously superior from a testability standpoint, however,

the latch does tend to glitch on the rising edge of the clock. Glitchless

-j versions of the PH SRL are possible, but they introduce an untestable fault

which can only be detected as a glitch. Glitches are seldom a concern in

LSSD designs anyway, unless that design feeds asynchronous non-LSSD logic.

The CSR SRL has a greater number of untestable faults, but in many appli-

cations they can become completely testable. DFF #I has fewer potential
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untestables than the CSR SRL, but input 3C s-a-O is always untestable and

the glitches caused by it could create problems itt an edge-triggered design.

FIW #2 has the most 1ttestables; and they never become testable inder any

(ircinmstances. Addi tioall I Iy 4A s-a-0 Ior DFF #1 and Ili, 2C, 3A, and 4A

s-a-I for DIFF #2 will always give test generators difficulty.

2.5.2 COMBINATIONAL LOGIC TESTABILITY

The combinational logic section of the SCS481 design is common between

all three versions of the design. In converting TI's custom NAND logic to

IBM masterslice NOR logic, 126 redundant faults (17 reduced) were introduced

into the combinational logic. By definition, redundant logic is unnecessary

for the proper DC funtion of the device. Examination of the redundant logic

resulted in the conclusion that all of the faults could easily be removed

with six percent circuit savings and improved testability. For the purposes

of net test percentage calculations, the redundant faults have been removed

from both the total faults and any untested faults in the design.

An example of a redundant fault is shown in Figure 2.5-7(a). The WRRT

multiplexor shown in the figure is the implementation of the truth table on

the left. The Boolean equation for the mux (Figure 3.5-7(c) equation 1)

using LC and SS is logically non-redundant; however, a redundant fault

exists. In order to discover why, the combinational logic which generates

LC and SS must be examined.

Figure 2.5-7(b) represents a simplified version of this combinational

logic. The necessary conditions to test fault 3C s-a-p are shown. Propa-

gating LC and SS back through the combinational logic creates a conflict

since the net OPX must be I and 0 simultaneously.

Writing a non-redundant Boolean equation for the WRRT mux using oP9,

OPX and LSP results in equation (2) in Figure 3.5-7(c). Substitution of

equations (3) and (4) into equation (1) results in equation (5). A com-

parison of equation (2) and (5) reveals the redundant term which is equiva-

lent to LC. Therefore, deleting LC from 3C would not change the DC result

at WRRT.
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LC SS WRRT (bjp9 09

(LC) LSP CRCB

1 ALO

1 65 (ALO) ALU BIT 0A
1 X(SS) SHIFT SUM B2WR

(LC) LSP CRC

(WRO) WR BIT 0
(SS) SHIFT SUMB3

Redundant

(a) Redundant fault in MUX

0P9

OPx SITSM(S

Conflict HITSM

LSP

Testing 3C s-a-0 requires: SS=6,WR0= 0,LC=1,OP9=1

(b) Combinational LOGIC driving MUX

(1) WRRT =(LC + 60P9) (9S + LC + AL) (SS + LC + WR)

*(2) WRRT (OPX + LSP + 0P9)(0P9 + OPX + LSP + AL)((OP9-OPX) + WR)

*(3) LC =OPX -LSP (4) SS OPX-0P9

(5) WRRT =(OPX + LSP + 0P9)(0P9 + OPX + LSP +AL)((0P9*OPX) +(OPX-LSP) + WR)

Redundant- Term LC

(c) Boolean Equations

Figure 2.)-7 Redundant Fault Example
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Redundant logic faults are untestable using a single stuck fault model

since detection of a redundant fault would require more than one fault to be

present. The untestable latch faults just discussed are untestable, but

they are not redundant. They are necessary for the proper operation of the

latches; therefore, they have not been removed for net test percentage

calculations.

2.5.3 LSSD VS NON-LSSD TEST GENERATION COMPARISON

Table 2.5.3-1 shows a detailed breakdown of test coverage for the LSSD

and non-LSSD test generation efforts. The lack of sequential depth in the

standard 74S481 design simplifies automatic test generation since over 70%

of the faults are combinational in nature. This fact is corroborated by the

similar test coverage percentages obtained in both the LSSD and non-LSSD

combinational faults. However, as pointed out in Section 3.3, direct

comparison of the testability of the SCS481 non-LSSD designs to the 74S481

non-LSSD design is not completely applicable since potential enhancements

to the testability of the SCS481 versions were included.

Even though the non-LSSD test coverage figures compare favorably with

the LSSD coverages, the non-LSSD attempts are prone to chance and involve

more learning intervention, and computer time. This additional effort

differentiates LSSD and non-LSSD test generation. This difference tends to

increase exponentially with increasing sequential complexity. Comparing the

non-LSSD efforts with LSSD pass #1 provides a sharp contrast between the two

approaches. In less than 32 minutes, basically 100% of the faults were

detected. By linear extrapolation, both non-LSSD test generation attempts

tested less than 65% of the logic after 32 minutes.

LSSD's advantages become obvious in the latch fault coverage, espe-

cially in the stack logic. These advantages accrue from both the greater

testability of the level sensitive PH SRL and the scanability of these

latches. Coupled with the benefits of total automatic test pattern genera-

tion and subsumption, the fact that an in depth design testability analysis

is unnecessary - provided the design rules are followed - and that the
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technique is universal ly appl icable to all designs f romi the simpllest to

the most complex, LSSD provides s igni ficant. advantages for design testa-

bility, especially as sequential complexity and gate to pin ratios increase.
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SECTION 3

DESIGN SUMIIARY

The following is a description oft the experier(cts ciiooutitered during

the design and fabricat ion of the SCS481. Inclued are tht' details of logic

design and entry as well as the particulars on the ut. oft the Engineering

Design System (EDS) for design verification, test generat ion, physical

2'"" design, and release to manufacturing. A description of the test circuit

boards and the test setups for the nDS-800 and test vehicle, the AP-IOiC,

are also contained in the concluding sections. The differences between the

LSSD and non-LSSD designs during logic entry, design verification, and

especially test generation will be discussed in detail.

EDS Chip Pesign Methodology Overview - The general EDS chip design

methodology flow is shown in Figure 3.0-1. The entire process begins with

the design of the logic to be placed on the chip. This design is then en-

tered into the data base and preliminary technology checking is performed.

The design is then simulated to verify function and any logic corrections

are entered into the data base. This process of simulation and logic update

is continued until the designer is satisfied with the design and simulation

results.

*Physical design consists of placement and wiring of the components used

in the design as well as technology checking and generation of the informa-

tion used to make masks. In parallel, the logic designer uses information

- from physical design to verify that the circuit delays determined h "actual"

physical design information are appropriate for the design. Any potential

problems can then be corrected in physical design.

Upon conclusion of physical design, the data base passes on to test

generation. There, patterns are generated to test. the design. Complete

diagnostic information is created. This information is comlined with the

physical design data and a final audit check is made of the entire process.

A release tape is then generated and sent to the manutacturing facility.
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3.1 LOGIC DESIGN

IBM Manassas IRA) task 9M66 selected as the 1,SSI) macihine vebhi( Ie for

t hi s cont ract the Texas Instruments 74S481 our bit bit-s i ce AIlJ to be

implemented in IBM technology MS399 using LSSD design rules. The 74S481 is

described in Section 2.1.1. Being a well defined tunction with logic dia-

grams available to IBM from TI, the logic design effort primarily involved

converting those custom TTL NAND gate diagrams to a master slice NOR gate

implementation with an eye on assuring conformance to LSSD rules. The re-

sulting differences between the designs are documented in Appendix A. The

reasons for these differences are detailed in the following subsections.

3.1.1 MS399 TECHNOLOGY

The IBM MS399 technology has been described in recent literature*. Some

excerpts from that article are included here. MS399 is a bipolar

Schottky-clamped emitter coupled logic technology arranged in a master slice

or gate array configuration. The standard logic gates are connected together

in a custom manner using the various metal levels on the chip. The chip
2 2

itself is 5.66 mm square, with an active area of 5.43 mm and a 0.23 mm

kerf. Contained within this active area are 1496 logic gates, 88 receiver

circuits, 60 high-power driver circuits, and six reference generators. Up

to 94 I/O signal li:.es are available, with T 2L compatible voltage levels.

The chip requires ground and two power supply voltages- +5.OV ±10.0 percent

(V cc), and 1.70V ±5.0 percent (Vc). Overall power dissipation on the chip

is minimized by using the _,wer voltage to power the internal logic gates

and on-chip receivers, while the higher voltage is used to power the off-chip

driver and reference generator circuits. The exact power dissipation will

vary with the number of circuits wired, but will nominally run 1.8W. The

chip will operate over a range of junction temperatures from -55 C to l25°0C

I

-! Al500 Gate, Random Logic, Large-Scale Integrated (IS ) _Mastersi i- v ,
R.J. Blumberg & S. Brenner, IEEE Journal ot Solid State Circuits,
Vol. SC-14, No. 5, Oct. 1979, pp. 818-822.|,



provided the temperature cycling between the extremes is kept to a minimum

(a new military package must be developed before this technology can be used

in a military environment).

The chip is designed around an array of internal logic cells which are

arranged in 34 rows and 22 colums, for a total of 748 cells. Up to two

circuits per cell can be wired, hence the total 1496 internal logic gates.

The level-shifting receiver and driver circuits, as well as the reference

generating circuits, are located along the periphery of the chip (see Figure

3.1-i). Each cell is provided with an optimum amount of space for power and
signal lines to enter and exit. The first two levels of metal and the

interconnecting or via level are used to custom wire or personalize the

masterslice. Circuit utilization can be fairly high over the entire range

of part numbers and can run in excess of 90 percent.

Figure 3.1-2 is the schematic diagram of the internal logic gate. It

is a standard emitter-coupled logic (ECL) or current switch circuit, with no

emitter followers. The circuit performs the OR/NOR logic function, with

both phases available. The availability of both phases can result in a

significant savings, over a single-phase technology, in the number of circuits

needed to implement a specific logic function. An up logic level is equal

to +Vc volts or 1.70V. A down level is equal to (Vc-fSBD)volts, which results

in a 600 mV signal swing on-chip. Vr, the reference potential which is

. generated on chip, is located midway between the up and down levels. The Vc

supply voltage was chosen to be as low as possible (in order to minimize

chip power dissipation), but high enough to keep all junctions on and con-

ducting under worst case conditions.

The internal circuit comes in two versions. The first operates at an

*" average current of 0.5 mA, And is the predominant circuit used on any part

number. The second version utilizes the center taps in the resistors and

* operates at an average current of 1.0 mA. This high power circuit is used

where performance is critical or when a high fan-out capability is required.

For the low-power circuit, the fan-out is limited to five low-power or two

high-power circuits. This restriction prevents the tip level from being
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degraded and impacting the circuits's noise margin. A typical gate delay

for the low-power version is 1.5 ns loaded, at 0.85 mW, which gives a speed-

power product of ].28 pJ. The high-power version has twice the drive capabil-

. ity of the low-power gate and has a delay of 0.80 ns loaded, at 1.7mW. As

. -shown in Figure 3.1-3, it is possible to take the standard OR/NOR circuit

and perform either an in-phase or an out-of-phase collector dot which gen-

erates the AND function. Up to five-way in-phase collector dot is permitted,

-* but the out-of-phase dot is limited to two because of possible saturation

problems. Since there is a possibility of leakages when dotting, it is

necessary to derate the fan-out capability of ,he circuit in order to prevent

excessive degradation of the up level. It is also possible to construct

polarity-hold latches to form registers. This is accomplished by feeding

the output of an in-phase collector dot back into one of its own inputs,

"" while providing the necessary clocking signals (see Figure 3.1-4).

The on-chip receiver circuit translates the incoming T 2L logic levels

down to the on-chip levels detailed above. The schematic diagram is shown

in Figure 3.1-5. The circuit is a common base configuration, with a Schottky

barrier diode base-collector clamp (D2) to prevent saturation. Diode Dl is

normally reverse-biased, and serves to limit the down-going excursion of

negative reflection. The average nominal power dissipation of this circuit

is 0.7 mW. The typical propagation delay of the receiver is about 1.0 ns.

The maximum input voltage allowed is 4.4 volts. This means that any input

tied to an open collector output must use a split resistor pair to limit the

*: voltage.

The schematic diagram of the off-chip driver is shown in Figure 3.1-6.

This circuit converts the on-chip logic levels defined earlier to standard

T 2L levels and requires both the (V ) and the high (V ) voltage power
c cc" supplies. The circuit contains a two input predriver which allows the de-

*. signer to perform logic functions in the driver. Deleting components T5,

R5, and D4-D6 results in an open-collector driver. The average nominal

power dissipation of the driver circuit is 5.7 mW. The delay through a

* " " driver circuit with several T L loads and 50.0 pF of capacitive loading is

on the order 8-10 ns.
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The terminal metallurgy of the chip consists of a 17 X 17 array of

lead-tin solder balls. This array reduces voltage drops in The power distri-

bution system and enhances chip cooling. The chip is mounted on a 28mm,

single chip, metallized ceramic substrate with 116 pins. An array of solder

" balls identical to the one deposited on the chip is located at the center of

the package. The chip is inverted, mounted in place, and the entire assembly

-- is then put into an oven where the solder balls reflow. A metal cap is then

added, and the module is sealed with an inert material. This flip-chip

bonding technique is used because of its high 1/0 signal capability, and its

* compatibility with a high volume manufacturing environment. The use of

multiple ground pins to minimize ground pin inductance reduces ground bounce

when several oif-chip drivers are simultaneously switched.

The entire manufacturing process takes place at IBM's manufacturing

plant in East Fishkill, NY, beginning with crystal growth, continuing

through mask design and fabrication, masterslice build and personalization,

and ending with a completed and tested module. The chip is made using a

bipolar process with a 2.0 p-thick epitaxial layer. Starting with an 82mm

P wafer, the normal steps consisting of subcollector an subisolation dif-

fusion, expitaxial layer growth, collector reach-through diffusion, base and

resistor diffusion, and emitter diffusion are performed.

Three levels of metal, separated by quartz insulation, are used for

wiring. The masterslice is personalized on the first and the second levels

of metal, as well as on the interconnecting or via level. Third level metal

is used for 1/0 signal and power distribution and remains fixed. First

level metal runs is in the horizontal direction, and second level metal runs

in the vertical direction. A lift-off process is utilized to produce very

fine linewidths, and all three layers of metal are composed of an aluminim-

- copper alloy. A typical linewidth is 5.0 p with a center-to-center spacing

of 6.5 p. For a part number with about 1200 circuits the total metal line-

*length on first and second level metal can be excess of 4.0 meters.

Converting the 74S481 design to the technology described resulted in

*the differences in pinout, packaging, power, electrical specifications and
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"-' increased signal switching speed described in Appendix A. Since the in-

ternal ci rcui ts are I imi ted to OR/NOR logic gates wi Lh no analog comparator

type circuits, the posit ion input had to be implemented digitally. The

design was also restricted by the logic macro's or books which were available

at the time. Some high-powered versions ot the books were not available,

resulting in the use of duplicate or triplicate low-powered books to achieve

the necessary fanout. The three-state driver books were also unavailable;

* - therefore, all three-state signals were implemented as either open collector

or active collector devices. The impact of these missing books will be

(liscussed later.

3.L.2 LEVEL SENSITIVE SCAN DESIGN (LSSD) RULES

Any design using MS399 is required to adhere to Level Sensitive Scan

Design (LSSD) Rules. Since the primary purpose of the contract is to compare

LSSD to standard design techniques, this made MS399 an ideal candidate tech-

nology. In addition to the technology differences just described, confor-

mance to LSSD Rules introduced some additional differences in the redesigned

74S481. A brief introduction to LSSD is necessary to understand these

differences. The IBM LSSD method of design ensures race-free system opera-

tion as well as race-free testing. This design method is defined as follows:

Definition: A logic subsystem is level-sensitive if and only if

the steady-state response to any allowed input state change is

independent of the circuit and wire delays within the subsystem.

Also, if an input state change involves the changing of more than

one input signal, then the response must be independent of the

order in which they change. Steady-state response is the final

value of all logic gate outputs after all change activity has

terminated.

A principal objective in establishing design constraints is to obtain

logic subsystems that are insensitive to ac characteristics such as rise

time, fall time, and minimum circuit delay. Consequently, the basic storage

element should be a level-sensitive device that does not contain a hazard or
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race condition. The polarity-hold latch meets these requirements, provided

it is implemented properly.

The polarity-hold latch has two input signals (Figure 3.1.2-1). Its

. operation is as follows:

When C = 0, the Latch cannot change state.

When C = 1, the internal state of the latch is set to the value of the

excitation input D.

The testing problem can be greatly simplified if the latches are also

capable of operating as shift registers (See Figure 3.1.2-2). In this

manner test data and test responses may be inserted/obtained from within

*otherwise impossible logic structures. These level-sensitive scan registers

are known as shift register latches or SRL's.

Observed benefits offered by this design discipline are:

(a) System performance is not dependent on hard-to-control ac circuit

parameters such as rise time, fall time, or minimum delay. It is

dependent only on the longest path delay being less than some

specified value. Clock skew and fast path problems are essential-

ly eliminated for testing purposes.

(b) Test generation and testing are simplified to the well understood

method of combinational logic network testing. This allows

reduction in test pattern volume and fault simulation time by

using pattern subsumption (Section 3.9.4).

c) The ability to dynamically monitor the state of all internal

storage elements is inherent in the design. This eliminates the

need for special test points, simplifies manual debugging, and

provides a standard interface for operator and maintenance con-

soles.
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d) The development and use of tools for design verification simula-

tion and for checking is simplified.

e) The insensitivity to timing problems and the modular design struc-

ture help reduce engineering changes and additional design passes.

f) The level-sensitive design allows the use of a unit logic hardware

simulator for development design without creating timing problems

in the transition from unit logic to dense functional chips.

g) The method used for testing chips and modules can also be used for

diagnostic Lests in the field. SRL's simplify design partitioning

for more cost effective test generation.

The six basic design rules necessary for an LSSD design are listed in

Table 3.1.2-3*. Most of the rules apply to the configurations and control

of specific paths in the network such as the scan paths between SRLs, system

data paths between SRLs, and the paths between clock primary inputs and the

SRLs.

A rules checking program is used to verify conformance to these rules.

The rules checker uses a logic simulation program to trace out the partinu-

lar paths to which LSSD rules apply. This system has proven to be a fast

and efficient method for allowing the designer to check his logic design tor

compliance with the design rules. It is virtually automatic, requires

little or no new user knowledge, and provides diagnostic messages whih

permit the designer to quickly locate and correct problems. Many pr,,hlm

conditions not strictly related to LSSD design rules such as Iegil iid

timing errors are also detected.

* iA Logic Design Structure For LSI Testability

E.B. Eichelberg & T. W. Williams
Design Automation Conference #14 (IEEE Cat 77 C111216-1(1)
New Orleans, LA 6/22/77
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TABLE 3.1.2-3

Summary of LSSD Design Rules

Rule 1. All internal storage is implemented in hazard-free polarity hold
latches (i.e., latches which are controlled by clock signals such that
the data sorted in the latches cannot be changed by other inputs when
the clocks are "off").

Rule 2. The latches are controlled by two or more non-overlapping clocks

such that:

a. A latch, X, may feed the datp port of another latch, Y, if and
only if the clock that sets the data into latch Y does not clock

latch X.

b. A latch, X, may gate a clock C. to produce a gated clock C. which
drives another latch, Y, if anA only if clock C'. does notgclock

latch X, where C' is any clock derived from C.1g
ig1

- Rule 3. It must be possible to identify a set of clock primary inputs from
which the clock inputs to SRLs are controlled either through simple

* powering trees or through logic that is gated by SRLs and/or non-clock
" primary inputs. Given this structure, the following rules must hold:

a. All clock inputs to all SRLs must be at their "off" states when
all clock primary inputs are held in their "off" states.

b. The clock signal that appears at any clock input of an SRL must be
controllable from one or more clock PIs such that it is possible
to set the clock input of the SRL to an "on" state by turning any
one of the correspunding clock PIs to its "on" state and also

* setting the required gating conditions from SRLs and/or non-clock

PIs.

" c. No clock can be ANDed with either the true or complement value of
another clock.

Rule 4. Clock primary inputs may not feed the data inputs to latches either
directly or through combinational logic, but may only feed the clock
input to the latches or primary outputs.

Rule 5. All SRLs must be interconnected into one or more shift registers,
each ot which has an input, an output and shift clocks available at the
terminals of the package.

Rule t. There must exist some primary input sensing condition (referred to
as the scan state) such that:

a Each SRL or scan-out PO is a function of only the single preceding
SRI, or scan-in P1 in its shift register during the shifting opera-
t i on.
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TABLE 3.1.2-3

Summary of LSSD Design Rules (continued)

b. All clocks except the shift clocks are held "off" at the SRL

inputs, and

c. Any shift clock to an SRL may be turned "on" and "off" by changing
the corresponding clock primary input for each clock.
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Another important benefit is the generation of information used in the

. automatic test generation, testing, and repair processes. Additional types

*of checking can be added easily. Because other block types such as memory

arrays may be represented as behavioral models the checking system may be

extended to include very complex designs which contain a wide range of

hardware. The system has been highly successful in practical use.

3.1.3 ALTERATIONS TO 74S481 DESIGN FOR LSSD CONFORMANCE

Figure 3.1.3-1 shows a rough second level diagram of the signal flow

through a standard 74S481 design. All latches and flip-flops in this design

*. operate off the same clock. Also note that no signal ever passes through

more than two latches and/or flip-flops in going from a primary input to a

primary output.

In order to conform with LSSD Rules and 74S481 timing the signal flow

+-. of the 74S481 must be altered as shown in Figure 3.1.3-2. To make the LSSD

74S481 function like the standard 74S481 the B and C 1 clocks should be

generated equivalent to the CK clock of the standard design. The C2 clock

. needs to be generated as a nonoverlapping inversion ut C The A clock is
K'

. used only for test purposes. The scan in pin tS] ) 1-id be shared with one

of the other primary input pins; and the stan ut plf i ,ould be any one

* of the register outputs since they are ((ile( t 1 if I f VI, input controll-

able muxes which connect directly to primav utit. 1, m.a-s tour pins,

-C1 C A, and B, are necessary to implement t ' t 1 ' t-1 the 74S481 in
1'2'

. contrast to the one pin, C fer the standard b-isign lhis ISSI) design has
K'

one additional disadvantage in that the A and B 1.at hes ,nsist (.I two

latches in the signal path instead of one, theretore, adversely impacting

performance.

One of the changes made ;n the 74S481 design was the separation of the

BI/O Bus into input and output busses. This alteration was made to increase

the speed of the B Input Bus since MS399 technology restrictions did not

allow three-state drivers for the output drivers (see Section 3.1.4.6 for

*• ' explanat ion) . An additional advantage accrued trom separating the BI/O Bus;
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the 1.1 outputs of the A and B latches can be used to feed the combinational

logic. Rule 2a required that the 1.2 be in tile data flow as long as the B

Bus through B latch to B Bus feedback path existed since this latch would

then feed its own data input. With this path eliminated, the B latch only

feeds combinational logic and the address and data registers Ll's. Rule 2a

still requires that C be different from C2, but the LI output of the A and

B latches can now be used. Figure 3.1.3-3 shows the signal flow diagram for

this modified 74S481 design. The clocks are generated as previously defined,

however, the L2 of the A and B latches no longer impacts performance.

3.1.3.1 MS399 Shift Register Latches

Figure 3.1.3-4 showed the logical representation of the basic MS399

SRL. Notice that the clock drivers provide an additional block of delay to

the negative clock signal to guarantee proper data latch up on the falling

edge of the clock. This delay in the clock line also guarantees a glitch

from OTlTO on the rising edge of the clock. Also manual verification that

the ratio of the capacitance on the plus clock line to the capacitance on

the minus clock line is less than two is necessary to assure that skew

caused by compacitance differences will not eliminate the delay between the

two phases. These clock drivers can each fan out to 9 latches. Figure

3.1.3-4 contains the logical representation of the dual port SRL used in the

stack design described later.

3.1.3.2 On Chip Clock Generation

In order to generate the two non-overlapping clocks described in

Section 3.1.3 from the single system clock that appears on the 74S481 clock

pin, some form of clock generation circuitry is needed. This circuitry was

put on chip to save the external component count necessary to emulate the

74S481. A circuit which generates the proper clocks, yet does not violate

LSSD Rules is shown in Figure 3.1.3-5. This circuit was implemented in thic

SCS481.
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For proper function of the clock generater the two lines CK-l and CK-2

;are tied together and used as the system clock input; all the other inputs

are tied low. The inverter-buffer pairs Delay X and Delay Y prevent the

various clocks from overlapping. The resulting waveforms are shown in

Figure 3.1. 3-6. Clocks C and B are delayed equivalents of the system

clock; and C2 is a non-overlapping inversion of the system clock. These are

the clocks which are required for proper operation as explained in Section

3.1.3. Delay Y determines the "dead time" between the falling C2 and the

• irising B Clock which controls latch propagation delay (see Section 7.4).

Both X and Y were selected as two block delays to achieve high performance

but yet assure that clock skew and fast paths would not cause incorrect data

to be loaded into the latches.

The other six inputs in the circuit in Figure 3.1.3-5 require some

explanation. The inputs HLDA and HLDB are enhancements discussed in Section

3.1.4. ACLK is the A Clock required for scanning in LSSD. Rule 3 requires

an explicit primary input for each clock which can always hold that clock

off and is able to turn that clock on separately from other clocks. To meet

this requirement HLDAB, BCLK, and CCLK are used. BCLK is the explicit B

Clock primary input; whereas HLDAB and CCLK are the explicit C and C2 clock

pins respectively. Note that the primary reason these pins exist is for

test purposes; they serve no immediately obvious functional purpose.

The inputs CK-I and CK-2 cannot be flagged as the B, C, or C2 clocks

because this would violate Rule 3c since gates 1, 2, and 3 essentially

'AND' CK-L and CK-2. This would also violate Rule 6b since whenever CK-l

and CK-2 are high, the A and B latch C Clocks and the system B Clock are on

simulatneously. To satisfy Rule 6c CK-I and CK-2 must be flagged as scan

gates indicating they must be high to place the design in the scan state.

This allows the B clock to be controlled from pin BCLK only. CK-1 and CK-2

must be separate pins, otherwise input pins IA, IC, 2A, 2C, 3A, and 3C as

well as the Delay X and Delay Y buffers become untestable because they would

form a redundant DC path.
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Essentially, placing the clock generation circuitry on chip saved some

• .- external circuitry, but cost two additional 1/0 pins to contorm to LSSD

Rules and avoid redundancies. In general , on chip clock gener,tion circuit-

ry will cost additional pins in dn ILSSI) design. It more, than one LSSD

device is used in a partici tar design, off chip clock generators are probab-

ly the wiser choice, especially since this allows the "dead times" to be

under complete external control. By adjusting the "dead time", the designer

can control the speed of tne design and at least verify its DC function. In

contrast, on chip clock generators are more or less "hardwired". If Delay X

or Delay Y were selected at too small a value allowing fast path problems to

develop, the other clock pins can be used to input signals generated off

chip with larger "dead times". This provides a fail safe approach to verify-

ing the DC function of the chip.

- " igure 3.1.3-7 shows the "actual" clock generation timing for the

SCS481 as determined by the delay calculator. Nominal delay calculation

determines that Delay X and Delay Y should equal 3ns; i.e. , two times the

nominal delay of 1.5ns. "As wired" delay calculation shows X to be equal to

2.4ns and Y equal to 3.3ns. The majority of the difference is due to the

fact that the B clock line drives three more clock drivers than the C2

clock. This additional load slows gate 2 by an additional 0.3ns; therefore

decreasing X and increasing Y. To improve the clock generator safety margin

and increase latch speeds, X should be increased and Y decreased.

3.1.3.3 LSSD Rules Checking Program Violation Chang s

The automatic LSSD rules checking program was run fairly early in the

simulation phase of the design. Five feedback paths were identified as a

violation of Rule 1. Three of these were discovered to be design errors

which were immediately corrected. The other two feedback paths ....re the OP8

and OP9 common I/O lines.

The problem with OP8 was that the signal used to disable the OP8 output

7. was being derived from signals which could be traced back to the OP8 input.

Fortunately, the OP8 output disable signal was not dependent on OPS, so by

decoding the opcodes differently this feedback was eliminated.
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The OP9 output disable had simi lar p rob ems; however even when this

had been corrected, a feedback path still ex ist t ed. III a very simpl it ied

diagram, Figure 3.1.3-8 reveals the locat loln oI the eedback path. 11 Op

Form 1, OP9 controls the logical inversion oh the H Bus. Siice OP Form I

performs an addition, OP9 determines the value of COUT assuming all other

" inputs are constant. The COUT signal feeds to gate 1/2 for use in the divide

* OP Forms XI and XII. Even though the op code decode logic prevents both

gate ,'I and gate #2 from being on simultaneously, the rules checking program

is not smart enough to determine this. Therefore, the rules checking program

identifies this as a potential feedback. OP9 has a similar problem for OP

-; Form V1I.

Figure 3.1.3-9 demonstrates the use of an SRI, to break the "feedback"

path. The C and B clock pins would functionally be tied high to make the
31

latch transparent. This is the safest solution to this problem since it

guarentees the "feedback" path is broken. The problem with this method is

that it would use two additional. I/O pins and 10 more half cells. The SRL

also introduces about Sns of delay in the OP9 output which is unacceptable

since the OP9 output is the critical path in the multiply.

Another solution is illustrated in Figure 3.1.3-10. In this example,

circuitry is added to generate a COUT for division which is never dependent

on OP9. This has the advantage of speeding up the divide operation, but

uses approximately 40 additional half cells. Another disadvantage could be

that even after implementing this solution, an even more obscure "feedback"

path may be revealed which would require even more circuitry.

Figure 3.1.3-11 describes the solution actuatly implemented: breaking

OP9 into an input and output pin. This solution has the advantage of using

no additional cells and not affecting the speed of operation. The disadvan-

tages are that it uses an additional pin and that the problem is merely

passed on to the second level package. However, this was the simplest and

most straightforward approach to use.
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.- IsIL It aL t i on with I HM ISSI) experts coicetrn i ig t lits "I cetdihatk" prb I t,m

resulted ill the conclustol that tit orlgiiiaI circuit it 3.1. 1 -5 was .Itepl-

ab Iv si nce the feedback path was mutualy exc lis ive; e .. , both gate ill and

#2 cannot be on simultaneously. The problem is with the rules checking

program which cannot detect this mutually exclusive situatio,. Suggestions

have been made to correct this deficiency in the rules check program. For

*the present, though, recommendations are that any common I/O "feedback"

. -paths be broken apart into two pins if extra I/O pins are available. This

is because the test model generation program will also decide that this path

has feedback and will attempt to cut the feedback for test generation.

Since the test generators now think a non-LSSD feedback path exists, they

may have difficulty generating tests in this area; therefore, these "feedback"

paths should be broken when possible until the software can be enhanced.

3.1.3.4 Gated B-Clock Testability

As presently implemented, the scan function of the LSSD test generators

always end with the application of the B clock. This practice results in Ll

and L2 sharing the same data value. Testing any faults which can gate off

the B clock require that the Ll and L2 be in opposite states. With the Ll

and L2 in opposite states, one can gate off the B clock and pulse the B

clock input. If no faults exist, L2 will remain in its present state other-

wise it will switch values. Because of the current restriction that Il and

L2 must have the same value, the gated B clock signals was connected to a

primary omit put to enhance (B-clock gate) tes tahiI ity.

3. 1.3, ISSD Redesign Conclusions

Redesign of the 74S481 to conform to LSSD rules involved three basic

areas: latch substitution, clock generation, and appeasement of the rules

checking program. The net result is that three additional pins are abso-

lutely necessary for an LSSD version of the 74S481, yielding an overhead of

6.5%. Nine additional pins were actually used in the design for LSSD. The

- scan in and scan out pins were broken out separately using two pins. The on

chip clock generator required two more pins plus an output pin for the gated
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B clock. The final extraneous LSSD pin was the OP9 output pin required to

fool the rules check program. These six pins are not absolutely necessary

for LSSD rules conformance.

The design data comparison section (3.1.7) concludes that 36 more gates

(4.4%) are required for LSSD than would be required for a non-LSSD design in

MS399. Eight of these gates are for the on chip clock generator, twenty-four

are in the A and B latches for the unused L2 and scan capability, and a

negative eighteen gates are due to the fact that an SRL requires one fewer

gate than a DFF. The remaining twenty-two gates are for the various clock

drivers. Only six of these gates are functionally necessary, two for each

additional clock. If clock generation was performed off chip and the clock

driver fanout could be increased, LSSD would cost only 12 additional gates

or 1.5%. In any case, the LSSD costs in terms of I/O and gate count are

relatively small.

6
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1. 1 .4 ENIIANCEMENTS

'ith the ,ddit iona I unust,. cel Is and 1/0 Pins available in the SCS481

s ix enhancement s were i n1c 1 uded i n t he des i gn. These six enhancements are

described below:

- _ (a) Bus from MC to A-lux

(b) Gate Clock to A, B Registers

-c) 4X4 Stack for PC

(d) Breakpoint Register

(e) Dual OP9 outputs

(f) B Bus Out separated from input

- 3.t.4.1 Bus From MC to A-Mux

In the present design of the 74S481, the memory counter (MC) cannot be

used as a source in any of the OP Forms. To enhance the 74S481 design a bus

was provided from the MC to the A-Mux. This can provide a path for comput-

ing relative address of MC data. A diagram of the altered A-Mux is shown in

Figure 3.1.4-1. The LMC signal is active high and overides any OP-Form

A-Mux selection.

3.1.4.2 Gate Clock to A, B Registers

The clocks to the A and B registers were gated to permit arguments to

be stored in the registers, allowing the A and B busses to be used fcr other

purposes. Figure 3.1.3-5 shows the clock generation circuitry plus the two

control lines added to create this enhancement. The HLDAB, HLDA, HLDB lines

are all active high and control both the A and B register, just the A regis-

ter, and just the B register respectively.
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3. 1.4.3 4X4 Stack for PC

A 4X4 stack was provided for the program counter. When the PC is used

as a microsequencer, the stack permits efficient implementation of branch to

subroutine and return from subroutines. A diagram of the stark and the PC

,re shown in Figure 3.1.4-2. The stack was made using the dual port SRL's

shown in Figure 3.1.3-4.

When the PUSH control line is high and the ENSK line is low, a I tran-

sition on the clock causes the PC to be stored in Stack 0. The values in

*all the other stack registers is pushed up to the next higher stack register.

The value in stack 3 is lost. When PUSH and ENSK are low, the I transition

on the clock causes all the values in the stack registors to pop down to the

next lower stack register. Stack 3 retains the same value on a pop.

'lihe LSKPC signal is active high and overides any OP Form controls to

the PC. This signal loads Stack 0 into the PC on the I clock transition.

. It LSKPC is ,t high during a pop operation, the d@ta in Stack 0 is lost.

However, the PC can be loaded from Stack 0 without a pop by using LSKPC.

3.1.4.4 Breakrint Register

A Breakpoint Register (BP) shown in Figure 3.1.4-3 was provided as a

maintenance and debug tool. Two open collector outputs constantly compare

the value of the 4-bits of the BP to the PC and MC, providing a low level

when either one is equal. By (lotting these outputs together an N-bit wide

comparison can be made. The BP has its own input bus. Pulling signal LBR

low allows the I clock transition to load the value on the BP Bus into the

BP Register. The BP can also be read out of the BPTST port by applying low

signals to the ENRO and TST lines.
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'3.1. 4., Dual P9 Oututs

As explained in Section 3. 13.3, the OP9 pin was separated into an

output atid input pin. A duplicate output pin was added to enable a poten-

t ial speed increase in OP9 progagation by splitting the OP9 load driven by

the MSP. This additional drive capability is important because the OP9

propagation path is critical in the multiply instruction.

3.1.4.6 B Bus Out Separated from Input

Because three-state drivers were unavailable in MS399 (Section 3.1.1),

open collector outputs would have been required to implement the B I/0 Bus

as it exists in the 74S481. Open collector drivers have the disadvantage of

'. slowing the data propagation on the B Bus due to the pull-up resisters.

* These resisters would also create additional components on the test circuit

boards, especially since split resister pairs are necessary. Since the

AP-IOIC does not use the B Bus Out and additional I/0 pins were available,

- the B Bus Out was separated from the B Bus input. Addition of a three-state

buffer, such as a 54/74126, to the B Bus Out port would easily allow emula-

tion of the 74S481 B 1/O Bus. This separation of the B Bus Output port also

allows direct access to the Sum Bus.

3.1.5 TEST CIRCUITS

Since extra logic and extra I/O pins existed on the SCS481 after logic

input of the 74S481 functions, four basic test circuits were implemented.

* These four circuits are described below:

(a) Ring Oscillator

(b) DOP Three-state Control

(c) CEEO Test Circuit

(d) CEC8/CECO/CED8/CED7 Test Circuit.
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3.1.5.1 Ring Oscillator

The ring oscillator was intended to provide a means of testing the

basic logic speed of the technology, if desired. A logic diagram is shown

in Figure 3.1.5-1.

3.1.5.2 DOP Three-state Control

The DOP Three-state Control circuit was pinned out as a test circuit to

provide a signal to control a three-state buffer placed on the data out

port. This circuit also provided a very simple logic function which could

easily be tested. A logic diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.5-2.

3.1.5.3 CEEO Test Circuit

The CEEO Test Circuit was pinned out because it contained a newly

defined logic function book CEEO. A logic diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.5-3.

3.1.5.4 CECS/CECO/CED8/CED7 Test Circuit

The CEC8/CECO/CED8/CED7 Test Circuit was pinned out because it

contained newly defined logic function books CEC8, CECO, CED8, and CED7. A

logic diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.5-4.

3.1.6 LOGIC DESIGN ERRORS

In the process of design, two logic errors were introduced which were

not caught during design verification. The counter carry in (CCI) for the

least significant slice operates in an inverted fashion from the TI CCI

signal; i.e., a low causes a double increment and a high causes a single

increment. All four shift bits, WRRT, WRLFT, XWRRT, and XWRLFT, are invert-

ed for both input and output when compared to the TI signals. The circuitry

necessary to correct these errors is described in section 3.8.4 and in

Appendix A.
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These errors were introduced very early in the logic design and

" •remained because the logic designers assumed them to be correct. Since all

* simulation was written by the logic designers, all patterns applied tested

these signals in the inverted state. Since discrepancies existed between

-*' the T logic diagrams, the specifications in The Bipolar Microcomputer

,. (Coinponents Data Book, and the real 74S481, and since design responsibility

changed in the middle of logic entry, the introduction of logic inversion

errors is easily understood. Nevertheless, these errors do not inhibit the

use of SCS481's with other SCS481's; they work very well together. The only

-' problem comes when one must replace TI 74S481 with an SCS481. Then the

correction circuits must be added.

3.1.7 DESIGN DATA COMPARISON

A comparison of gate and pin count between the 74S481 and the SCS481

broken down by function is shown in Table 3.1.7-1. The gate count shown for

the 74S481 is an approximation based on counting gates in the TI Logic

d.- diagram. The SCS481 gate count is based on the number of half cells plus

any drivers or receivers used. The first four columns under each device

indicate pin counts. The columns are for input pins, uutput pins, common

1/0 and total pins. The total column is reached by adding input and output

pins and then subtracting common I/O.

The 74S481 functional subtotal show 46 total I/O for the 74S481 and 59

*total I/O for the SCS481. The difference of thirteen pins can be broken

down to one pin for digital position input, three pins for breaking the B

Bus apart, and nine pins for LSSD considerations even though only three pins

are required (see 3.1.3.5). The SCS481 adds an additional fourteen pins for

enhancements, thirteen pins for test circuits, and twelve pins for power

resulting in the total of 98 pins.
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Table 3.1.7-2 shows a breakdown of the 74S481 functional subtotal.

This table subtracts out those gates not directly comparable between the two

designs. The embedded gates number indicates the half cells used which do

not actually have wired circuits. At present, EDS rounds macro's which use

- -an odd number of half cells to the next even number. Therefore, these

unused cells are subtracted out.

The goLd- representation logic diagrams for the TI 74S481 did not explic-

itly indicate any drivers or receivers which were used in the design. For

this reason, the 74S481 gate count does not take in to account any drivers

and receivers. In order to make an equivalent comparison of internal gates

required for both 74S481 and the SCS481, the drivers and receivers are

subtracted from the SCS481 gate count.

As mentioned towards the end of Section 3.1.1, some high power book

versions were unavailable at the time of the logic design. This required

low power gates to be paralleled to achieve necessary fanout. With the high

power books presently available, sixty-three half cells could be saved. An

additional thirty-eight high powered gates are paralleled for fanout pur-

poses; but no plans for a very high powered gate which could handle this

fanout presently exist for Mq399. These thirty-eight gates could be elimin-

ated in a custom design; but for this calculation they are retained.

Figure 2.5-3 detailed the NOR logic model of a DFF. If this DFF were

to be implemented in MS399, it would take up 6 half cells. The SRL shown in

Figure 3.1-4 takes up only 5 half cells, not counting clock drivers. These

facts were taken into account when figuring the LSSD gate count of 36.

Eight of these gates are for the clock generator, twenty-four are the unused

L2 and scan input of the Ll in the A and B latches, twenty-two are clock

drivers, and a negative eighteen are due to the fact that an SRL requires

one less half cell than a DFF. As pointed out in Section 3.1.3.5, only

twelve of the gates would be necessary in a custom design.
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Table 3.1.7-1. TI 74S481 To IBM SCS481 Comparison

Texas Instruments 74S481 IBM SCS481

I 0 C I 0 c
Function P P 0 Total Gates P P 0 Total Gates

INSTRUCTION DECODE 10 2 2 10 128 10 2 1 11 247
ARITH-LOGIC UNIT 10 8 4 14 246 9 8 - 17 349
ADDRESS RESISTERS 4 5 - 9 129 4 5 - 9 179
DATA REGISTERS 7 8 4 11 153 7 8 4 11 217
MACRO LOGIC . - - 60 - - - - 1 77

CLOCK LOGIC 1 - - 1 2 7 2 - 9 42
POSITION 1 - - 1 5 2 - - 2 9

SUBTOTAL 33 23 10 46 723 39 25 5 59 1120

* OP9 ENHANCEMENT - - - - - - I - 1 13

STACK . . . .. 3 - - 3 123
BREAKPOINT . . . .. 5 2 - 7 57
MC THRU A MUX . . . .. 1 - - 1 11
HOLD AB REGISTERS . . . .. 2 - - 2 2

SUBTOTAL 33 23 10 46 723 50 28 5 73 1326

TEST CIRCUITS . . . .. 6 7 - 13 72
TOTAL LOGIC 33 23 10 46/46 723 56 35 5 86/94 '1398

POWER PINS 2 - - 2 - 12 - 12 i -

TOTAL 35 23 10 48/48 723 68 3 5 98/1061398

POWER DISSIPATION 1.9 WATTS NOMINAL 1.3 WATTS NOMINAL
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Table 3.1.7-2. Base Function - Technoloy Efficienc omparison

Texas IBM
Instruments SCS481

74S481 Gates
Gates W/O Enhance W/ EnLance

TOTAL 723 1120 1398

LESS: EMBEDDED GATES - (55) (65)

LESS: DRIVERS/RCVRS (64) (91)

LESS: HI-POWER DUP. (63) (75)

LESS: LSSD LOGIC (36) (a (13)

LESS: REDUNDANCIES (91) (91)

NEi TOTAL 723 811 1063

An additional :38 gates are paralleled for FANOUT purposes.

(d 10 of these gates are paral' -led for FANOUT Ie.jvmig only

20 as functionally necess
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Log i ca I redundalic ies wh i cI were itt roduced into the logic could be

removed by a redesign. Removal of these redundancies would save a total of

91 gates. After all these numbers have been subtracted from the 74S481

. fJuct iona I subtota I of 1 120, a net total of 81 1 gates remains . This number

• - represents the number of internal half cells that would be used if a non-

LSSD redesign of the 74S481 in MS399 was reaiized.

3.1.7.1 Masterslice vs. Custom Implementation

In essence the difference of 88 gates between the 723 gates for the

74S481 and 811 for the SCS481 represents the cost of implementing this

design in a masterslice instead of a custom approach. This amounts to a

12.2% increasc in gates used. The majority of the additional cost was in

the instruction decode logic. The 74S481 uses a PLA to decode the OP Codes,

and, therefore more efficiently generated the necessary control signals.

The primary cause for this difference is the fact that gates with more than

three inputs use additional half cells and many of the TI PLA terms required

seven or more terms. This cost is partially offset by the fact that the

true and complement values are both available from each MS399 gate, greatly

saving on inverter use.

An additional difference between Lie custom and masterslice approach

was the fanout limitation of the gates. Twenty-two (38 minus t6 for LSSD)

high-powered gates had to be paralleled in the combinational - ctLIn of the

logic. It the fanout limit of the gates could be increased with a very high
powered version, these twenty-one cells could be eliminated. This would

reduce the master:;lice cost of 9.1%.

3.1.7.2 LSSD ITylemention Impacts

The logic which performs the 74S481 function in the SCS481 required

thirty-six additonal gates and five additional pins to conform to LSSD

rules. This represents a 4.4% increase in gates and a 10.9% increase in

* pins. The on chip clock generator contributes 1% to the gate coutnt (8 gates)

and 4.3% to the pin ccunt (2 pins). The remaining 28 gates are divided
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between the clock drivers (22 or 2.7%), the L2's and scan port of the Ll's

in the A and B latches (24 or 2.4%) and the decrease due to SRL vs. DFF size

(-18 or -2.2%). The bare minimum requirement for an LSSD version of a

74S481 in MS399 is 28 additional gates and three extra pins (Section 3.1.3.5)

provided off chip clock generation is used. This results in a 3.5% increase

in gates and a 6.5% increase in pins.

If the A and B latches in the 74S481 had orginally been DFF's instead

of polarity hold latches, the minimum LSSD gate cost would have been only

-0.5%. In general, mapping an edge-triggered DFF design into an MS399 LSSD

design only requires a few additional clock pins. This is because NS399

implements the SRL in one less half cell than the DFF.

In fact, the MS399 dual port SRL in Figure 3.1.3-4 actually occupies

two less half cell than the equivalent dual port DFF. Therefore, the LSSD

gate cost for the stack is really a negative 32 gates. This accounts for

the drop to thirteen in the LSSD gate count for the SCS481 with enhance-

ments. The enhancements required no additional pins for LSSD conformance.

The minimum non-LSSD implementation of the enhanced SCS481 would use

1063 half cells and 77 pins (86 minus 9 for LSSD). The minimum LSSD imple-

mentation of the enhanced SCS481 would require 1068 half cells and 80 pins

(assuming off chip clock generation). The resulting percentage increase is

0.5% for half cells and 3.9% for pins. The SCS481 implementation with on

chip clock generation would require 1076 half cells and 82 pins. This is a

1.2% half cell count increase and an 6.5% pin count increase. The net result

is that in any of these situations, the LSSD design cost is relatively

insignificant.
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If an LSSD 74S481 had been designed as a custom SCS chip with PLA,

Section 3.1.3.5 points out that only 12 additional gates are required for

LSSD. This represents only 1.7% increase above the 723 gates presently

required for the non-LSSD 74S481. The LSSD cost for this custom design

- appears to be less than that for the masterslice design. However, even

though a gate count comparison provides a good cost estimate in a master-

*i slice design, an area comparison would provide a more meaningful comparision

for a custom design. Unfortunately, insufficient information is available

to properly estimate the increased area which would result from LSSD for

this design; so a gate count must suffice. All of these LSSD and masterslice

cost comparisons are summarized in Table 3.1.7.2-1.

In general, the gate penalty for LSSD is dependent upon the technology

used and the kind and number of memory element being replaced. This fact is

*explained in detail in section 7.1. In most technologies, no significant

gate count difference exist between a DFF implementation and the SRL imple-

• "mentation. For pin costs, the minimum number of additional pins that must

be added is two, though most designs have at least three. The only time

significant penalties are paid for LSSD is when a single polarity hold latch

*- must be replaced with an SRL or when clocks are to be generated on the chip.

Otherwise the additional internal circuits and I/0 pins required for LSSD

are primarily in the clock pins and their distribution system.

I
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TABLE 3.1.7.2-1 DESIGN DATA COMPARISON

GATES SIGNAL PINS
1. 74S481 723 (est) 46

2. NON-LSSD SCS481 (BASE FUNCTION) 811 . 46 @

3. LSSD SCS481 (BASE FUNCTION) 839 * 49 *@

4. LSSD SCS481 (BASE FUNCTION 847 51 @
(WITH ON CHIP CLOCK GENERATION)

5. NON-LSSD SCS481 AND ENHANCEMENTS 1063 77

6. LSSD SCS481 AND ENHANCEMENTS 1068 * 80 *

7. LSSD SCS481 AND ENHANCEMENTS 1076 82
WITH ON CHIP CLOCK GENERATION)

8. LSSD CUSTOM 74S481 735 (est) 49

GATES PINS

MASTERSLICE (1) vs CUSTOM 12.2% 0%
DESIGN (2) COST

WITHOUT POWER DUPLICATION 9.1% 0%

LSSD vs. NON-LSSD DESIGN COST

74S481 FUNCTION ON CHIP CLOCK 4.4% 10.9%
GENERATION (2vs4)
OFF CHIP CLOCK GENERATION (2vs3) 3.5% 6.5%

SCS481 FUNCTION ON CHIP CLOCK 1.2% 6.5%
GENERATION (5vs7)
OFFCHIP CLOCK GENERATION (5vs6) 0.5% 3.9%

74S481 CUSTOM DESIGN ESTIMATE (lvs8) 1.7% 6.5%

* These gate and pin counts assume the minimum LSSD requirements including

off chip clock generation.
@ These pin counts do not include the additional pin for the digital postion

input.
t This gate count includes 21 high powered gates paralleled for FANOUT.
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3.2 LOGIC ENTRY TO DATA BASE (LSSD)

Once the logic has been designed, it must be ,ta red into the

Engineering Design System (EDS). Figure 3.2-1 gives an overview of the

logic entry and design verification methodology. The following is a descrip-

tion of the data base as well as the various languages, programs, and system

outputs used by the designer to aid in logic entry.

3.2.1 COLLECTION OF INDEXABLE DATA (CID)

The design file is where the EDS user's design data resides. This

includes not only the basic logic and physical data, but also the various

levels of the design and supporting ALDs for each level of the design. The

design data requires a unique structure to be useful and manageable. For

this reason, EDS has developed a design file called a Collection of Indexable

Data (CID).

The CID can be thought of as a single file into which the design data

is placed. Actually, the CID comprises four separate data sets: Control

data, index data, logical design data, and physical design data:

The control data set contains information and parameters that apply to

the overall CID. This data is used by EDS to identify the CID and perform

such functions as recovery from destructive failure or restoration to a

previous design level.

The second section, the index data, is the key to locating specific

types of information in the logical and physical design data areas. The

index area keeps track of actual locations of the design data.

The last two sections of the CID--the logical (ALD) data set and the

physical (PD) data set--are, from the user's point of view, the most valu-

able portion of the CID. These sections contain the actual design data,

which are maintained and located by the control and index data areas. All

EDS applications such as logic update, physical design, and simulation use
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, the CID as a data base. The CID--in conjunction with EDS rules--contains

all physical and logical data for a manufactured unit. The CID provides

version and engineering change level capabilities that allow many variations

*i and stages of a design to be stored in and retrieved from a single data

base.

*. 3.2.2 LOGIC BOOKS/MACROS

dBooks are predesigned connections of devices that form physical/logic

circuits in the predefined masterslice cells. Each book is designed to have

oi variable input and output "pins" for global logic wiring. Each book is

- automatically connected to appropriate power supplies, and internal inter-

* connections are predefined. Use of these books greatly simplifies the logic

.2' design of an integrated circuit. Rules representing the physical implemen-

tation of the book and the logical model, including calculated delay equa-

tions, of the book are prewritten and available to the logic designer. Those

% MS399 books which were used in the design of the SCS481 are listed with
% their logical representation in Figure 3.2.2-1.

3.2.3 BASIC DESIGN LANGUAGE FOR STRUCTURE (BDL/S)

Design data is entered into the CID using equation-like design language

-" statements called BDL/S (Basic Design Language for Structure). BDL/S is a

* high-level language; that is, many pieces of design data can be coded in an

*. individual BDL/S statement. For example, all information associated with a

conventional ALD logic block may be contained in one BDL/S statement.

Each BDL/S statement describes one function. This function may be

operational, such as a logic book storage device. Or it may be a basic

.- logic function (such as AND, OR). The EDS user may write BDL/S statements

to describe high-level functions for the early modeling activity, but the

greatest part of BDL/S input describes basic logic design.
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A BDL/S statement defining a logic function, also defines the inputs to

and outputs of that function. This means that the BDL/S statement can be

represented pictorally as a block with input and output lines. This is, in

fact, how the user's design is represented on an ALD (Automated Logic

Diagram). The BDL/S statements can be generated and entered manually or the

designer may have the ISSAC logic entry system generate the statements

automatically.

3.2.4 INTERACTIVE SIMULATION AND ALD COMPOSING (ISAAC)

In order to increase logic designer productivity by e ocing logic

entry, logic update, and logic checking, the ISAAC system I reractive

Simulation and ALD Composing) was developed within IBM/FSD '-;s system

allows the designer to enter logic in an interactive mode . a remote

terminal using the logic diagram which represents his design instead of

writing individual BDL/S statements.

The designer simply enters the names of the logic books he wishes to

interconnect and all the information necessary to describe that book in

BDL/S is automatically retrieved from the book rule file. Once all the

books are entered, the designer can then connect them together manually or

with a light pen. Since the system is interactive, the designer sees the

immediate consequences of his actions. Manual entry of BDL/S requires a

batch job submission to obtain a logic diagram printout. Any errors must be

corrected after these have been retrieved. In ISAAC, once the designer is

satisfied with his design, ISAAC will automatically generate syntactically

correct BDL/S statements.

o.8
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3.2.5 AUTOMATED LOGIC DIAGRAM

The ALD represents logic circuitry as a series ot boxes connvct,,d by

lines. Each box represents one logic or component function. These func-

". tions may be either high-level components (adders/ALUs, register, book,

" storage) or basic logic functions (ANDs, ORs, Exclusive-ORs). Figure 3.2-2

is an example of an ALD.

The ALD represents the user's input statements graphically, one-for-one,

as blocks with defined input and output lines. Other information, such as

the type of circuit or packaging and interconnecting data, appears either

inside the block, or at the bottom of the ALD page. The ALD has established

and easily-recognizable areas, which are described in the next few para-

graphs:

The sheet title area provides information for the logic contained on

* that sheet. The ALD sheet name is unique to that particular sheet and is

used as part of the line name on any other sheet whose lines connect the

logic shown on this sheet. The title block itself contains identifying

information that ranges from a short descriptive name of the functions shown

in the logic area, to the physical location of that function in th, actual

hardware.

The diagram (logic) area, the principal part of an ALD, occupies most

- of the sheet. Each logic or component function is represented by a block.

Inputs to the blocks are usually on the left side, outputs are usually on

the right. In most cases, an ALD block represents a logical function. The

blocks in the logic area may represent functions as simple as resistors or

as complex as adders or storage devices. They may also contain comments

pertaining to other logic on the same sheet. In any case, each block c3n-

tains information defining its function, its location on the logic sheet,

its physical location in the product being designed, and the inputs to and

outputs from the function.
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The interconnecting areas, .iso called edge line areas, flank the logic

area and define the interconnections between blocks that enter and leave the
logic sheet. Since logic flow is generally from left to right, the left

side is the input area and the right side is the output area. All cross-

reference data between this ALD and others appears in the edge line area.

Edge lines are usually the continuation of lines entering or leaving the

diagram area. Interconnections are labeled according to their source or

,* destination sheets, block, pin, and also a short title describing their

function. Input lines entering the left-hand interconnection area may also

"" be flagged (*1-7), meaning that the support area at the bottom of the sheet

contains additional data describing that line.

The support area is located at the bottom of the sheet adjacent to the

-* title block. Some of the information in the support area includes comments

and physical description data. Comments provide general information about

the data on the CID. The physical description data includes information

about connections between physical components that are represented on the

" diagram.

-. The ALD in Figure 3.2-2 represents page WRO10 from the SCS481 design.

Two different book types are represented on the ALD, CEC6 and CED6. Each

* block contains information about the block. The top CEC6 is a block type N,

meaning it is an elementary MS399 book. Its function is AR-LR or line

receiver. The position on the ALD sheet in which it is printed is 30B and

the block serial name assigned by the designer is AE. This CEC6 has one

"" input AO and one output 60.

Interconnecting lines are called nets and are named by concatenating

the sheet name, the logic block serial, and the pin name of the source

." output. For example the output from the block just discussed is called

WROIOAE60. Each net can be assigned a signal name also. For example, the

. input to this block is called '+ Scan In'. The * on this net indicates more

information on this net is in the support area. Examination of the support

. area indicates that this net is a primary input for the chip in physical

". location lA-AlAIX01YOlAAO and that it is the scan in pin for the first scan

string (.KIOO).
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The title area informs the reader that this sheet represents the B

input latches for the chip located at 1A-AIAIXOIYOIAAO. This is a dummy

location selected for the SCS481. The interconnecting edge lines (outgoing)

region indicates underneath each signal name the pages on which these

signals are connected to a sink.

ALDs are the primary design reference provided by EDS. The ALDs serve

not only as a reference, but also as a tool for the system and logic

designer. From these diagrams, the designer makes all logic updates and

corrections.

3.2.6 MS399 STATISTICS PROGRAM

To aid the designer in doing some simple preliminary technology checks

for MS399, a statistics program was developed. This program was designed to

be generally applicable to all IBM bipolar masterslices. This program

checks fan-in and fan-out restrictions, counts the number of internal cells

used, estimates the number of primary inputs and outputs, and calculates

power dissipation. Listings of book types used by ALD and by book type,

book input/output pin counts, and net interconnection cross references are

also available.

Figure 3.2-3 shows the statistical summary output from this program.

Previous listings flagged any output net which exceeded the fan-out limit of

the block driving it, as well as flagging any high powered blocks which were

used where fanout does not require them. The statistical summary lists the

total number of each book type used and the total number of internal cells

used. The program even estimates the additional cells necessary to correct

any books with excessive fanout. The summary also lists the number of

connections on chip. The primary input and output estimation section is not

operational here in Manassas which explains the negative numbers. The final

figure listed is the estimated power dissipation for the chip designed.
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The statistics program allows the designer to merely enter the logic

and then power up or parallel those gates which exceed fanout restrictions.

The internal cell count can warn the designer if he is coming too close to

the upper limit of cells available. Likewise the power estimate assures him

that he is not exceeding the upper chip power limit. The program eliminates

a lot of error prone manual checking.

3.2.7 BDL/S SYNTAX CHECKER

Once the design has been entered either manually or through ISAAC and

the designer is satisfied with the statistics program output, the BDL/S

should be checked for syntactical correctness. EDS provides a foreground

BDL/S Syntax Checker which creates a listing of any syntax errors on the

display screen. Once all of these syntax errors have been corrected, the

BDL/S is ready to be entered onto the CID or for other EDS processing steps.

3.2.8 SPECIAL LOGIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR I/O FLAGGING

Besides entering logic blocks and their interconnections, nets which

cross to other ALD pages should be given signal names. Any unused input or

output pins on blocks must be deleted so that physical design knows to

eliminate the devices associated with that pin. All primary inputs and

outputs must be flagged with a connector pin which has the same location

number as the chip. All LSSD clocks, scan pins, and scan gates must be

flagged to represent their function and polarity. All off chip driver nets

are also flagged as such. Finally, any common I/O lines must be flagged so

that the logic expander knows to create a dot-AND block with an output pin

and a psuedo-input pin.
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3.3 LOGIC ENTRY TO DATA BASE (NON-LSSD)

Logic entry for the non-LSSD versions of the SCS481 basically required

substituting polarity hold latches and DFF'S for the SRL's in the design.

- This involved creating a logical representation of two DFF books, since none

existed for MS399, and replacing the SRL book name with the DFF book name.

The A and B clocks, as well as the scan input pins had to be deleted from

• "the BDL/S description since the DFF's have no scan function. Also, the LSSD

* clock generation circuit was eliminated since the DFF only requires a single

clock. This greatly simplified the clock circuitry, reducing it to only a

powering tree.

The A and B latch SRL's had to be replaced with polarity hold latches.

An additional logic representation for these polarity hold latches was

unnecessary since the L2 latch portion of the SRL was functionally equiva-

lent to the single polarity hold latch needed. The SRL book in the A and B

latches were simply substituted with the L2 Book, and the extraneous clocks

and scan paths were deleted.

An important thing to note about the non-LSSD design is that it is not

directly analagous to the 74S481 design. First of all, the DFF model used

* is not the same as that in the 74S481, thus improving testability (Section

2.5). Secondly, the non-LSSD SCS481's contain non-LSSD versions of the

enhancements. These enhancements probably did not directly affect testabil-

*. ity except for the fact that they introduced additional logic to be tested.

• "The stack design itself was probably less testable than any other section of

logic. Thirdly, the non-LSSD SCS481 still had the B Bus Out port and OP9

out separate from their respective inputs. Also the OP8 disable improvement

mentioned in Section 3.1.3.3 was included in the non-LSSD design. The

* breaking of these "feedback" paths may or may not have improved testability

*over the 74S481 design.
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3.3.1 DFF BOOKS FOR NON-LSSD

Figures 3.3-1 and 3.3-2 show the logical representation of the two DFF

books which were created for the non-LSSD design of the SCS481. Since these

books had to be directly substituted for their SRL equivalents, common pin

names and polarities were followed whenever possible. This explains why the

L2 output was modeled as an inverted Q of the DFF. Since the Ll output is

unused in all applications for which these DFF's were to be substituted, a

S'better model would have L2 be the Q output and Ll be the Q output. Because

this was not done, the testability of these latches were enhanced (see

Section 2.5). Since these DFF's operate on the falling edge of the clock,

inverters were used as clock drivers.

3.3.2 NON-LSSD DESIGN WITH SETS AND RESETS

In the hope of improving testability of the non-LSSD SCS481 design, set

and reset lines were added to the DFF's. Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4 show the

logical representations of the DFF books with sets and resets added. To

incorporate these in the design a set and a reset primary input were added

along with a powering tree for each to support the necessary fanout.

Besides these changes, no other differences exist between this design and

the non-LSSD design.
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3.4 CREATION AND ENTRY OF FUNCTIONAL PATTERNS

Once the logic design has been entered into the system, the design

* can now be verified by the designer using the EDS Variable Mesh Simulator

(VMS). Functional patterns must be written, and expected results calcu-

lated. Attempting to verify an entire LSI/VLSI chip simultaneously can

become a mind boggling exercise; so, at least in the beginning, the design

simulation concentrates on certain functional pieces. The designer works

. his way up to include all the logic on chip, if appropriate. How these

patterns are written in EDS and the functional partitioning for simulation

which was used are explained in the following sections.

3.4.1 BASIC DESIGN LANGUAGE FOR CONTROL (BDL/C)

Control is needed to tell the system how to simulate, how to design

rules check, or how to run test generation on a design. The language is

BDL/C, Basic Design Language frr Control. BDL/C allows application of

stimuli at specified times to the circuit, observe the responses calcu-

lated by the simulator, compare these responses to expected responses,

and provide readable output such as timing charts.

The BDL/C defines the basic facilities where value changes are

applied and observed. Facilities can be thought of as registers, buses,

or even a single signal line. Any net in a simulation run whose logic

state is to be changed, tested, or compared must be related to the bit

position of a facility. Facility definition allows a large group of

unwieldy net names to be assigned values by using an easily understood

alphameric name. For example, the facility named OPBUS was 10 bits wide

and stood for the ten op code primary inputs. The first step in writing

BDL/C is to define all facilities.

Another important concept of simulation is simulation time.

Simulation time is a relative time framework within which simulation

events are scheduled to occur. A simulation event is a change in the

logic value of a net due to either an explicit BDL/C statement or the
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calculation of a response by the simulator. Simulation time is not

established by a clock; it is determined by time fields specified in

BDL/C statements and/or the simulator's scheduling of responses. Simu-
"F'* lation time for a simulation run starts at zero and extends to some

maximum specified time. Simulation time units are an indication only of
the relative timing of events, and have no relation to actual time.

The main points to remember about simulation time are that the executable

. BDL/C statements have time fields associated with them and the time fields

determine the relative times at which events are to occur.

BDL/C also controls the type of simulation being performed; i.e.,

unit, nominal, maximum, or minimum delay. Additional BDL/C statements

determine the format of the output timing charts. BDL/C can also perform

comparisons on facilities and even print out an error message when a

miscompare is discovered. In general, BDL/C is an extremely powerful

language for simulation.

3.4.2 LOGIC PARTITION FOR SIMULATION

For the purposes of simulation six distinct logic partitions were

(identified on the chip. Identification of these partitions enabled the

designer to focus attention on specific logic areas and simplify debug.

However, the simulation patterns exercised the entire logic design and, in

the final analysis, all data paths affected by a simulation pattern from

input pins to output pins were verified as responding correctly. Table

3.4-1 shows a breakdown and brief description of the BDL/C patterns sets

simulated on the SCS481.

3.4.2.1 Arithmetic Logic Operations

This partition consisted of the ALU and comparator, Sum Bus shift mux,

the A and B input ports and their respective latches and multiplexers.

Since this partition corresponds to the test site for which a RIT was

* generated in Rochester, much of the design verification for this logic

section was done using the test site design data.
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Simulation for this partition verified correct operation ot all o tLhe

*" basic arithmetic and logic operations as well as the shift operations and

status indicators. The input arguments were obtained from the A and B input

ports and the results were observed at the Sum Bus.

The specific functions to be tested were those used in the first nine

Operation Forms (the microprogrammable Op. Forms). These include: Add,

Subtract, AND, OR, Exclusive OR, NAND, NOR, Exclusive NOR, NOOP, Compare,

* Left and Right Shift Logical and Left and Right Shift Arithmetic.

3.4.2.2 Control Logic

After the ALU had been successfully simulated and debugged, the control

'- logic was exercised. In this partition primary emphasis was on the random

logic which replaced the Micro Decode Logic Array. The simulation concen-

trated on the first nine Op. Forms in order to confirm that the correct

arithmetic/logic operation was selected. Those fields in the Op. Forms

which select source and destination were exercised sufficiently to verify

that the control lines select the correct arguments or combination of

arguments as in the case of the B Port where the B input can be ANDed with

one of three registers before being operated on by the ALU. Because some of

*the status indicators are functionally dependent on whether the chip is in

the least significant, intermediate, or most significant position, it was

necessary to write patterns to specifically exercise these position dependent

" pins in such a way as to get uniquely different values depending on which

position the chip is set for via the position pins.

3.4.2.3 Address Registers

The Program Counter and Memory Counter can be effectively isolated

from the ALU and control logic and were simulated after the ALU and control

logic have been debugged. Simulation patterns were generated to load and

increment the PC and MC using the asynchronous controls. The CCI and CCO

were observed with particular attention given to the MSP to verify that the
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Table 3.4-1. BDL/C Dataset Description For Simulation

BDL/C Name Description

ADDALL Tests OP Form IA,B (ADD) all possible A,B,CIN combinations

ADDSHIFT,I-6 Tests OP Forms IIA,B,III (ADD & SHIFT) with check of
shirt bits in and out

ALU l&2 Tests load WR, OP Form IA,B (ADD) all A&B MUX combinations

AUTO,2 Same as ADDALL w-th automatic check of X,Y,EQ,OVFL,AND
COUT, etc. AUTO2 automatically checks AG,LG,EQ,OVFL,&
COUT in MSF

COMPARE OP Form VIIA,B (COMPARE OPERATION) Check

COUNTMC,PC PC,MC increment function check

CRC,I OP Form X (CRC) check for all package positions

DATAOUT Address and data out port checks

- ENHANCE 1,2,3 Enhancements test

LOGICAL Checks OP Form VIII A,B,C (LOGICAL OPERATIONS)

NOOP Checks All OP Form IX (NOOP) combinations

SBOUTS Checks OP Forms IV-VI (SHIFTS) for proper shift bits out

SHIFT 1-5 Extensive check of OP Forms IV-VI (SHIFTS) for all package
positions and shift forms

SIGNDIV,1-3,T Tests Op Form XI A,B,C,D,E (SIGNED DIVIDE) for all
flowchart paths and package positions

SMPY 1,2 Tests OP Form XIV (SIGNED MULTIPLY) for all flowchart

paths and package positions

TEST Check out test circuits

TSTOUT,1-5 Extensive check of X,Y,AG,LG,EQ,OVFL,& COUT for OP
Forms I-III

UNDIV 1,2,T Tests OP Form XII A,B,C (UNSIGNED DIVIDE) for all
flowchart paths and package positions

UNMPY 1,2 Tests OP Form XIII (UNSIGNED MULTIPLY) for all flowchart
paths and package positions
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CCO/Overflow pin was used by the ALU for overflow indication. Operation of

the Address Out Port and Mux as well as the AO Mux Select asynchronous con-

trol line were confirmed at this time.

3.4.2.4 Data Registers

The fourth partition consisted of the Working Register, Extended

Working Register and miscellaneous data paths which tie the partitions

together. Single and double length shifts involving the WR and XWR were

performed. Arithmetic, logical and circular shifts were performed both

to the left and to the right. Those Op Forms which perform Arithmetic

operations followed by shifts were executed. The position controls were

exercised in order to confirm that the high order bit behaves correctly

when the chip is set to MSP.

The simulation at this time also exercised the asynchronous controls

in order to demonstrate proper flow of data within the chip and correct

selection of source operands for the Data Out Port (DOP).

3.4.2.5 Multiply, Divide, CRC

After all of the logic in the preceding partitions had been verified,

the controls for multiply, divide, and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) were

simulated. Each of the five Op Forms X through XIV were verified with

the chip position controls set for LSP, IP, and MSP. Particular attention

was given to Op code pins Op 8 and Op 9 to insure correct behavior since

- these pins may be input or output depending on the position setting. By

• .using BDL/C the various shift bits could be tied together on the single

-. chip to allow simulation of four bit multiply's and eight bit divide's.

This proved very helpful in debugging the macro command. It also demon-q
'- strated that the SCS481 obtained the proper results even though the shift

bits were inverted.
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3.4.2.6 Elnhancements

At ter s im I at ing L he standard 74S48 I I inct- ions, t" lie nhialleillt'l ts were
siimuIiloIted Lto verl tiheir design. -lie staek ,int bieikpoirit i('glsmtl were

exe rc i sed i n conj unc L i on withL tie program counter and memory (ount r to

confirm proper operation. The hold A and B latches and memory comitt'r thru

A mux controls were also simulated. Finally the test circuits were veritied

to guarantee the proper function of the ring oscil lator and other test

ci rcu i ts.

3. 4. 3 SIGGES'rEI) IMPRO)VEMENTS 'r(o )ES IGN VERIFICATION

Se'veral procedural changes would have improv'd the ettectiveness of

des i gn ve r i i ca t i on. Fi rs t , and most importait I y , t he pe rson (s) wr i t i rig

t Iunct ional patterns should be completely insulated from the logic

design. Both the logic designers and pattern generators shoild work from

the same specifications, but not have significant interaction. Any devia-

tion from expected results during simulation will then either result from

an error in the logic design or an incorrectly calculated expected result.

-. The odds that logic design errors similar to those in the SCS48I will occur

are greatly reduced since hoth the logic designer(s) and pattern genera-

tor(s) wi 11 prohably not make the same misinLterpretat ion of the specitica-

t i on. When the logic designer(s) and pattern generator(s) are one and the

same, no check and halanice system exists for an error of this type.

Secondly, the design Ve rification patterns should he written so that

as little manual intervention is required to check expected results. The

ultimate solution is a completely self checking pattern set similar to the

.* Auto and Auto 2 pattern sets. In these sets, the BI)L/C mitomatically

calculates expected values for all the addition cominat ions, applies the

I o *1 nece-ssary patterns, checks the actuial results, and prinLts tiit ali appropriate

error message i f netessary. Pattern sets such is tlt' have the ;idvalitagt'

of ei iminating human error since all expected results ate alIgorithnmicallyv

genetated and automatically checked. They can also chuck a greater imbter

of cn(litionis in far less time than can Ie dton' manjiil ly.
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inaly I y, each s imul Iat ion run shoti hI Ie Io I Iowed I)y the EI)S des ign

*.e r ifi cat ion measu remen t p rogram (I)VE). is program keeps a rnning

tota I o I d I I nets in the des ign which have not lee(I cond it io nIe d to a 'I'

and a '0' as well as whici gate inputs have not been conditioned in a

- sensitized condition. By examining this list of nets, the pattern genera-

• '* tor can then determine what areas of the logic should still be exercised.
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.5 DES IGN VKH I F I CAT ION (1.55)

Once t inct i ona I pa te ms have been c rea t ed and ent e red into EDS via

BDL/C, these patterns must then be simulated. The designer uses the

Variable Mesh Simulator (VMS) a', well as several other EDS programs to

accomplish the design verifica.tion. An explanation of those programs and

their importance to design verification follows.

3.5.1. EXPAND ACTION

In order to use the logic entered via B)L/S (Section 3.2.3), the

design verification and test generation (DV/TG) section of EDS requires

that the logic be expanded. Expanding logic involves transforming macro-

representations into one or more constituent micro-blocks and adding

information about the blocks that is required for subsequent applications.

There are two basic types of expansion: design and non-design.

Design expansion is associated with the physical design of a part.

It transforms a macro-block representation into a more detailed represen-

tation. It allows convenient representation of logical entities as macro-

blocks that can be design expanded either into physically implementable

entities for Physical Design or representations on which subsequent non-

design expansion can be performed for DV/TG. An example of such a logical

macro is the SRL book which is made up of an LI book and an L2 book.

Non-design expansion is associated with the logic design of a part.

Like design expansion, non-design expansion can transform macro-blocks

into micro-blocks. In addition, however, it can also transform logic

macro-blocks to their constituent primitive functions that can be used

by the DV/TG applications. It is an expansion to primitives at or below

* the packaging level. Information that is required for modeling the logic

for DV/TG is added from the logic books. Because some DV/TG applications

may require different models of the same logic, non-design expansion can

produce different micro-representations of blocks if alternate expansion

information is provided in the book. Each possible representation is

identif ied as a uniique expansion type.
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Genera Illy speaking, the two processes dit ffer in that design expans Ion

deals with blocks iepresenting physically implementable devices (chips,

cards, circuits, etc.) to create representations for Physical Design.

Non-design expansion deals with blocks that represent physical units as

* well as blocks that represent primitive logic below the lowest physical

*level and creates representations for DV/TG.

., The expand action also provides a preliminary check on several

elements ot the logic design. The expander checks to make sure that any

unused pins on logic books have been deleted and that all pins which were

deleted were pins flagged as removable by the logic book rules. This

* allows the designer a basic check that the book was at least connected

(or not connected) properly. The expander also prints a list of those

nets it finds flagged as primary inputs, primary outputs, and common 1/0.

The designer can then compare this list to his own to check that all I/O

nets have been properly identified.

3.5.2 SIMULATION

Simulation is performed using VMS. VMS has several options for output

and simulation mode which are selected by the BDL/C. An example of a

normal timing chart output is shown in Figure 3.5-1. This particular output

shows that the addition of I+F+l eventually equals 2 after the signals propa-

gate through thirty-two units of delay (from time 107 to time 139).

In logic design, delay refers to the time required for an electrical

impulse to travel between two points on a circuit. Although a more detail-

ed sub-division is possible, circuit delay is usually divided into two

types: block delay and net delay. Block delay is the lapse between the

time a block receives an input, and the time it produces the appropriate

output. Net delay refers to the time required for a signal at the output

of a block to travel through a conductor and reach an effective level at

the input to another block.
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When working with a hardware model, circuit delays are an inherent

physical characteristic. The software simulation, however, has no such

inherent characteristics. The designer must somehow indicate to the system

what delay factors are to be considered. Depending on the degree of accu-

*' racy required, there are several ways to (1o this.

3.5.2.1 Unit Delay Simulation

The simplest and consequently the least accurate delay values are unit

" delays. Unit delays are provided by the individual DV/TG applications.

When working with unit delays, the application simply assumes that each

circuit element has the same delay of one "unit." Unit delays are applied

only to blocks; net delays are commonly not considered. This mode of

operation will provide gross function testing, but the lack of actual

* timing information may create results of limited usefulness. Unit delay

*. simulation was the primary VMS mode used in DV of the SCS481 and is shown

, in the Figure 3.5-1.

3.5.2.2 Nominal Delay Simulation

Nominal delays are calculated "best guesses" about how individual

- circuit elements will behave in a real situation. Such delays are derived

with knowledge of the circuit type and the interconnections involved.

Default values for wiring capacitance are assumed. DV/TG operations

- performed with nominal delays are generally closer than unit delays, but

" still may not precisely predict the operation of the physically designed

- circuit and are generally pessimistic since a relatively high default

capacitance is assumed.
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3.5.2.3 Calculated Pelay_ Simulation

Calculated delays are the most accurate possible prediction of how

a unit will operate once it has been manufactured. They are provided by

a system function called the delay calculator that takes into consideration

such design elements as wiring, off-unit connectors, and fan-in and fan-out

situations. Calculated delays may he derived at any time in the design

effort, but are most effective when they are created from all the data

available for a fully designed package. When the delays are calculated

after the completion of physical design, they are called "as wired" delays.

Consequently, they find significant use during delay path verification

(Section 3.8).

3.5.3 ALL EVENTS TRACE (AET)

One of the outputs from VMS is an all events trace (AET). The AET

contains all stimuli, and the response of every circuit net to those

stimuli, stored in time sequence. This information can be used to print

timing charts like Figure 3.5-1. The AET is also used by other EDS jobs

downstream such as DVME (see 3.4.3).

3.5.4 TIMING ANALYSIS (TA)

Once either nominal or as wired delays have been calculated, the

Timing Analysis (TA) program can be used. The TA application within EDS

provides an automated desig, tool which performs fast and accurate analy-

sis of the timing relationships in the logic.

The TA process takes into account circuit delays and physical delays

for both turn-on and turn-off, as well as their statistical variations.

The process considers the interactions between data and clock signals in

the storage elements in order to determine early and late signals.

TA provides a reasonably quick and accurate analysis of critical time

paths as well as indicating potential fast path problems. Since TA is very

delay dependent, the most extensive analysis is conducted after physical
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des ign duri ng delay path veri t i cat i on (Sect ion 3. 8 when as wi red dle I ays

can be used. Since the SCS481 was only a map-over ol an existing design

into a faster technology, a cursory examination of the as wired delay cal-

culation for known critical paths was felt to be sufficient to assure

proper timing; therefore, TA was not used.

3.5.5 LSSD RULES CHECK

Early in DV the design should be examined by the LSSD rules checking

program. This allows rules violations to be detected and corrected before

extensive DV has taken place which might be invalidated by any logic changes.

Sometimes the rules checker will even uncover design errors (Section 3.1.3.3).

Since the rules checker uses VMS, the logic must have been success-

fully expanded prior to using the rules check program (Section 3.5.1).

Using algorithms described in recent literature* and information gleaned

from connector flags entered during logic entry (Section 3.2.8), the rules

checking program generates BDL/C to confirm conformance with the LSSD

design rules (Section 3.1.2). Once the logic is expanded and the BDL/C has

been generated, the BDL/C is simulated. Every time unexpected results are

obtained in the logic, an error is flagged listing the invalid results.

Successful completion of the rules checker requires that no error messages

be printed.

-'* 3.5.6 'rESTARILIT'Y ANALYSIS

Provided the design has passed the rules checking program just described,

the design is virtually guaranteed to be testable; therefore, a testability

analysis per se is not needed. However, since LSSD has greatly reduced

"Automatic Che-king of Logic Design Structures for Compliance with
Testability Ground Rules" H. C. Godoy, G. B. Franklin, and P. S. Bottorff

pp. 469-478. IBID
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the cost of test generation, common practice is to run test generation as

a preliminary testability analysis. This shows that an acceptable test

percentage is obtainable and will also flag many of the redundant faults

(Section 3.9.3.3). These redundancies can then be removed before physical

design begins, improving the final test coverage. A preliminary test

generation run was made on the SCS481 with a 98% test coverage.

3 .5. 7 LOG IC UPDATE

Logic update is required anytime a logic error is encountered using

one of the previous tools. Logic update uses the same methods as logic

entry to make corrections to the logic, manual BDL/S entry or ISAAC

(Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). Before DV can use the corrected logic, it

must be re-expanded (Section 3.5.1). In essence DV is an iterative process

with logic entry until the designer is satisfied that all errors have been

detected.

3.6 DESIGN VERIFICATION (NON-LSSD)

DV for the non-LSSD versions involved only unit delay simulation with

manual comparison of the results with the identical LSSD unit delay simula-

tion. To accomplish this, all nine facilities defining the add-tional LSSD

primary inputs were deleted from the BDL/C. A set and a reset facility were

then defined and initialized at a '0'. Since the nine LSSD pins were not

functionally exercised by any of the pattern sets except for being initial-

ized in a non-controlling state, their deletion did not affect any of the

pattern sets as written.

All of the BDL/C data sets in Table 3.4-1 except TEST were simulated

against the expanded non-LSSD version of the logic and compared to the LSSD

version. The only noticeable difference between the two designs was the,

disappearance of the latch glitch on the clock edge in the non-LSSI) design.

Figure 3.6-1 is the non-LSSD timing chart version of Figure 3.5-1.
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3.7 PHYSICALI DESIGN

After the logic des ign has been initially recorded and simulated, the

user can then translate his logical design to a physical design by adding

additional nomenclature on the CID. I)uring this cycle, the user can process

application programs--called "actions"--in the EDS Physical Design subsystem.

Again, the design can be simulated and tested using VMS. This is called

D I)elay Path Verification and is described in the next section. The status of

the design is checked to ensure that it is complete and that technology

constraints have been followed; bill of material and part number data are

also added.

The Physical Design subsystem includes a large variety of checking,

packaging, design aid, wiring, and listing functions. The programs help the

user arrange the logic on a physical package; wire up the unit, and check

the design. The development of the user's design includes: pin assignmenl,

net ordering, wiring, design checking, and CID updating with completed

design data.

From the beginning of the actual design proc( ,;s, the designer is affected

. -by the limits of the technology. It is at this point in the process, however,

where all incompatibility between logic design and technology must be resolved.

The logic design is converted to physical design descriptions that are

intelligible to a manufacturing process.

Each logic function becomes part of a physical device. These devices

must then be placed on a physical unit, wires must be routed, physical input

and output pins must be provided, shapes must be generated |or the metalliza-

tion and all of these processes must be checked for correc-tness.

Physical design is performed after the logic design ot the machine hais

been generally completed and stored in the design file, or CII). The CII)

then contains the logic design of the hardware as well as certain physical

characteristics that the user may optionally supply. After physical design

is completed, the majority of the physical and logical information resides

on the CID. The typical physical design and release methodology is shown in

Figure 3.7-1.
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3.7.1 PHYSICAL DESIGN TECHNOLOGY RUI.ES

The CID contains only a representation ot the tiesigned machill . I t

does not contain the guidelines or rules I or gene riting miahiln(' tont i1 jiur-

t itons. Since these guidelines are constant for a ma chirie t echnology, t fio'

dimension must be added to the design process: technology rules.

A typical rule is a table which describes a particular .ispet ,,t t .

physical package. An example of a rule would be a table '(ontauning th(

names of all possible types of wire that may be used on tht, ma tI it, , '

rules may be divided into three basic categories: geomf'tr ru,

ship rules, and constraint rules.

Geometry rules describe the shape, size and internals l the t,1,ts ,t

the machine. For example, if a rectangular part has holes ,-rinvng thr(ulgh

it in a regular grid pattern, this characteristic must be ,testril ed in i

geometry rule.

Relationship rules describe how several parts of the machine may he

assembled together. It four small parts can he p ltigged onto one larger

part, this characteristi( must It, reco(rded in a relati onship rule.

ConLstraint rules di(tate tritera to he used by P) programs in

ce01 'ting physical design work. If the longest wire that may be plated on

a machine part is two inches, this tact must be specified as a (on:.traint

rule. PD uses the rules in conjin tion with other physical design data in

order to achieve desired physical design work.

3.7.2 PHYSICAL DESIGN ACTIONS

The Physical Design portion of i.')S per-forms three hs .l( functions for

the designer: placement and wiring ()i ((omro ients; t. ckiig () the work d() e;

and listing data.
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1

Placement is the positioning of components. An example of placement

are the positioning of logic circuits oil a chip. The placement function

determines the best possible arrangement of the components.

',ring is the interconnecting of the components with printed or

embedded wi res For example, once the logic circuits have been placed on

the (hip, wiring automatically determines how to connect them so they

reflect th' logic design.

Placement and wiring comply to the rules of the technology ,hich is

being used.

Pl) also performs checks of the physical design to assure no error has

. occurred. This is particularly useful on parts of the physical design which

may hav, been done manually. An example of a PD checking function is

Location Check. It checks to ensure that one physical location has not been

used m) re than once.

The final function of PD is the Listing Function. Net List is an

* example of a PI) Listing function. It lists the information associated with

each pin belonging to a physical net.

The PD functions are accomplished by sets of actions. Each action is

identified by a mnemonic. To perform a task, such as wiring an MS399 chip,

a series of PD actions would be run. The action AWIRE (Automatic ',:re

Routing) would certainly be one of the actions in the series.

3.7.3 MS399 PHYSICAL DESIGN

A description of the PD actions for the Physical Design of the SCS481

* . and their scheduled and actual completion dates are listed in Table 3.7-2.

'The delay at steps four and five, PDDEL and ASSIGN, was caused by back-dated

technology rules for some of Lhe newer MS399 book types. The latest release

for these rules had to be obtained from other IBM locations before Phy' ical

" Design could continue.
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Table 3.7-2. MS399 Physical Design Steps

Job Step Sched Comp Status Comp Result Function

1 EFUI 12/27/79 TRIED 12/26 SUCCESS CREATE CID

2 LPULA 12/27/79 TRIED 12/26 SUCCESS LOAD BDLS TO CID

3 LPUU 12/27/79 TRIED 12/26 SUCCESS LOCATION CODE

4 PDDEL 1/2/80 TRIED 1/9 SUCCESS PHYSICAL EXPAND

5 ASSIGN (FD) 1/2/80 TRIED 1/15 SUCCESS PIN ASSIGNMENT

6 PLACEl (PDCW) 1/7/80 TRIED 1/16 SUCCESS AUTO PLACEMENT

7 PLACE2 (PDCW) 1/10/80 TRIED 1/16 SUCCESS AUTO PLACEMENT

8 AWIRE (PDCW) 1/16/80 TRIED 1/17 SUCCESS AUTO WIRE

9 MROUTE (PD) 1/23/80 TRIED 1/21 SUCCESS MANUAL WIRE

A SHAPES (PDSHP) 1/30/80 TRIED 1/23 SUCCESS SHAPES GEN/CHECK

B FDBKI (PD/LPD) 1/31/80 TRIED 1/23 SUCCESS FEEDBACK TO CID

C TESTGEN 2/7/80 TRIED 2/1 SUCCESS ENTIRE TESTGEN

D AUDIT (PD) 2/13/80 TRIED 1/24 SUCCESS AUDIT CHECK

E FDBK2 (PD/LPD) 2/14/80 TRIED 1/24 SUCCESS FEEDBACK TO CID

F RIT 2/18/80 TRIED 2/4 SUCCESS RIT GENERATION
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Step C represents the erit ire test gnreraLt ion protetdure described In
Section 3.9. As explained, all live of the test geniect Ii steps t rom

exp;iis I ol to ,autonat i c test generaLt ion were sui t ted sequent i al I y over-

Sight . Onlce t lie tPst coverage was cordf i rmd, the last two stUis , wh I ch

generated the Test )a t a F i I e (TDF) , were executed sequent i al 1 y. No

*." knowledge of the design or test generation was required.

Steps 1, E, and F are all necessary for the Release of DaLa to

"Mairnufacturing explained in Section 3.11. Steps I through B are described in

the toil owing subsections.

.7.3.1 CID lnitial ization

The first three job steps involve the initialization of the CID. In

these steps the CID is created, the design is entered onto the CID, and all

necessary design identification is placed in the CI) control data set. Once

the CID has been created, the bDL/S that has been entered by the designer

. can then be loaded onto the CID. Following that, the location, part number,

part name, technology type, and other pertinent information about the design

is entered into the CID control data set. With the CID initialization

complete, design verification, physical design, and test generation can all

use the information to perform their various tasks.

3.7. 3. 2 Physical Design_Ex epnsion

Step tour, PDDEL, is the design expansion which was described in

Section 3.5.I. This expansion is different from the expansion used in

*design verification in that nothing is expanded beyond physically imple-

- rrmentable circuit books. For MS399, this means that the SRL's are expanded

into Ll's and L2's, hut not to their elementary gate functions. Expansion

to the smallest phystally implementable blocks is necessary for efficient.

f rlunctioning of the placement and wiring programs.
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3.7.3.3 Placement

The Physical Design automatic placement of the logic circuit books is

accomplished by steps 5, 6, and 7. The ASSIGN action begins by allocating

off chip drivers anrd on chip receivers to 1/0 pins and circuit nets. Using

iithis information, the remaining logic circuit books are placed into the

masterslice cells using actions PLACEI and PLACE2. Placement is made in an

".attempt to minimize global wire lengths wherever possible. Figure 3.7-3

shows a printout of the placement for the tipper left hand corner of the

SCS481.

3.7.3.4 Wiring

Once the logic circuit books are placed, the automatic wiring action,

AWIRE, is run to connect th- books together. Any nets left unconnected by

AWIRE must be manually routed using the MROUTE action. Only sixteen nets

were incompletely wired by AWIRE for the SCS481.

The wiring programs also check block fan-out and total net capacitance.

Any nets with greater than 3pf are flagged and must be checked by the logic

designer to assure that the additional delay incurred will not adversely

affect the design. Four nets exceeded the 3pf limit in the SCS481. Their

impact is discussed in Section 3.8.2. An output representing one level of

the wiring for the upper left hand corner of the SCS481 is shown in Figure

3.7-4.

3.7.3.5 Shapes Generation and Check

The previous wiring and placement actions used only logical representa-

tions of the MS399 chip. The SHAPES action takes these logical representa-

* Lions along with some technology rt les and generates descriptions of the

actual shapes of the metal interconnect lines which will be used to make the

masks. These shapes are described using IBM's graphic language. Once these

shapes have been generated, they are checked by SHAPES to assure that all
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the technology rules have been foIl owed. This step discovered a wire which

was routed over a blockage inside a logic book. Manual re-routing was able

to solve the problem.

At ter siccesslt I shapes generaLion and check, the Physical Design

1)roc(ss is "fled back" to the CII) using action FDKI . Physical Design data

is now ready for release and test generation can begin. Table 3.7-5 gives a

summary of the results after Physical Design, including circuit and I/0

usage, placement statistics, and wiring results.
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Table 3.7-5. MS399 Design Statistics

Circuit Statistics USED/AVAILABLE

ON CHIP RECEIVERS 56/88
INTERNAL CELLS 1307/1496
OFF CHIP DRIVERS 35/60
I/O 86/94

Placement Statistics

TOTAL NETS 960
TOTAL CIRCUITS 741
TOTAL I/O 86
PREPLACED CIRCUITS 741
TOTAL CELLS 1398/1650

Wiring Statistics

NETS COMPLETELY WIRED 914
NETS INCOMPLETE OR UNWIRED 16
CONNECTIONS REMAINING 17
PARTIAL INPUT NETS WIRED 43
NETS EXCEEDING 3 PFD LIMIT

WRO45CD60 4.817 PFD
WRO5OCB60 3.225 PFD
WR225CD60 3.325 PFD
WR225DH60 3.302 PFD
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3.8 DELAY PATH VERIFICATION

Delay Path Verification (DPV) is essentially an extension of design

verification (DV). DPV involves the analysis necessary to assure that the

chip will interact properly with the surrounding logic, as well as function

internally as implemented by the physical design. These considerations

enter into the design from the beginning, but become the most detailed just

before and during physical design when much more accurate delay information

is available. For the SCS481, this primarily involved checking that the

propagation delays of the SCS481 met or exceeded those specified for the

54S481. Also included was the cursory manual analysis of the timing in the

AP-IOIC and the effect of tie design error correction circuitry.

In a normal chip design, this step in the methodology would involve

extensive calcualted delay simulation (Section 3.5.2.3) and timing analysis

(Section 3.5.5). Since the SCS481 was a map-over of an existing chip, only

a select few critical paths were delay simulated, and no timing analysis

was done. Due to unfamiliarity with AP-101C design and unavailability of

the BDL/S for the design, neither VMS nor TA would have been of much use

for analyzing the interaction of the SCS481 with the surrounding logic. A

manual timing analysis for the -ritical multiply insturction was deemed

sufficient.

3.8.1 DELAY SIMULATION TIMING COMPARISON - 54S481 VS SCS481

The estimated and calculated critical path delays during various

stages of the design are shown in Table 3.8-1. The TI specifications

are taken from "the Bipolar Microcomputer Components Data Book" for the

- * 54S481. (At the time of this writing, 54S481's were not available from

TI. 545481 specifications were used because they should represent the

performance of the 74S481 at military temperatures).

" The initial estimates turn out to be within +16% and -10% of the as

" wired delay calculations confirming the assumption that the estimate would

be slightly pessimistic. The nominal delay measurements were all higher
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than the as wired delay calculations except for the OPBUS to DATAOUT delay,

again corroborating the fact that the wiring capacitance default values

yielded conservative delay claculations.

The nominal delay calculations (Section 3.5.2.2) and the as-wired

calculated delay values (Section 3.5.2.3) are underneath the delay simula-

Lion heading. As explained, the nominal delay calculations take into

account fan-in and fan-out and assume a reasonably high default wiring

capacitance value. As a result, the nominal delays are more accurate than

the initial estimate, but tend to be slightly pessimistic due to the capac-

itance default. The as-wired delays are as accurate as can be calculated

by EDS taking into account the actual wiring capacitance. The worst case

(WC) delay is the delay for 100*C junction.

The multiply OP9 critical path starts at the t clock transition. The

path includes the propagation of the new least significant bit in the XWR

from the LSP to the MSP, through the macro decode logic, and out the OP9

output. The inter-package delay was assumed to be zero and the two OCD's

were assumed to be 5ns each. This is the critical path in the AP-1OIC

which determined the multiply speed.

The divide OP9 critical path occurs in the Fix Remainder step (Xld) in

the signed divide OP Form. The propagation of this signal is actually

dependent on the propagation of the CIN to the MSP. This calculation

assumes the CIN is already available upon the t clock transition. The other

paths measured are self explanatory.

The initial estimates turn out to be within +16% and -10% of the as

wired delay calcualtions confirming the assumption that the estimate would
be slightly pessimistic. The nominal delay measurements were all higher

*q than the as wired delay calculations except for the OPBUS to DATAOUT delay,

* again corroborating the fact that the wiring capacitance default values

." yielded conservative delay calculations.
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Comparing the as wired nominai il and worst case aelays for Lthe SCS481

with the typical al maximum speciliuaiions Iot- the '4S481, all the SCS481

plropai ga t i On delays 'are Ies s thini thois0 for the ')4S481. The SCS481 Iominal I

,'." delays are on the average 26% las v'r than the 54S481, a rid the worst case

delays average 38% faster.

Two caveats for this comparison are necessary. First, the worst case

calculations for the SCS481's are for 100C junction whereas the TI maximum

should be for 125C junction. Secondly, many of the SCS481 propagation

delays are derived from just a few simulation examples selected at random,

and therefore, may not be absolutely worst case propagation delay for the

signals. The use of the Timing Analysis program (Section 3.5.5) would

automatically figure worst case propagation delays.

With the values obtained from this analysis, no problems were antici-

pated in substituting the SCS481 for a 54S481, since all the 54S481 propaga-

tion delay specifications checked were met or exceeded. Even with the

conservative latch speed design (Section 7.4), the MS399 technology was

sufficiently faster than the TTL logic in the 'S481 so that no noticeable

speed loss occurred.
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1.8. 2 I'IIYS I '.AI 1. , 1)KSI;N CAI'AC II'ANCIE (:IIECKS

l)PV also requires a check on certain wiring and load capacitance values

once the physical wiring has been accomplished. First, the wiring and load

capacitance on the negative and positive phase of the clocks coming from the

clock drivers must be manually checked to assure that the ratio of the

positive phase wiring capacitance to the negative phase wiring capacitance

is less than 2.0. This assures that skew caused by net capacitance will not

allow the negative phase to arrive at the latch before the positive ,hase.

- Table 3.8-2 shows all the clock drivers and their respective total capaci-

* tancte (pin 20 is negative phase, pin 60 is positive phase). All of the

ratio's are less than 2.0 with the highest equal to 1.85, so no problem was

j- ant ,cipated.

Secondly, any nets with total capacitance above 3pf are flagged by the

* physical design programs and must be manually checked by the designer to

* assure that this will not adversely impact the performance of the device.

Table 3.8-3 shows the four nets which were flagged during physical design.

*i Figures 3.8-4, 3.8-5, and 3.8-6 show what areas of the logic these nets

• affect. The delay impact column of Table 3.8-3 indicates the improvement

in performance which would accrue if the capacitance value were reduced to

. 3.Opf. Note that net WRO45CD60 is dependent on net WR225CD60 so that the

* potential delay impact for these two nets is the sum of their individual

impacts. The potential delay impacts were small enough that no manual

-- re-routing of wires was deemed necessary to reduce the capacitance.

3.8.3 AP-IO1C TIMING ANALYSIS

S.: DPV also involves checking to see if the chip will function with the

surrounding logic. Since the design of the AP-OI1C was completed elsewhere

* - (IBM Owego, NY), and to keep design analysis and learning to a minimum, only

the key critical multiply timing was analyzed. Figure 3.8-7 illustrates the

- functional block diagram of the execution unit for the AP-IOIC.
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TablIe 3.8-2. Cl1ock Divyer Net C~jp~ic it ajtce

Total
Capacitance

(inl pf) Di ference Ratio

Clock Driver Pin O N0Pn 20 (60-20) 60/20 Latches lDriven- -

W60~ BA- 1.85 1.29 0.56 1.43 PC, MC, XWR Sign
(B Clock)

BB 1.32 0.87 0.45 1.52 WR, XWR, R Fixed
______ ____(B Clock)

BC 0.92 0.80 0.13 1.16 A, B, Text Circuits
_______ (B Clock)___ __

-CA 1.31 0.71 o.6 1.85 PC, MC, (C Clock)

CB 1. 57 0.89 _ _0.68_ 1.76- WR, _XWR (C-ClIo ck)-

cc 0.89 1.07 - 0.18) 0.83 R Fixed, XWR Sign,
_______ BP (C Clock)

CD) 0.58 0.52 0.06 1.11 Stack 0 (C Clock)

CE 0.45 0.46 (-0.01) 0.98 Stack 1 (C Clock)

CF 0.53 0.48 0.05 1,1 Stack 2 (C Clock)
CG 0.65 0.46 0.19 1.41 Stack_3 (C Clock)

WRO03 DA 0.56 0.52 0.04 1.08 -~A Latch (C Clock)-
__ DB 0.53 0.66 (-0.13) 0.80 B Latch (C Clock)

DC 1.23 1.23 0 1.0 A, B, Test CirUiLs
S _ __ __ __ ____ (A Clock) --- - -

DD 1.07 0.79 0.28 1.35 PC, MIC (AClock)
_DE E.0 4 7 1.0 6 -0. 02) 0.98 WE,XW (ACok
DF 0.96 1.13 (-0.17) 0.85 R Fixed, XW*R Sign,

_______ ___ ___ BP_ (A Clock)
DG 0.86 0.72 0.14 1.19 Stack 0, Stack I

S ___ ____ _____ (A Clock)__ _

DH 0.72 0.73 (-0.01) 0.99 Stack 2, Stack 3
__ (BClock) _

WR158 -CA - 0._3_1__ _ 0.27 - -- 0.0 .15_ BP (. -lock)

C9 1.1 08702i.2 tc ac1-
____ _____ ______ ___(B Cloc

cc 0.48 0.39 0.09 1.23 Stack 2, Stac.
S____________ ___ (BClock)
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Table 3.8-3. Capacitance Delay Impact

As Wired Deilay
NET Name Capacitance Delay impact Calculated

WR045CD60 SUiM BUS BIT 3 4.81 PF O.87NS ± 50% __3.64NS F

WRO50CB60O -SUM BUS BIT 1 3.225 PF _ .2NS ± 50% 5-31NS R

WR22SCD60 LOGICAL OPER. 3.325 PF O.28NS ± 50% 4.79NS R

WR225DH60 RIGHT SHIFT-l 3.302 PF O.l5NS ± 50% 2.89NS F

NOTE: Worst case impact would be WR225CD60 Delaying WRO45CD60.
Total impact would be l.15NS ± 50%.

Connected to high power blocks.
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First the various clocking modes for the AP-IOIC had to be deciphered.

Figure 3.8-8 shows the five basic clocking modes for the AP-I01C. All

clocks are derived from the 20 MHz master oscillator. CLOK A ROS loads a

new microde vord on its I clock transition. Clock A mP feeds the '481,

X register, and iteration counter clock inputs. The Phase E ROS clock

causes data to be written into the local store RAM. CS 66 and 67 are the

clock speed control bits in the micro instruction word. Figure 3.8-8(b)

is the clocking mode used for high speed interative operations like shift,

multiply and divide. The first cycle is 200us, followed by 150ns clock

cycles until the iteration counter reaches a zero value.

The worst case itming analysis for the first cycle in the multiply

instruction is shown in Figure 3.8-9. All signals are represented with a

single line spreadi!.g out to double lines for data valid. The start of the

sloping double line indicates the sum of the typical circuit delays and the

end of the sloping lines indicates the sum of the maximum circuit delays.

The data actually becomes valid somewhere in between.
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AP-101C CLOCKING

250 NS NOT HIGHI SPEED [CS66,67 00B31

20Mz

CIOK A ROS
(OP CODE)

(p.P, X REG)

PHASE E ROS
(LS) (a)

200 150 NS HIGH SPEED fCS66,67 =00B3]

20MH z

CIOK A ROS
(OP CODE)

* CLOCK AMP
Qs&P, X REG)

PHASE E ROS
* (LS)(b

Figure 3.8-8



APIOIC CLOCKING

200 NS (CS66,67 =01B]

* ~~~20 M JiLL L.LL1JJJL11
ClOK A ROS

* (OP CODE)

CLOCK AMuP
(0aP, X ?EG)

PHASE E ROS
MLs)(c

200 NS [CS66,67 =10B]

ClOK A ROS
(OP CODE)

CLOCK ApP

(I&P, X REG)

PHIASE E ROS

MLS) (d)

150 NS [CS66,67 =11B]

ClOK A ROS
(OP CODE)

* CLOCK ApP
XJP R EG)

PHASE E ROS ____________________________________

MLS) (e)

F'igure 3.3.a (continued)
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AP-l01C MULTIPLY TIM~ING (Worst Case)* (1st Cycle)

* CIKAILP

OPO-2
5-7VAI

* ~OP 3,4VAI

+ OP8H .- -- - -VALID

% ~ + OPSL -- VALID

+SUMF BU - zNzZZTAIL

MSP

Ll OUT

C CLOCK
* AT Li

*WORSTi CASE ItIPLIES THAT CS 19,20,21 HAVE CHANGED FROtt PREVIOUS VALUE

* + THIS TIMING REFLECTS DATA WHICH TI HAS NO EXPLICIT SPECIFICATIONS FOR. THE
DOTTED LINES ARE FOR AN SCS 401. THE SOLID REPRESENTS TI 'S481 USING CLOCK
TO 0P8 TIMING SPEC. THE REAL TIMIN3G IS SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN.

Figure 3.0-9
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The two OP8 propagation delays involve a logic path in the 54S481 for

which no explicit specification is given. This delay is from a valid OP

Bus to a valid OP8. The dotted lines represent the SCS481 delay for this

signal; the solid lines indicate this delay using the clock to OP8 timing

specification for the 54S481. The actual delay is probably in between

these two.

The last four signals are internal signals to the SCS481. The Ll

output signal represents the output of the L1 latches for the WR and XWR.

This data must be valid before the falling edge of the LI C Clock for

proper operation. The shift control and Sum Bus must be valid for the Li

output to be valid.

For the worst case timing shown, a fair chance exists that the wrong

data will get latched into the WR or XWR. This worse case timing assumes

that all microinstruction bits change on the initial rising edge of the

Clok A. Microinstruction word bits CS 19, 20, and 21 are the critical

bits. These bits control the input MUX to the B-Bus. Since the B-Bus is

not used in the multiply, these bits do not change in the actual implemen-

tation of the multiply.

Figure 3.8-10 shows the multiply timing for the case in which CS 19,

20, and 21 do not change on the initial edge of Clok A. In this case, the

LI data outputs are valid at least 20ns before the falling edge of the C

Clock. Two signals internal to the 54S481 in the MSP of AP-101C are hypo-

thetically shown. The times shown are based on 1.35 times the SCS481

internal timings for the same paths. The shift control line for the MSP

must be valid before the rising edge of Clock A mP for proper operation.

This signal is valid more than 45ns early worst case so no problems were

anticipated for the first cycle of multiply.

Figure 3.8-11 shows the timing for the remaining fifteen multiply

cycles. For the SCS481, the L1 outputs are valid as soon as the C Clock

rises with more than 75ns of slack in the Sum Bus valid data path. The
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API01C MULTIPLY TIMING ACTUAL PRACTICE* (1st Cycle)

C1KApP

OPO-2VAI
5-7

op 3,4

0 P 9iff -

+ OPBH VALID

* ~~ +OP8L VLI

*SHIFT CNTL

A1sp

+ SUM4 BUS V

Ll OUT -VALID

C CLOCK AT
* Li

+ 0P9 MSPVAI

HSP

* * ACTUAL PRACTICE IMPLIES THAT CS19,20,21 HAVE NOT CHANGED FROM PREVIOUS M1ICRO

INSTRUCTION REFLECTING ACTUAL PRACTICE.

+ THIS TIMING REFLECTS DATA FOR WHICH TI HAS NO EXPLICIT SPECIFICATION. THE
DOTTED LINES ARE TIMINGS FOR AN SCS 481. THE SOLID LINES REPRESENT TI's 481

L TI'IING USING THEIR "CLOCK TO 0P3" TIMING SPEC. THE REAL TI'lING IS SO.MIEWHERE

IN BET.lEEN.

*THIS TIMlING1 IS AN ESTI.MATE BASED ON 1.35 TIMES THE SCS 481 TI11ING.

Figure 3.8-10
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shift control in the MSP 54S481 has only 15ns to spare in the maximum delay

case. Since all tests were to be at room temperature, no problems were

anticipated for any of the multiply cycles.

3.8.4 EFFECTS OF DESIGN ERROR CORRECTION CIRCUITS

In the process of design, two logic errors were introduced which were

* not caught during design verification. The counter carry in (CCI) in the

least significant slice functions in an inverted fashion from the TI CCI

signal; i.e., a low causes a double increment and a high causes a single

increment. All four shift bits, WRRT WRLFT, XWRRT, and XWRLFT, are inver-

ted for both input and output when compared to the TI signals. External

circuitry is required to correct these errors. The timing effects of

these circuits are analyzed in the following paragraphs.

The effect of the inverter on CCI which is necessary for the LSP to

- correctly increment the PC and MC is virtually negligible. With the extra

speed inherent in the SCS481, adding an extra inverter delay will not

greatly affect the overall incrementing speed. In SCS481 stand alone

designs (i.e., when a direct substitution of a 74S481 is not desired),

. the inverter is unnecessary.

The effect of the shift bit inversion circuitry is more significant.

The multiply instruction is affected by this circuitry because the least

significant bit of the XWR must pass out the XWRRT pin and through this

circuit before reaching the MSP 74S481. Once this bit reaches the MSP,

* then that 74S481 can decide whether to add and shift or just shift. As

pointed out in the previous section, only about 15ns of slack exist in

this signal path, so this circuitry must operate in that period of time.

The initial circuitry used to correct these errors is shown in Figure

3.8-12. The circuit uses a pull-up resister pair on the SCS481 open collec-

tor shift bit and a pull-down resister for the three-state 74S481 shift bit.

Whichever bit creates an active level shift of the opposite polarity first
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Figure 3.3-12 Initial Shift Bit Inversion Correction Circuitry
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(i.e., SCS48I bit going low or the 74S481 bit .or.d high) tikes ottr, 01

the circuit and torces tit( other bit to the opposite polarity. Logic ii,.ly-

zer results showed that from the rising edge of the clock, this circuit was

able to propagate a zero in the SCS481 as a one to the 74S481 in less than

30ns, well within the TI specification of 40ns.

In transferring a bit of the opposite polarity, the SCS481 bit must

float up and activate the circuitry which disables the 54/74125 output;

then the 14S481 bit must float down. The logic analyzer showed this to

take almost lOOns from the rising clock edge. This circuit would rot work

at 20 MHz, but did function properly at 18.3 MHz. This meant that the

propagation delay needed to be decreased by about 14ns (18.3 MHz has a

period of 54.6ns. Since the multiply cycle consists of three periods,

the extra time per cycle at 18.3 MI-z is 3 times 4.6 or 13.8ns).

The circuitry which finally worked at 20 MHz is repeated in Figure

3.8-13. The nand gates and inverters decode portions of the OP Code to

determine whether a left or right shift is t. be performed. These signals

then control which three-state inverter is enabled between the two shift

bits. This allows for an active drive of both shift bits. The logic anal-

yzer determined that this circuit operated in less than 40ns from the rising

clock edge in all cases. Again, this circuitry would be unnecessary in a

stand alone SCS481 design.

1
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,7) TEST PATTERN. GENERATION (LSSD)

'rle primary intent in the development of LSSD was to provide design

gnI idelines which would allow automatic test pattern generation for any

design regardless of complexity. The following descriptions of test gen-

oration tor the SCS481 demonstrate the automatic test features of LSSD.

As will be explained, LSSD has the ability to relieve the designer from

* the drudgery of generating manual test patterns for his design by delega-

* ting this responsibility to the computer. A complete description of the

EDS test generation methodology and the test generators which are available

fol lows.

.3.9.1 TEST GENERATION DEFINITIONS

Before describing test generation the following terms should be defined.

Stuck fault or Fault - is the condition which occurs due to some manu-

facturing process error which causes either the input or output pin of a

logic gate to remain at either a logical I or 0 value independent of the

values input to the gate. The majority of process errors can be properly

represented as a stuck fault. Test generation programs attempt to generate

patterns which will detect all possible stuck faults by forcing each gate

pin to the opposite value from the fault ano then creating a "sensitized

path" from primary inputs or SRL's to primary outputs or SRL's. Input pin

- stuck faults are only physically distinguishable from an output pin stuck

* " fault in the non-controlling position. The equation for the number of stuck

tults per elementary logic gate is N+2 where N J I and equals the number of

input pins. For example, NOR gate I in Figure 3.9.1-1 has five potential

sttk Iault.,: Pins A, B and C stuck at 0 and pin 0 stuck at 0 and 1.

Rcluie'd Fault- Is i stl. "ault which is physically indistinguishable from

ot Itier stk ta I t Fr examp1e, in Figure 3.9.1-1 pin 0 of NOR gate I

tn k ,it 0 (L--0J t.n slt.;t inguishable from pin A of NOR gate 2 s-a-0 and,

".trf,,,, ,rdel fault. In contrast, Pin 0 of gate 2 s-a-0 is dif-

O ntt I rm htf pitn B of gate 3 and pin A of gate 4 s-a-0 and is not
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Possibly Detected Fault - is a fault whose detection is dependent upon

an undetermined value at a primary output pin during fault simulation. Two

common causes can be an undetermined state of a latch upon power up or if

the fault can cause oscillation or a race condition which the simulator

cannot evaluate.

Untestable Fault - a fault for which no pattern can be generated to

detect its existence. In LSSD designs untestable faults are almost univers-

ally caused by redundant logic design and, therefore, are sometimes referred

to as redundant faults.

Net Testable Faults - is equal to the total number of faults minus the

number of reduced and/or redundant faults. Figure 3.9.1-2 shows the test

model for book type CEB0. This model is able to reoresent all physical DC

faults excluding shorts, by using a DC stuck fault model. Figure 3.9.1-2

(h) shows what happens to this test model when one of the outputs is unused.

Net ZOI is no longer necessary to represent all physical DC faults using a

stuck fault model; however, it still appears in the test model. The two

stuck faults for this net are flagged as reduced faults. Many of the reduced

faults in an MS399 test model are of this nature. Because of these psuedo

reduced faults and the fact that test generators do not try to generate

-.iterns for reduced faults, both reduced and redundant faults are sub-

ed from the total number of faults to yield net testable faults.

Untested Faults - a fault for which no pattern has been generated. It

is not necessarily untestable.

Good Machine - Represents the behavior of the design with no stuck

*. faults; i.e., a good chip. Only one good machine exists.

FaultMachine - Represents the behavior of the design with one stuck

fault. The ntunber of fault machines equals the number of potential stuck

faults in the design.

o,
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3.9.2 EDS TEST GENERATION METHODOLOGY

Several steps are involved in the test generation process. Figure

3.9.2-1 shows the test generation methodology flow diagram for EDS. In

general test model and fault dictionary must be generated first. This step

takes note of any SRL's and their respective clocks and scan paths. An

analysis of the circuit is performed to determine the number of reduced

faults which are in the logic. After this analysis, the system is then

ready for either automatic or manual test generation.

For automatic test generation, four different test generators with

various options are available to choose from. These will be explained later

in more detail. The procedure is to select one of these test generators

with the appropriate options and run it. Figure 3.9.2-2 shows the approach

taken by the non-LSSD test generators to generate patterns to detect faults.

An untested fault is selected from the dictionary and the generator attempts

to develop a pattern which will detect that fault. If a pattern can be

generated, it is then fault simulated to determine what faults were detected

by that pattern and they are "checked off" in the fault dictionary as tested.

All fault machines flagged as tested are then no longer eligible for test

generation or fault simulation. Any patterns which do not detect any faults

are discarded except when the pattern is part of a sequence of patterns

needed to test an embedded sequential fault. The test generator then con-

tinues until all faults are tested or tried or one of the options causes it

to stop.

After the test generator has stopped, a percent tested figure and the

number of patterns generated are printed out. By examining these figures

the decision can be made whether the test generator was effective in detec-

ting faults. If the results seem reasonably effective, those results are

* then saved so that the next test generator will not try to test faults

detected by this test generator. The option not to save the results allows

for the elimination of ineffectual pattern sets; therefore, conserving

valuable tester time and keeping test pattern volume low.
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Whether the results are saved or not, another test generator is

* selected or the options are changed on the previous test generator and the

whole procedure is repeated. This iterative process is repeated until !.he

desired test percentage is achieved or supplemental manual patterns must

be generated. The approach is the same for manual patterns except the

. computer does not generate any patterns.

3.9.3 TEST GENERATORS

Four basic test generators are presently available to the EDS user:

RANDGEN, FAULTGEN, POI)EM, and SOFTG. Each of these have some important

options which are explained below.

3.9.3.1 RANDGEN

As the name implies, this is a random test pattern generator. Random

patterns are applied to the primary inputs; and, for LSSD, they are also

applied to the scan string. In many cases this test generator has the

ability to detect a lot of faults quickly; however, it can tend to be in-

" effectual for high fan-in circuits like PLA's or in non-LSSD circuits.

*" The "time slice" option causes the test generator to stop after no new

faults have been detected within a certain period of time.

3.9.3.2 FAULTGEN

FAULTGEN is designed to handle combinational logic. Given enough

time and memory space, FAULTGEN can detect 100% of all faults in a non-

. redundant combinational circuit. It also has the capabilities to use the

scan string in an LSSD design. In addition to the time slice option just

-described, three other options are frequently used: pattern slice, maxi-

*' mum decision number, and reverse. "Pattern slice" is similar to time slice

except the test generator is stopped if new patterns cannot be generated

after a certain period of time. The maximum number of times that decisions

* should be remade in detecting one fault is set by the "maximum decision

*number". The "reverse" option allows FAULTGEN to start at the end of the

fault dictionary and work towards the beginning.
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3.9.3.3 PODEM

PODEI is an LSSD test generator. PODEM has the additional feature

that it will flag untestable faults in the logic; which, for LSSD almost

always turn out to he redundancies. The same four options available for

FAULTGEN are offered for PODEM.

3.9.3.4 SOFTG

SOFTG is designed to handle non-LSSD logic. It utilizes a path sen-

sitizing technique and a built-in reward/penalty system which causes it to

retry inputs that have allowed it to detect faults and avoid those which

have been less useful. Iterative application of SOFTG is often successful.

The four options previously described are available for SOFTG.

3.9.4 LSSD TEST TECHNIQUES

LSSD test methodology differs in some very fundamental ways from the

non-LSSD version just described. These differences are indicated by an

asterisk in Figure 3.9.2-1. First, before the test model is built, an LSSD

rules checking program is run to assure rules conformance. Once rules check-

ing is passed and the test model generated, a Shift Register (SR) test pro-

gram, using information from the rules checking program and the test model,

creates the following set of test patterns:

a) scan clocks all on

b) scan in set to 0,1,0; measure scan out.

c) shift a 0,1,0 pattern through the shift string and measure

expected output responses.

This SR test is sufficient to detect all faults in the SRL's except

any data and system clock faults in the LI latch. Those faults can then

be treated as combinational faults with the SRI, as a primary output. Depen-

ding upon the number of SRL's and the complexity of the logic, the SR test

will usually detect 40% to 60% of the faults in the design in a relatively

short set of patterns which are easily and universally generated.
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- -From this point, test generation can begin in the iterative mode

.described in the test generation methodology. However, the LSSD test gene-

rators take a slightly different approach as shown in Figure 3.9.4-1. The

subsume step examines the patterns generated after each test generation

'. run to determine what patterns can be combined without affecting fault

coverage. Since patterns are generated with one specific fault in mind,

each pattern usually contains "don't care" conditions. Subsumption allows

patterns which differ on]y by the other's respective "don't care" condi-

tions to be applied simultaneously. Because LSSD reduces a circuit to a

combinational level, combining patterns in this fashion is perfectly safe;

whereas, a non-LSSD design cannot guarantee that pattern subsuming will

achieve the same results. Subsuming saves fault simulation and tester

time, as well as, test pattern volume.

Additionally, unless the circuit is extremely large and complex,

LSSD test generation is so straight forward that the common procedure is

' to combine two or three test generators and submit them sequentially.

Rarely does one have to examine test coverage after each step, decide

whether to save the results, and then determine what new test generator

options are required. Almost invariably, a judiciously selected set of

two or three test generators will yield greater than 95% test coverage

and will often result in 98% to 99% of the faults detected. This allows

all the steps from rules check to test generation to be submitted sequen-

tially and run overnight with little or no manual intervention.

3.9.5 LSSD TEST GENERATION PASS #1

As explained in Section 3.5.7, a preliminary testability analysis is

usually completed before Physical Design by performing automatic test gen-

eration. LSSD test generation pass #1 was this testablility analysis for

the SCS481. Table 3.9.5-1 column I details the results from this run. In

less than thirty-two 370/168 CPU minutes, 98% of the stuck faults were

tested using 1761 patterns (LSSD pattern counts consider the scan in and

-, the scan out each as one pattern).
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Table 3.9.5-1. LSSD Auto Test Generation Comparison

LSSD Pass #1 LSSD Pass #2
W/O Test Circuits W/ Test Circuits

NUMBER OF SRL's 46 47
NUMBER OF FAULTS 6723 7046

- NUMBER OF FAULTS DETECTED 6590 6875
NUMBER OF FAULTS UNTESTED 133 171
SRTEST DETECTED / CPU MIN 55.6 / 6:37 54.5 / 8:24
RANDGEN DETECTED / CPU MIN 77.6 / 9:39 67.1 / 15:19

" PODEM DETECTED / CPU MIN 97.8 / 14:15 92.5 / 25.59
" FAULTGEN DETECTED / CPU MIN 98.0 / 1:18 97.5 / 6:21

TOTAL DETECTED / CPU MIN 98.0 / 31:49 97.5 / 56:03
NUMBER OF PATTERNS 1761 2275

Difference

* MAX. DEC. REACHED PODEM 58 468 410
* NO. OF FAULTS DETECTED PODEM 6577 6524 53

NO. OF TEST CIRCUIT FAULTS - 323

NET FAULTS DETECTED PODEM 6577 6201 376
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RANDGEN and the SR test are essentially non-algorithmic test genera-

tors whose CPU time is primarily spent doing fault simulation. These two

test generators were able to achieve a 77.6% test coverage in just 16 minutes

and 16 seconds. The remaining CPU time was consumed by the algorithmic test

generators, PODEM and FAULTGEN, which use CPU time for test pattern gener-

ation as well as fault simulation.

The important thing to note is that once the design passed the rules

check, the test model build and the four test generators were simply sub-

mitted in a serial queue in the morning and the results were available that

afternoon with no manual intervention. This implies that test generation

can be performed on an LSSD design without any explicit knowledge of the

design or digital testing theory.

3.9.6 LSSD TEST GENERATION PASS 112

After the successful conclusion of LSSD test generation pass #1, the

test circuits described in Section 3.1.5 were added to the design.

Physical design was then successfully completed on the design and a final

test generation pass was performed. The results from pass #12 are shown in

Table 3.9.5-1 column 2. In about fifty-six 370/168 CPU minutes, 97.5% of

the faults were tested using 2275 patterns.

In this case, RANDGEN and the SR test achieved 67.1% coverage in 23

minutes and 43 seconds. The remaining 32 minutes and 20 seconds were used

by PODEN and FAULTGEN. The reasons for the slightly reduced coverage with

increased CPU time for pass #2 are explained in the next section.

This pass of test generation was executed by the Design Automation

department in charge of physical design. All the EDS job steps from expan-

sion to test gr"eration were serially submitted and executed overnight with

no manual intervention or knowledge of the design.
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3.9.7 LSSD TEST GENERATION COMPARISON

Even though pass 112 had a decrease in coverage and an increase in t7PL

time when compared to pass #1, the test circuits did not really decrease tht

testab 1 ity ot the design. In fact, the test circuit faults were completetly

tested. The main culprit appears to have been the extra latch added into

the ring oscillator for LSSD rules conformance (see Figure 3.1.5-1). Detail-

ed examination oi Table 3.9.5-1 explains how this latch affected the test

generators.

For pass /2 the SR test coverage was slightly decreased with a corres-

ponding increase in CPU time. The time increase is due to the addition ot

the ring oscillator latch since additional patterns were necessary to

complete the shift tests. The decrease in coverage probably reflects some

additional test circuit faults which were not tested in the SR test.

- RANDGEN exhibits the most significant difference between pass iI and

Spass 12. The 10.5% coverage drop is linked to the modus operandi of RANDGEN.

A random word is generated and scanned into the shift string. The remaining

* bits of the random word are then applied to the primary input pins. Even

,. though the same seed was used to generate the random words, the addition

ot the latch to the end of the shift string caused the random patterns

applied to the primary inputs to be "shifted" one hit. This fact resulted

in the lower coverage and increased CPU time. Essentially, RANDGEN was not

As "lucky" with this new set of primary input patterns.

The coverage decrease for RANDGEN required the algorithmic test genei-

ators, PODEM and FAULTGEN, to test an additional 812 faults. Looking a*

the PODEM statistics at the bottom of Table 3.9.5-1, one discovers that

PODEM, after adjusting for the number of test circuit faults, actually

9 detected 376 less faults in pass #2 than in pass ffl. Part of the reason

tor this decrease can be found by examining the number of times the maxi-

mum decision count was reached. Pass 112 reached the maximum decision

count 410 times more than in Pass 1. This would tend to indicate that

the taults left untested by RANDGEN Pass #2 were more difficult foi l'(Jl)-

to test.
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Past experience with PODEM an' FAULTGEN have found that their CPU run

t ime is proportional to the square of the fault count. For pass #1, PODEM

and FAULTGEN were confronted witti 1506 untested taults, compared to 2318

-untesteds for pass //2. tsing the sqiuared relationship, these test gener-

ators should take 1.37 times long(-- to generate tests for pass fi2 than they

did for pass 111. PODEM and FAULTGEN actually took twice as long for pass

U12. The added number of faults left-over from RANDGEN and the apparent

additional difficulty associated with these faults account for the increase

in CPU time and the 1/2 percent decrease in test coverage for LSSD test

generation pass #2.

Another important fact to remember is that the remaining untested

faults (ontained redundant and reduced faults. Once these faults have been

suhtr.,cted, only 6 net untested faults exist for pass #1 and only 36 net

!intested faults remain for pass #2. Of these faults all six in pass #1 and

four in pass #t2 are due to the limitation that a skewed loading of the scan

strirg was not possible in EDS (Section 3.1.3.4). This means that in less

than thirty-two minutes, pass #1 essentially detected all the faults which

could have been detected for that release of EDS. Pass /2 left only thirty-

two faults which it could have tested, but were not.

3.9.8 FAULT SIMULATION OF FUNCTIONAL PATTERNS

C-e possible way to generate test patterns for a design is to use the

funrtional test patterns developed fr design verification. In order to do

this, the functional patterns need to be fault simulated to determine the

actual fault coverage. A methodology for doing this is illustrated in

Figure 3.9.8-1. This methodology was used for fault simulation of a few of

the functional pattern data sets.

The eight BDL/C data sets actually fault simulated are described in

Table 3.9.8-2. All of these pattern sets except for Flush were simulated

during design verification. Flush was written specifically to test the scan

path, since none of the functional pattern sets exer(ise it. Flush merely

turnus on the A and B clocks and flushes a one and then a zero down the scan

pa th.
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MANUAL TEST GENERATION METHODOLOGY
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Table 3.9.8-2. BDL/C Data Sets for Manual Test Generation

BDL/C Areas of Logic Exercised

ALU1 & ALU2 Load WR from ABUS, A & B M1XES all combinations,
ALU ADDITION, SUMBUS to PC,MC,WR,XWR, and NOOP.

TEST/ENHANCE2 Test circuits, stack, and PC increment.

FLUSH Scan path (Turns on A & B Clocks simultaneously).

SIGNDIVT Sign divide macro logic and left shift.

*.-.ENIIANCEI MC-THRU AXUX, breakpoint logic, and MC Increment.

SMPY2 Sign multiple macro logic and right shift.
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- The results alter taul t s imulat ion are deta i led in Table 3.9.8-3. The

" f i rst Itwo conlumns show a comparison between good machine simulation and

tan It machi ne s imu I at i on. As the test percentage increases, the ratio of

lan L machine simulation time to good machine simulation time exhibits a

'.. downward trend indicating that fewer lault machines must be simulated.

Columns three and tour ot Table 3.9-4 show the percent detected and

possibly detected by the fault simulator after each pattern set. These

i percentages are the cumulative test coverage since the results from previous

sets were saved. Most of the possibly tested faults are due to uninitial-

ized latch valueF. Both columns appear to be asymptotically approaching a

percentage in the low to mid 80's. Conventional wisdom suggests that a

-" good functional pattern set will test approximately 85% of the logic. If

the fault simulation had included the entire functional test, the percen-

tage tested would more than likely be close to that value.

ALUI & ALU2, FIJSH, and SIGNDIVT were all fault simulated in the

staticsin mode. This means that all patterns were converted to patterns

with a single input change per pattern. This greatly increased the number

of patterns which were generated and which had to be fault simulated.

Since the functional tests do not exercise the logic in an LSSD test mode

(i.e., one clock on at a time interspersed with scan ins and scan outs),

allowing multiple input changes per pattern can cause the actual results

to be different from the simulated results. Therefore, any manually gener-

ated test patterns which are to be released to manufacturing within IBM

are required to be single input change per pattern.

As a result of this requirement, the CPU time and number of patterns

shown in 'Fable 3.9.8-3 are significantly understated since four of these

" pattern sets were not simulated in the staticsin mode. These pattern sets

represent less than one sixth of the entire set of BDL/C functional pattern

sets (Table 3.4-1). By simple linear extrapolation, completion of the

fault simulation for the entire functional set would involve more than

three hours of CPU time and require more than 7000 patterns to achieve a
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Table 3.9.8-3. Fault Simulation

168 CPU Minutes % Number

Gd. Mach. Ft. Mach. % Possibly of
BDL/C Simul. Simul. Detected Detected Patterns

ALUl & ALU2* 0:23 14:30 41.9 46.1 514

TEST/ENHANCE2 0:22 5:15 54.6 49.4 95

FLUSH* 0:08 0:56 60.1 65.5 70

SIGNDIVT* 0:13 4:00 68.4 73.7 260

ENHANCEI 0:15 4:20 72.4 77.0 38

SMPY2 0:15 3:24 73.5 77.8 67

MANUAL TOTAL 1:36 32:25 73.5 77.8 1144

AUTO TEST GEN - 56.03 97.5 97.5 2275

* This data reflects the fact that the manual fault simulator was in the

serial input mode (STATICSIN) which increases CPU time and number of
patterns generated. This mode is required for actual testers.

J1.
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test percentage which is proJably less than 90%. On top of that, it all

the fault simulation was (lone as required, in the staticsin mode, these

numbers would be even higher.

Obviously, the manual fui,ctional patterns, as they are written, are

very ineffici-nt compared to LSSD Lest patterns. With a little effort some

manual pattern subsuming could be done to improve the testing efficiency.

• ,At present, the functional patterns sets are all written to begin from

known initialized conditions. By carefully rewriting these patterns, they

could be made sequentially dependent such that results from previous pat-

terns could be used by the subsequent patterns insteal of each pattern set

starting from scratch.

Even with these improvements, additional time and effort would have to

be spent writing patterns to test the additional 10% or 20% of the untested

logic. Eventually the manual pattern efficiency could approach or exceed

those generated automatically, but the amount of time and effort involved

", is hard to determine. Since both the LSSD automatic test patterns and the

manual test patterns would have to be fault simulated in the end, the cost

is common to them both. In almost all cases, the LSSD automatic test gener-

ators will be much faster and cheaper in generating test patterns for

LSI/VLSI designs than any human attempting to do the same job.
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3.10 TEST PATTERN GENERATION (NON-ISSD)

In order to provide a testability comparison between LSSI) and ion-LSSD

design techniques, the scan string was deleted from the SCS481 design, and

DFF's were substituted for the appropriate SRL's (Section 3.3). Next, test

generation was attempted using the EDS non-LSSD test generators. in an

attempt to normalize the results, an upper limit of fifty-six 370/168 CPU

minutes was set. Two different versions of the non-LSSD SCS481 were tested.

One version simply substituted standard DFF's for the SRL's; the second

version used DFF's with set and reset lines tied to their respective primary

input pin. A detailed comparison of the results from test generation is

provided in the concluding subsections. The following sections explain the

steps taken to achieve those results.

3.10.1 SET/RESET NON-LSSD TEST GENERATION

Test generation on the set/reset non-LSSD SCS481 utilized the method-

ology and test generators described in Section 3.9. Table 3.10-1 details

the test generators used at each step of the effort. The abbreviations TS

and PS stand for time slice and pattern slice respectively. MDEC is short

for maximum decision number. FWD and REV refer to whether the test gener-

ator starts at the beginning of the fault test (FWD) or at the end (REV).

The first test generator applied to the design was RANDGEN. A test

coverage of 38.8% was achieved in 10 CPU minutes. However, a warning mes-

sage was issued stating that no clock flags were found indicating that

RANDGEN would probably be ineffective. At present, the only way to pass

clock flags to the test generators is by doing an LSSI) rufles check. Test

generation experts elsewhere in IBM stated that they never use RANDGEN for

non-LSSD parts since it tends to be ineffective. That is why r~c non-LSS)

method for passing clock flags exists.

Since the non-LSSD design would have numero|,s L.SSI) violations, the

rules check program time limit was set very low to avoid a i arg, printout.

The rules check program finished successfully with a warning that no A of B
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Table 3.O-1. Set/Reset Non-LSSD Test Generation Steps

1 68Test Compl vt i on Percent CPU No. of
Generator Opt ions Reason Detected Min. Saved Patterns Comments

1. RADNI)GEN TS TS 38.8% t0 NO - Warnirig message
because clocks
not flagged.

2. RANDCEN TS TS 45.5% 11:43 YES 261 With clock2 
f 

TSI 
lagged.

3. FAULTGEN TS, FWD TS 63.9% 28:48 YES 1163 2 outputs
MDEC=25 untest cd.

4. FAULTGEN TS, REV TS 64.8% 3:52 YES 70 1 output
MDEC=25 untested.

5. SOFTG NoTS, PS PS 84.8% 3:36 YES 380 1 output
FWD untested

6. SOFTG NoTS, PS PS 86.7% 3:20 YES 300 1 output
FWD untested.

7. FAULTGEN No, FWD Time=Smin 86.7% 5:00 NO 194 Only 2 faults
MDEC 50 detected.

8. FAU[.TGEN NoTS;REV Time=Smin 86.9% 5:00 NO 181 13 faults

detected
including
all outputs.

9. PODEM NoTS, PS Error NO Did not run,

no error code
printed.

lO.SOFT G NoTS,NoPS Time=5min 89.8% 5:00 YES 620 1 output
REV tes ted.

SAVEI TI. - 89.8% 56:19 - 2794 90.6% o'ssibly

TOTAl. : - 89.8% 66:19 11 t-9

RANIIGEN #l is not inc luded in the Lotal figures doe t, i[ok!; n-t to ing Iligged
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Clocks or SRI,'s were fouid. Since only a system clock (C CIock) anI(d DFF's

were in the design, this warning was reasonable.

RANDGEN try number two shows the improvement that results from passing

the clock flag. RANDGEN test coverage increased to 45.S5/ in just under

twelve minutes. The test generation experts thought this was an extraor-

dinarily high test coverage for RANDGEN on a non-LSSD part. The high

coverage for RANDGEN probably 'eflects the fact that most of the logic is

only one or two latches away from an output. Also, the set and reset line

seem to increase the coverage.

FAULTGEN with the default options of TS, FWI, and MDEC=25 was selected

as the next test generator. This decision was made because FAULTGEN should

be able to quickly pick up the easy combinational faults and some of the

sequential faults. After just less than a half hour, FAULTGEN increased

the test coverage to 63.9% using 1163 patterns. Two of the primary out-

puts still had not been tested to both states.

FAULTGEN was rerun starting from the bottom of the fault list since

the previous run had not reached the end of the list. This run picked up

an additional 1.9% including one of the output states. This required just

less than four CPlJ minutes and 70 patterns.

Sinc-e relatively little progress was made in the previous FAULTGEN run,

SOFTG with the options NTS, PS, and FWD was selected as the next test gen-

erator. After three and one half minutes, SOFTG detected an additional 20%

of the faults usirg '380 patterns. Again, one output was still untested.

-. " Due to the "learning" feature of SOFTG, the EDS manuals recommend

* re-running SOFTG with the same options to pick up additional faults masked

by the "learning" feature. Test try number six is this SOFTG retry. This

run detected only 1.9% more faults in three minutes and twenty seconds and

300 patterns. The total saved CPU time at this point equaled 51:19. Since

an upper bound of 56 minutes was set, all subsequent jobs were time limited

to 5 minutes.
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The relat ively modest gains in the SOFTG retry necessitated making

alterations to the default options for the test generators. In test try

seven, the MDEC level for FAULTGEN was increased from 25 to 50. After five

-* minutes, only two faults were detected. This ineffectual pattern set was

not saved.

Next FAULTGEN with no time slice was tried. After five minutes, only

thirteen faults were tested. Again, this pattern set was not deemed effi-

cient enough to save.

Test try number nine used PODEM. This run ended abnormally, but no

error message was printel. PODEM probably ended because no shift clocks or

SRL's were in the design even though the design was designated as LSSD to

pass the clock flags for RANGEN. PODEM should work on a non-LSSD design

if properly set up, but would probably be inefficient.

The final test generation attempt was made using SOFTG with options no

TS, no PS, and REV. This combination was able to increase test coverage to

89.8% within the allotted five minute period creating 620 patterns. This

result was deemed acceptable and was saved.

The total of all steps saved was an 89.8% test coverage with 2794

patterns using 56:19 CPU minutes. Only steps 7 and 8 were not saved for a

total of 10 minutes unsaved CPU time. An additional 0.8% was possibly

tested. Some of these possibly test faults are 3A s-a-0 in the DFF's

(Section 2.5). The rest are probably due to uninitialized latch values.

The primary output XWRRT s-a-1 was never tested by these patterns.

3.10.2 STANDARD NON-LSSD TEST GENERATION

The intention for test generation of the standard non-LSSD SCS481

without sets and resets was to use the same sequence of test generators

as were used for the set/reset SCS481. Table 3.10-2 shows the actual

"" test generation sequence used.
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Table 3.10-2. Standard Non-LSSD Test Generation Steps

168
Test Completion Percent CPU No. of
Generator Options Reason Detected in ave Patterns Comments

1. RANDGEN TS TS 27.6% 10:46 YES 261 with clock
flagged.

2. FAULTGEN TS,FWD, PS 47.8% 15:36 YES 324
PS

3. FAUILTGEN TS,REV, TS 47.8% 1:52 NO No faults
PS detected.

4. SOFTG NoTS,PS PS 47.8% 2:00 NO No faults
FWD detected.

5. FAULTGEN NoTS,PS PS 47.8% 2:00 NO No faults
REV detected.

6. FAULTGEN NoTS, Time=30min 51.6% 30:00 NO 832 Only 3.8%

NoPS ,F'M1 increase.

7. SOFTG NoTS Time=5min 92.3% 15:00 YES 1283 44.8% increase
NoPS,FWD all outputs

tested.

8. SOFTG NoTS,PS PS 93.5% 2:56 YES 620
FWD

9. SOFTG NoTS, Time=12min 95.9% 12:00 YES 2977
NoPSREV

SAVED TOTAL 95.9% 56:18 - 5365 96.7% possibly
tested.

TOTAL 95.9% 92:10 - 6197
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RANI)GEN is run i rs t aga in i. The test coverage ot 27.6% is less than

ha I t the set/reset version. Almost eleven minutes were used to generate

he 201 patterns tor this percentage• This low coverage explains why

RANI)GEN is rarely used for non-LSSD designs.

FAULTGEN with the default options was once more the second test gener-

ator tried. FAULTGEN was able to increase the test coverage to 47.8% in

about fifteen and a half minutes requiring 324 patterns. An important

thing to notice is that FAUTGEN ended because it was unable to generate a

- new pattern within a specified period of time (PS). This contrasts to the

first FAULTGEN run for the set/reset SCS481 which ended because no faults

"' had been detected (TS). FAULTGEN apparently was having difficulty genera-

* Ling patterns for the standard non-LSSD SCS481 indicating that regular

* lDFF's complicate pattern generation.

Just as in the previous example, FAULTGEN with the reverse option and

the (itlault SOF[C test generators were both tried next with the result that

no taults were detected by either run. Re-running SOFTG with the same

options would provide no additional advantage, so it was not attempted.

"' Test generation appeared to have stalled at 47.8% whereas the set/reset

SCS481 was at 86.7% after the same sequence of test generators. More

drastic measures were deemed necessary.

FAULTGEN with no TS was tried with no success, so FAULTGEN with no TS

and no PS was applied to the design. After the allotted thirty minutes,

only 3.8% more faults were detected. This small increase was considered

too small in relation to the CPU time consumed, so it was not saved.

Since FAULTGEN obviously offered no further advantage, SOFTG was set

loose with no TS and no PS. An upper time limit of fifteen minutes was set

to avoid burning up excessive CPU time. Astoundingly, the test coverage

increased to 92.3% using 1283 patterns.
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The previous try was so successful that SOFTG with the default options

was used next. In just under three minutes, the coverage improved 1.2%

with 620 more patterns. SOFTG with NoTS and NoPS was tested st irting from

the bottom of the fault list. An upper limit of 12 minutes was set in order

riot to exceed the 56 minute upper limit. This run resulted in the final

coverage of 95.9% using 2877 more patterns.

The final results for all saved steps were a 95.9% coverage, 56:18 CPU

minutes, and 5365 patterns. Steps three, four, five, and six were not

saved for a total of 35:52 minutes of unsaved CPU time. Of the unsaved

steps, only step six was able to generate any patterns at all. An addi-

tional one percent of the faults were possibly detected, again including

fault 3A s-a-0 from the DFF's. All primary output faults were tested.

3.10.3 NON-LSSD TEST GENERATION COMPARISON

Both non-LSSD test generation attempts achieved reasonably good test

coverage in the time allotted. The standard non-LSSD design proved to be

more difficult to test since the default options had to be overridden

completely t" ichieve any results above 50%. Ev ., with no limitations,

FAULTGEN cc i only achieve 51.6%. The standard non-LSSD test generation

also included three test generation runs which were umable to detect any

faults.

Judging by the success SOFTG with NoTS and NoPS achieved on the

standard design, the test coverage of both parts probably would have

,iproved if this test generator and options had been used earlier. SOFTG

tends to generate more patterns per fault than FAULTGEN which is why

FAULTGEN is usually used first. However, once SOFTG gets started, it

appears to do a very good job of detecting the faults.

With the benefit of a little learning the standard non-LSSD test

coverage exceeded that for the set/reset version. However, the standard

version encountered more dead ends, more wasted CPU time, more manual

intervention, and more patterns.
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Close examination of Table 2.5-6 tends to indicate another potential

cause for the difference in test coverage. The untested faults in the

stack, especially 30 s-a-0, point to the fact that many of the latches were

never loaded with a value though the data input, but were instead loaded

only by the set or reset line. In fact, the test generator seems to pick

the set or reset line the majority of the time when it is tracing back for

a sensitize(] path and encounters a latch. The set/reset tine, in this case,

allows the test generator to develop a pattern much more easily, however,

with two potential drawbacks are encountered.

The first prohlem is that many faults require latches to be in opposite

states. Since all the set and reset lines were tied together, putting

latches in opposite states with the set or reset line is impossible. The

test generator, not being intelligent, would attempt to use the set and

reset lines first; and then, after discovering this to be impossible, it

would have to retry using the data inputs. This is obviously the case for

some of the fau'ts left untested in the stack.

A second problem with using the set or reset line is that it leaves the

* data input faults of the latch untested. Developing a test which forces a

value through a latch may be more difficult, but most of the rest of the

latch gets tested at the same time. Fault simulation time is definitely

increased by the consistant use of the set or reset line because each of the

dat:i input faults mr'.t be simulated for each pattern until they are tested.

Whether the increase in fault simulation time offsets the decrease in test

.*. generation time is hard to say.

In any case, tying all the sets and resets together probably does not

improve testability to any great degree. Some scheme of alternately con-

necting every other set and reset line together to two ,et and two reset

lines would probably have been more su-cessful. Clearly, some form of

guidelines and design analysis jre necessary to achiev:' the greatest test-

ability berefit for this appro.ch. Even so, this technique prohablv yt

gia rantee testab i I i ty i n a sequential I y complex des g,.
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Direct extrapolation of the standard non-LSSi) design test coverage to

that which would be achieved by the original Ti design should be made

cautiously. As explained in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.3, several changes to the

design were made which might have improved the testability. These changes

involve the use of a more testable DFF model, the use of the Q output of

that model, and the break apart and other changes to the B-Bus, OP8, and

OP9 circuitry.

1- In achieving the 89.8% coverage for the set/reset version, 2794 pat-

terns were necessary. To reach 92.3% (step 7) for the standard version,

1868 patterns were needed, however, an additional 3497 patterns were needed

to increase this coverage to 95.9%. This indicates the difficulty involved
in detecting those last few faults left in the non-LSSD designs. Caution

should be taken in comparing these pattern numbers to the LSSD pattern

numbers since, in both cases, these numbers represent the quantity of pat-

terns generated automatically, not the number of patterns applied by the IC

tester.

The net test coverage, after adjusting for redundant and reduced

faults, is 88.3% for the set/reset non-LSSD version and 96.8% for the

standard version. The reduction in the set/reset test coverage is due to

the large percentage of reduced faults which were detected.

3.10.4 LSSD VS NON-LSSD UNTESTED FAULT COMPARISON

The fault comparison in Table 3.10.4-1 shows a breakdown of the total

faults in the LSSD and non-LSSD designs. The reduced, redundant and test

circuit faults are removed to allow a comparison based on net testable

faults. The clock and latch faults are subtracted to show that the combi-

national logic faults are common to all the designs. The untested faults

are similarly adjusted to yield the net untested faults.

The test generator test percentage is the test coverage figure given by

the test generator fault simulation. This number is calculated by taking
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Table 3.10.4-1. FAULT COMPARISON

Non-LSSD
LSSD #1 LSSD #2 on-LSSD w/sets & Resets

TOTAL FAULTS 6723 7046 7080 7394

Reduced Faults (2351) (2413) (2719) (2842)

Net Redundant Faults (109) (109) (109) (109)

Net Test Circuits Faults - (261) - -

NET TESTABLE FAULTS 4263 4263 4180 4442

Net Clock/Set/Reset (138) (138) (65) (121)

Net Latch Faults (1000) (1000) (990) (1196)

COMBINATIONAL FAULTS 3125 3125 3125 3125

Untested Faults 133 171 288 748

Reduced & Redundant (127) (135) (154) (227)

NET UNTEST FAULTS 6 36 134 521

Test Gen Test % 98% 97.4%+  95.9% 89.8%

*Actual Test % 99.86% 99.16% 96.8% 88.3%

THEROETICAL TEST % 100% 100% 98.7% 98.8%

w/Q instead of Q - 98.2% 98.3%

Actual Test % =
(Total Faults - Reduced Faults - Redundant Faults - Net Untested Faults)

r (Total Faults - Reduced Faults - Redundant Faults)

,' + LSSD #2 Test % = (Total Faults - Test Circuit Faults - Untested Faults
(Total Faults - Test Circuit Faults)

@ Theoretical test percentage assumes that the only untestable faults are
those untestable latch faults discussed in Section 2.S.1. This equals
54 faults. The second percentage assUmes that the Q output of the DFF
had been used instead of the Q output This increases the number of
untestables to 76.



total faults minus untested faults divided by total faults (for LSSD #2 the

test circuit faults are subtracted from the total faults to allow an equiva-

lent comparison to the other three design which do not have test circuits).

The actual test percentage is calculated by taking net testable faults minus

net untested faults divided by net testable faults. All the actual test

percentages are higher than the test generator percentage except for the

set/reset non-LSSD. This percentage decreased because of the number of

reduced faults detected; most of which do not correspond to physical

faults.

The theoretical test percentage assumes all redundant faults have been

removed and that the only untestable faults would be in the latches. Since

the PH SRL is completely testable, the theoretical test percentage for the

LSSD versions is 100%. The non-LSSD versions have 3C s-a-0 for all 22 non-

stack latches; and 3C and 3A s-a-0 for all 16 stack latches producing 54

untestable faults. Therefore, the theoretically best test percentage for

the non-LSSD designs is 98.7% and 98.8% respectively.

The DFF model used in the non-LSSD designs has an inverted Q as its

data output (see Figure 3.3-1). If the data output of the model had come

from the Q output instead of the Q, 3A s-a-0 would have been untestable

for all 38 latches. This fact results in the second theoretical test

percentage of 98.2% and 98.3%. Since normal designers would probably use

the Q output instead of and inverted Q, this percentage is probably more

accurate. In either case, note that the actual test percentages for the

LSSD designs are greater than the theoretical test percentages for the

non-LSSD designs! This is due to the fact that the PH SRL is 100%

testable.

Table 3.10.4-2 shows a breakdown of the net faults by location in the

logic as well as separating combinational logic from clock and latch logic.

Table 3.10.4-3 shows the same breakdown for the net untested faults. Table

3.10.4-4 contains the results obtained by dividing Table 3.10.4-3 by Table

3.10.4-2. Close examination of Table 3.10.4-4 reveals that all four test

generation attempts achieved greater than 93% test coverage for the ALU,

Data Registers, Instruction Decode, and Non-Stack Enhancements.
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The most significant difference between the versions occurs in the

highly latch intensive stack. In this area LSSD achieved 99.3% tested and

the non-LSSD versions were 88.9% and 66.3% respectively. This is the only

location in the logic where the sequential depth is greater than two

latches. LSSD is obviously superior in this sequentially complex circuit,

where scanability can be used most advantageously.

The testability of the PH SRL becomes on obvious advantage when the clock

and latch fault percentages are examined. The LSSD designs tested between

99% and 100% of these faults. In fact, all the untested faults were clock

faults; 100% of all latch faults were tested. Due to the inherent untesta-

bles in the DFF's as well as the difficulty involved in detecting their

sequentially dependent faults, the test percentage in the non-LSSD designs

never exceed 96.7% and averaged less than 92%. If the CSR SRL or a

"glitchless" PH SRL had been used as the LSSD SRL, the latch test percen-

tage would have been less than 100%; but overall, probably would still have

been higher than the non-LSSD version, especially in the stack.

The nori-LSSD version without sets and resets actually achieved a

higher test percentage for the combinational logic in the Address Registers

and the macro logic. Table 3.10.4-5 shows that these two sections of logic

have the highest percentage of redundant logic. In fact, this table shows

a definite trend for decreasing test percentage with increasing redundancy

percentage. This would seem to indicate that the test generators do not do

as well because they must spend time trying to generate tests for faults

which are not testable. This could be the reason that the non-LSSD test

coverage was better; however, the difference is so small that it might be

attributed to chance.

3.10.5 LSSD VS NON-LSSD TEST GENERATION CONCLUSIONS

The lack of sequential depth in the standard 74S481 design simplifies

automatic test generation since over 70% of the faults are combinational

in nature. This fact is corroborated by the similar test coverage

percentages obtained in both the LSSD and non-LSSD combinational faults.
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However, as pointed out in Section 3.1.3 and 3.3, direct comparison of the

testability of the SCS481 non-LSSD designs to the 74S481 non-LSSD design is

not completely applicable since potential enhancements to the testability

of the SCS481 versions were included.

Even though the non-LSSD test coverage figures compare favorably with

*the LSSD coverages, the non-LSSD attempts are prone to chance and involve

much learning, intervention, and computer time. This additional effort

differentiates LSSD and non-LSSD test generation. This difference tends

to increase exponentially with increasing sequential complexity. Compar-

ing the non-LSSD efforts with LSSD pass #1 provides a sharp contrast

between the two approaches. In less than 32 minutes, basically 100* of

the faults were detected. By linear extrapolation, both non-LSSD test

generation attempts tested less than 65% of the logic after 32 minutes.

LSSD's advantages become obvious in the latch fault coverage, espe-

cially in the stack logic. These advantages accrue from both the greater

testability of the level sensitive PH SRL and the scanability of these

latches. Coupled with the benefits of totally automatic test pattern gene-

ration and subsumption, the fact that an in depth design testability

analysis is unnecessary - provided the design rules are followed - and

that the technique is universally applicable to all designs from the

simplest to the most complex, LSSD provides significant advantages for

design testability, especially as sequential complexity and gate to pin

ratios increase.
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3.11 RELEASE DATA TO MANUFACTURING

After the physical packaging and testing have been completed, the EDS

- user releases the design, its documentation, and the test patterns that

-. will be used to test the actual hardware--all in a digital form written on

a RIT (Release Interface Tape).

The release process involves selecting design data from a CID and/or

from other previously generated data sets, and writing the RIT for manufac-

turing. The RIT includes, in a series of contiguous logical files: engi-

neering change information; logic design data; package descriptions;

physical design records; test data, and ALD images. After the RIT is given

'- to manufacturing, the recorded data is reformatted by a manufacturing system

tor driving automated manufacturing equipment.

In order to prepare the design for writing the RIT in EDS, users add

bill of material and part number data to the design during the release phase

of the design cycle. The number of files and the type of data on the RIT

* depend on the product technology and the package level being processed.

The design data that is released is mostly physical design data. The

only logical design data that is of value to the manufacturing process is

the ALD representation. Most of the design data that is used by manufac-

, turing is created during physical design so the release process is essen-

." tially an extension of the physical design process.

L 3.11.] PRE-RELEASE CHECKING (AUDIT)

As with each LSI design, each LSI manufacturing process requires veri-

fication data as a part of the release package. This data assures manufac-

turing that the design can be produced successfully. One such verification

device is a set of flags called completion codes.

A completion code is set by each physical design action to indicate

how successfully that action was completed. These codes work as check-
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*4

6-" points during the physical design process, and are checked during tile
6'

first phase of release activity after .111 physical design has beell comple-

ted. If any completion code indicates that a physical design action was

not successful, the design process may have to be restarted at that point.

Completion codes are "fed back" to the CID and become part of the

design data that is released to manufacturing. The release processing

system verifies these codes and other data to ensure that all required

physical design steps were completed.

3.11.2 INPUTS TO THE RELEASE PROCESS

The RIT contains a variable number oi les of design data, dependiig

on the type of unit (card, board, module, or chip) being released. This

data may be one or more of the following:

(a) Updated CID (ALDs, physical design data, part and engineering change

numbers).

(b) TDF (Test Data File).

(c) Comments data.

(d) Release control statements.

(e) Physical design rules.

Another way of describing this input data is as control information,

build data, test data, and design documentation. Control information

which must be generated includes bills of material, part numbers, and EC

levels.

Build data describes where the components are to be placed and the

routing of embedded and printed wires. Test data includes the data pat-

terns accummulated during test data generation. Product documentation
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includes . AIs, messages, and comments the designer wishes to forward

to manufacturing. Each of these four types of information are produced

by EDS design applications.

3.11.3 PREPARING TEST DATA FOR RELEASE

Once the design has had tests generated satisfactorily, the associated

test input and output patterns are recorded on the fault simulation output

file, or AET file (Section 3.5.3). The AET is functionally the same output

file used to record the results of logic design verification. In this case,

however, the desired output is just the test data. "This data is extracted

from the AET and is compiled along with failure data and other related

information, into the Test Data file (TDF) for release to manufacturing.

3.11.4 PREPARING PHYSICAL DESIGN DATA FOR RELEASE

Physical design data such as Yilacement and wiring is simply "fed back"

onto the CID upon completion of Physical Design. The RIT generation pro-

gram then extracts from the CID the physical design information which must

be included in the RIT. When all the information required for the RIT has

been generated and placed on the RIT, the tape can then be sent to the

manufacturing site for fabrication.
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3.12 FABRICATION AN) TEST

Fabrication of the SCS481 was completed at IBM's facility at East

Fishkill. The fabrication begins with the reception of the RIT. The RIT

is then audited to assure that all the necessary information is included

on the RIT and that the information is valid and up to date. The SCS481

* RIT was accepted by East Fishkill on February 25, 1980 and good samples

were available May 16, 1980.

Masks are then generated from the physical design data on the RIT.

Once the masks have been created, the metal personalization of the wafers

can begin. When the wafers have completed all personalization and proces-

sing steps, each chip on the wafer is tested using the patterns from the

TDF on the RIT plus some technology dependent parameter tests added by

East Fishkill.

The wafers are then diced and the good chips are joined to the module

substrate. Modules can be either dry capped or encapsulated. Dry caps

merely have the aluminum top crimped onto the module. The encapsulated

modules are potted and baked in an oven to seal them. This takes two or

three additional days, so the initial good SCS481's were dry capped.

Subsequent SCS481 chips were encapsulated.
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3.13 TEST DIAGNOSTIC SELECTION

Failed devices were selected by a procedure that involved both Manassas

and East Fishkill personnel. The good devices were automatically picked,

packaged and delivered. The failed devices consisted of those that failed

the initial screening and those that failed functional (LSSD test pattern)

tests. Devices which fail screening are usually so grossly bad that they

are discarded immediately. The devices which made it through screening, but

failed functional test were retained by test engineering.

3.13.1 FAILED DEVICE SELECTION

When all of the chips were in final test, a trip to East Fishkill was

taken to select the partial good devices to be used for the demonstration.

Device selection was made primarily on the basis of failed pattern number.

Figure 3.13-1 is a sample printout of the failed device data taken in East

Fishkill. Each chip is identified by wafer number and X Y coordinates.

Included is the pattern number failed and the faulty measured levels and

their respective pins.

The 28 chips which failed pattern 41 or higher were selected, as well

as two chips which failed the flush test. Twenty-eight of these chips

survived module joining. A list of these partial good chips and the pat-

tern which they failed is provided in Table 2.2.2-1. Chips #2, #4, and

"* #12 failed earlier patterns after chip join than they did on the wafer.

* This indicates that the chips were either not joined properly or another

error was induced internally by the chip join process.

3.13.2 FAILED DEVICE ANALYSIS

Using the data provided by the tester in East Fishkill shown in Figure

* 3.13-1, an analysis program in East Fishkill examines the failed output

pattern and the applied input pattern to determine the stuck faults which

could cause the observed failure. The program eliminates those faults

which should have been detected by previous patterns. A listing of pos-

sible faults is then printed for future analysis by the test engineer.
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" A sample printout for part i.l good chip ot4 i s sthown Iznhgiure 1.1 1-2.

Using the data from this program, the probable cause ot failure t,,r most

of the partial good chips were determined. The results of this analysis

are reflected in Table 2.2.2-1.
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"" 3.14 TEST CIRCUIT BOARDS

Test circuit boards were constructed for mounting and connecting the

74S481 and SCS481 to a test vehicle. The test vehicle was used to demon-

*i strate the operation of the level sensitive SCS481 in an edge triggered

*' environment.

3.14.1 TEST CIRCUIT BOARD FOR 74S481

A test circuit board was fabricated for the purpose of connecting the

original 74S481 chip to the test vehicle. A socket was constructed for

the 74S481 Quad-In-Line chip using 12-pin strips with 100 mil centers.

This socket was mounted on a breadboard and a cable was designed to connect

this board to the 74S481 socket on the test vehicle. A known good 74S481

was mounted in the socket on the breadboard. The intent of this test

circuit board was to provide a means for connecting a 74S481 to the test

veh;cle without acutally inserting the 74S481 into the socket. This was

* deemed necessary because the Quad-In-Line pins of the 74S481 are extremely

fragile and susceptible to damage with frequent handling. The 4S481 is

permenantly installed in the 74S481 circuit board and the cable termina-

tion, of sturdier constuction than the 74S481 pins, is used to connect

the 74S481 to its socket on the test vehicle. An outline drawing of the

74S481 test circuit board is shown in Figure 3.14-1 and a schematic of the

board is shown in Figure 3.14-2.

p3.14.2 TEST CIRCUIT BOARD FOR SCS481

The SCS48l, a 1.7 volt power supply regulator module, a 1.7 volt

power supply transistor, five 54XX type integrated circuits for certain

logic signal inversions, switches for slice position selection, and var-

ious resistors and capacitors are contained on the SCS481 test circuit

board. This board was cabled to the 74S481 socket on the test vehicle

using the same cable as the one used for the 74S481 test circuit board.

This cabling technique was designed to permit connecting the 74S481 into

the test vehicle for demonstration purposes or for assistance in isola-

ting problems.
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Figure 3.14-1. 74S481 Test Circuit Board Outline Drawing
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Figure 3.14-2. 74S481 Test Circuit Board Schematic
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FFigure 3.14-2. 74SI81 Test Circuit Board Schematic (Continued)
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The SCS481 wa connectted to the SCS481 t Ies c i rci, it Ibo.rt I wit I i 1 Z I V

(zero i nsert i oi f is orcet) socket . I'le( XIF socket permint tedt vasy Jner i oii

of good and had modules iii order to exercise the test veiicle f unict i onia I

tests on the SCS48I's. Ani outline drawing of tine SCS481 test circuit

board is shown in Figure 3.14-3 and a schematic of the board is shown in

Figure 3.14-4.
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Figure 3.14-3. SCS481 Test Circuit Board Outline Drawing
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Figure 3.14-4. SGS 481 Test Circuit Board Schematic (Continued)
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U12-5 U6-E1

U1 2-6 U6-Gi

U12-7 U6-L3

U12-8 U6-E4

U13-1 U6-D3

U13-2 U6-G3

U13-3 Un~used

Figure 3.14-4. SCS 481 Trest Circuit Board Schematic (Continued)
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* ~ ~ ~ ~ U3 4 -- --

U13- 5 - U6- L5

U13- 6 -U6-H6

U13- 7 - u6-j5

*U13- 8 U6-Bl

U13- 9 -U6-K4

U13-10 -U6-F9

* .U13-11 U6-L4

U13-12 U6-G1O

U13-13 U6-H1O

U13-14 U6-J11

U13-15 U6-Gll

U13-16 U6-H9

U12- 9 U6-F1O

U12-10 -U6-F11

U12-11 U6-Hl

U12-12 -Gnd

U12-13 U6-E2

U12-14 U6-B6

U12-15 U6-A5

U12-16 U6-D6

Ull- 9 U6-B7

Ull-10 U6-A3

Ul 1-11 U6-C1

Ull-12 U6-Jl*

Ull-13 U6-H11, L8

U1l-14 U6-B4

Ull-15 -U6-A4

Ull-16 Unused

*See first page of Figure 3.14-4.

K::Figure 3.14-4. SCS 481 Test Circuit Board Schematic (Continued)
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3.15 MDS-800 TEST CONFIGURATION

4 The Intel Microcomputer Development System, MDS-800, was programmed to

perform preliminary evaluation of the SCS481 parts. This exercise was

also intended to check out the test circuit board which contained the

SCS481 zero insertion force socket and related support circuitry.

The MDS-800, which is an 8080 microprocessor based system, consists of

a CRT/Keyboard, Floppy Disk Controller, Line Printer, and a main cabinet

which has 18 card slots used to house a CPU card, memory card(s), and var-

ious cards used to control printer, CRT, floppy disk, etc. Each of the

cards connects to a common 86 line signal bus which contains all necessary

address, data, clock, voltage, and control signals which enable the var-

ious circuit cards to communicate with each other.

Most of the 18 cards slots in the MDS configuration as shipped by

lntes are vacant. Some of these have been used to hold SBCI6 and SBC508

I/O expansion boards. The I/0 expansion boards provide the means by

which the 8080 microprocessor can output data to an external divice or

read data from the device. The 8080 microprocessor places an address

on its address lines to select a particular I/O expansion board and one

of the I/O ports on that board. Then, if performing output, it puts a

data item in its accumulator and performs a write operation. If the 8080

is performing a read operation, it addresses the I/O port and reads data

into the accumulator.

The signal pins on the SCS481 were assigned to input or output port

lines on the I/O expansion cards. Cables were fabricated to connect the

SCS481 Test Circuit Board to the I/0 expansion boards. Programs were

written for the 8080 microprocessor to set up known values at the inputs

to the SCS481 and read the response at the Data Out Port, the Address

Out Port, and the other output pins. This program not only checks out

the SCS481 chip but also exercises the other components on the SCS481

test circuit board with the intention of uncovering any opens, shorts,

or incorrect wiring before taking the parts to Owego for functional

testing.
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The MDS-800 tests seven basic functions of the SCS481. First the

working register is loaded and read back to verify the data written.

Next a NOOP (OP Form IX) subtest is performed to test that EQ and Y are

forced high, and X is forced low. Then an OP For IA subtest is performed

* that testsload/read A, load/read B, carry look ahead, carry out, equals,

and add functions. The OP Form IB subset loads and reads the memory

counter, working register, and the extended working register. Next an

*. increment subtest checks the logical functions (OR, NOR, XOR) of the

74S/SCS481. Finally OP Forms IV, V, and VI are tested with a shift sub-

test. The seven MDS basic function subtests are broken into two basic

tests for ease of testing and troubleshooting problems. The MDS test

breakdown is shown in Table 3.15-1. Upon detection of an error, the

MDS-800 prints EXPECTED/ACTUAL data seen by the tester.

The 74S481 mounted on its test circuit board was first exercised on

* the MDS-800 to verify the tests written on the fIDS-800. The intent of

testing was to prove that the test software runs on a 74S481 before

trying to test a SCS48I. At this point the 1.0 signal inversions of the

SCS481 were discovered and corrected before any SCS481 hardware had been

"'. delivered. After software debug, the MDS-800 tests were successfully

executed with the 74S481 connected to its test circuit board and the

test circuit board connected to the HDS-800.

i.
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Ta L)le .15-1 :MDS-800 Test Des~cription
74S/SCS481 Diagnostics (MDS-800)

Test ICPU 
TESTS

o Working Register Load/Read
o OP Form IX Test (NOOP)
o OP Form IA Test (A, B, X, Y, OOT, EQ ADD)
0 OP Form lB Test (MC, PC, WR, XWR)
o Increment Test

Test 2

o Op Form Vill Trest (Logicals -- NOR, ON, XOR)
0 OP Forms IV, V, VI Tests (Shift)
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3.16 DESCRIPTION OF TEST VEHICLE

The test vehicle used for demonstrating the SCS481 chips, was the

AP-IOIC processor used in the B-52 G/l Offensive Avionics System (OAS).

The AP-IOIC is a parallel binary general purpose processor with 16 bit

internal data paths. The Central Processing Unit, which uses the

54/74S481, contains facilities for addressing main storage, for fetching

or storing information, for arithmetic and logical processing of data,

for sequencing instructions in the desired order, and for initiating the

communication between storage and external devices.

The arithmetic section of the CPU performs 16 and 32-bit fixed point

operations, single precision floating point operations, and extended pre-

cision floating point operations. Fixed point numbers are represented in

twos complement form. Single Precision Floating Point (SPFP) numbers

• "(32-bits) have a minimum mantissa precision of 23-bits not including sign

after normalization. An Extended Precision Floating Point (EPFP) capabil-

ity is provided. Numbers represented in the EPFP format have a minimum

mantissa precision of 31 bits, not including sign, after formalization.

The range of a floating point number is determined by the exponent which
-39 38

in both cases gives a range from 10 to 10

Much of the ALU and main storage addressing logic is located on the

. CPR4 page which contains the 74S481s. For the purposes of this demon-

- stration a CPU4 page was modified with a socket wired into the board at

. the physical position corresponding to the least significant 74S481 bit

slice position. This permitted easy cabling of the SCS481 test circuit

boa rd.

The test exercise was performed at the IBM facility in Owego, N.Y.

where the AP-lolC computer was designed and is presently manufactured and

tested. Control of the test sequence was accomplihed by means of a Pro-

grammable Interface Unit (PIU). The PIU is used to control testing of

"7. the AP-OI1C. The PIU is a portable, self-cooled unit with an integral

Processor Control Panel (PCP) and self-contained power supplies. An
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integrated cartridge tape drive is provided for Initial Binary Load (IBL)

of PIU and AP-l0iC. The PIU provides the real-time interface lines to

the interface of the AP-101C that is used to load, control and monitor

the AP-lOIC (luring testing.

A comprehensive description and detailed instructions on usage of the

PHU can be found in the PIU users manual (IBM Document Number 78-290-011).

This manual describes the controls, displays, and functional operations of

the HIU for a user to program load, execute, control, and monitor the

AP-LOIC Avionic Processor of B-52 G/ll OAS. Operation of the PIU control

panel, display panel, integrated tape cartridge drive, function switch

setting, sequences and modes of operation are defined in detail for the

user.

The software executed for testing the AP-10iC is called the Factory

Tlest Program (FTP). Trhe FTP is used to verify the operation of the AP-I0lC

Compu~ter. Control is provided from the PIU. The machine operates in a

stand-alone environment when being tested. Extensive listing comments are

provided to aid in program understanding or problem solving. Acceptance

test, burn-in test, and qualification test for the AP-ICIC are all per-

formed using FTP.

FTP first runs through MINOPS subtest where very baisc operations are

performed (load/read registers) followed by Initialization. Then the four

basic subtests are executed--CPU subtest, Memory subtest, I/0 subtest, and

Special subtest. The subtest of concern for the SCS481 is the CPU subtest.

It is further broken down into seven categories: Basic, Branch, Arithme-

tic, Logical, Shift, Byte, and Special. Upon a test failure, the FLU

operator can locate the test failure at the microcode level to determine

the particular function being performed when the failure occurred. The

AP-JOIC and its FTP do not exercise the 481 OP Forms 111, VII, XII, or

XIV.

..
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Trhe 74S481I and its test circuit board were connected to the AP- IOIC

* and the test software (FTP) executed to verify the integrity of the con-

nector andi cable installed in the Least Significant Position (LSP) of the

16 lbit AP-1OIC. Connections were made arid FTP executed successfully,

* (telflt)tratmiig the operabi lity of the connector andi connecting cable.
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SECTION 4

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LSSD DESIGN RULES IN A MILITARY ENVIRONMENT

The LSSD design rules were listed in Table 3.1.2-3. For LSI/VLSI

chip design in the MIL environment, no specific additions or deletions to

these rules are recommended except in the area of embedded arrays discus-

sed in Section 4.7. Some loosening of certain rule restrictions is per-

inissable, provided the planned design does not violate the intention of

the rules. Determination of this fact would be based on human judgment,

therefore, partially undermining the automatic nature of LSSD. At best,

any loosening of these rules would improve circuit/pin count in a rela-

tively minor number of instances.

A better approach would be to enforce strict adherence to the rules

allowing violations only upon approval of someone very familiar with the

rules intent and the test generation algorithms used. A brief explana-

tion of the intent of each of the rules and the potential relaxation of

restrictions which could be allowed is included in the following sections.

The application of LSSD design rules to second level packages in the

near future for the MIL environment is less straight forward than that for

chip design. The primary problem is the lack of LSS') compatible parts

available from the vendors. The first recommendation is that vendors be

strongly encouraged to design all future parts, especially LSI and VLSI,

to conform with LSSD rules. Additionally, these vendors should be en-

couraged to redesign some of the more popular MSI/LSI parts to conform

with LSSD rules. However until a strong demand from the commercial cus-

tomers for LSSD materializes, the vendors are unlikely to give much

credence to military demands.

In the meantime, the potential exists to apply LSSD concepts to

presently available vendor type logic. The feasibility and limitations

of this approach should be examined in much more detail in follow on

activity for this contract. Even with this type of approach, the test-

ing of LSI/VLSI vendor products which are not LSSD will probably prove

difficult.
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* 4.1 LSSIJRULE I

All internal storage is implemented in hazard-free polarity hold

* latches (i.e., latches which are controlled by clock signals such that

the data stored in the latches cannot be changed by other inputs when

the clocks are "off").

This rule assures a simple, clocked, synchronous design. Latches are

set or reset depending on specific logic levels and not during the rise or

" fall of a logic signal. It allows latches to be isolated from each other

by turning all clocks "off". This is necessary in scanning-in and scan-

ning-out for testing and diagnostics. By this rule, DFF's are not

-.allowed in LSSD.

This rule combined with the following clock rules assures that the

generated tests will work as anticipated. Potential fast path problems are

*. completely eliminated. For chip design, this guarantee is very important

since access and analysis of internal nodes is virtually impossible.

Conceptually, edge-triggered DFF's arranged in a shift register could

* accomplish the same result, but require very careful design and wire

routing to assure that no fast path problems are encountered, especially

for the scan function. For this reason, the use of DFF's is strongly dis-

*i couraged for chip design. A second level package using vendor components

- might be able to get away with using DFF's since most nodes can be observ-

ed directly and corrections can easily be made to the design. An analysis

"" ot this approach should be provided in follow on activity for this

contract.

4.2 LSSD RULE 2

The latches are controlled by two or more non-overlapping clocks such

that:

(a) A latch, X, may feed the data port of another latch, Y, if and

only if the clock that sets the data into latch Y does not

clock latch X.
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(b) A latch, X, may gate a clock C to produce . gaLted clock C.

which drives another latch, Y, it and only it clock C.' doestg

not clock latch X, where C.' is any -lock derived from C..

This rule provides a network with the following properties:

(a) When a clock is turned "on" during system operation or during

testing, neither the data being stored in latches nor the gates

of this clock may change. This is especially important to the

combinational logic test generators and to the logic partitioning

process which must depend upon this rule to prevent the inputs

to the combinational logic from changing while the output values

are being stored in latches.

(b) The operation of the system clocks in a non-overlapping mode

results in only a maximum delay dependency, i.e., fast circuits

cannot cause a system malfunction. If the clocks are overlapped,

then the delays through the combinational networks, N and N2 ,

must each be greater than the amount of overlap.

(c) The operation of the shift clocks in a non-overlapping manner

guarantees proper operation of the shift registers.

(d) By preventing a clock from being gated by a latch that it controls,

this rule guarantees clean clock pulses that are free of hazards.

Rule 2a would be dropped for "LSSD" using DFF's, since the edge-

triggered nature of DFF's would eliminate the need for this rule. However,

whenever Rule 2a is violated in such a design, the potential for fast path

problems would exist.

Rule 2b could at times be violated if the circuit causing the violation

can be gated off while still allowing primary input control of the clock.

However, the circuit will more than likely introduce some faults which are

untestable using standard LSSD test algorithms. In the majority of cases,

the best course is to obey this rule.
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4.3 LSSD RULE 3

It must be possible to identify a set of clock primary inputs from

which the clock inputs to SRLs are controlled either through simple powering

trees or through logic that is gated by SRLs and/or non-clock primary in-

puts. Given this structure, the following rules must hold:

(a) All clock inputs to all SRLs must be at their "off" states

when all clock primary inputs are held to their "off" states.

(b) The clock signal that appears at any clock input of an SRL

must be controllable from one or more clock PIs such that it

is possible to set the clock input of the SRL to an "on"

state by turning any one of the corresponding clock PIs to

its "on" state and also setting the required gating condi-

tions from SRLs and/or non-clock PIs.

(c) No clock can be ANDed with either the true or complement

value of another clock.

This rule defines the structure for the clocks in any LSSD system. A

". fundamental fact is that it must be possible to keep all clocks off when all

*. the clock PIs are kept off. Just as important, it emphasizes than any SRL

clock input, regardless of how many clock PIs may control it, can be turned

on and off from a single clock PI at any given time - hence the independence

of clocks. Given this rule, one needs to toggle a single clock PI for a

DC test.

This rule is necessary to allow the test generators to have complete

control of the clocks. These rules would still be applicable in an "LSSD"

design using DFF's. In certain rare instances 3c can be violated if turn-

ing on the two clocks simultaneously can be arranged so that any potential

race conditions can be gated out.
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Most of the time though, creatively defining the clocks to the test

generator is sufficient to satisfy the rule and still perform the function.

This is because the test generators only recognize as clocks those inputs

so defined. The inputs to be used as functional clocks do not have to be

defined as the test clocks. A case in point is the on chip clock generator

described in Section 3.1.3.2.

4.4 LSSD RULE 4

Clock primary inputs may not feed the data inputs to latches either

directly or through combinational logic, but may only feed the clock input

to the latches or primary outputs.

If a clock signal is mixed with logic signals and applied to the data

input to a latch, a race will usually result since both the data input to

the latch and the clock input to the latch will be changing together. If

this situation does not exist, under the assumption that only one clock at

a time is turned on (except for the A and B clocks which can be on simul-

taneously) this rule could be violated. Again, this rule can be satisfied

by creative clock definition.

4.5 LSSD RULE 5

All SRLs must bz interconnected into one or more shift registers, each

of which has an input, an output and shift clocks available at the terminals

of the package.

This rule is the _,tral concept of LSSD in that it provides all system

latches with the abilit5 '.o scan-in and scan-out. This makes the SRL appear

like a primary input and a p. imary output. It is for this reason that they

are referred to as pseudo-primary inputs and pseudo-primary outputs. The

use of the SRL macro provides the test generation system with all the neces-

sary information to generate tests without requiring the designer to add a

host of special data into the EDS System.
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This r, le reqiri res the i bi I ity to shi ft all of the sii ft registers

s i mu I ta neos I y Th i s w i I I tend to reduce the test (lat vo f ume on a (dense

product. 01 course, to shift in parallel each shift register must have its

own unique scan-in and scan-out ports. The A and B shift clocks may be

.- shared imong several shift registers, each shift register may have its own

- shift clocks or a single shift register may have multiple shift A or shift B

* clocks as desired.

If the test data volume is of less concern than 1/0 count, multiplexed

scan-in's and scan-out's could be allowed. Since the scan-in ind scan-out

pins can normally serve as functional pins also, a tight pin count due to

the number of scan pins is rarely encountered. For this reason, simuita-

- neous loading of shift registers is emphasized.

* 4.6 LSSD RULE 6

There must exist some primary input sensing condition (referred to as

the scan state) such that:

(a) Each SRI. or scan-out PO is a function of only the single

preceeding SRL or scan-in P in its shift register during

the shifting operation.

(h) All clocks except the shift clocks are held "off" at the

SRL inputs, and

(c) Any shift clock to an SRL may be turned "on" and "off" by

changing the corresponding clock primary input for each

clock.

The sensitizing condition required by this rule guarantees, irrespec-

tive of the logic that may exist in the scan path, the continuity of the

* shift register string of SRLs from scan-in to scan-out such that during a

shift operation, each shift register is controlled by its shift clocks and

s' in-in port only. If this sensitizing condition was controlled from latch

oitpi.ts, instead of primary inputs (as the rulc requires), then during the
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shifting process, when ,ill registers are shiftig together, the scan state

could not be guaranteed throughout the shi t tinRg process and thus the shift

register could not be loaded or unloaded. This rule should be applied in

all cases.

4.7 LSSD RULES FOR TESTING INTERNAL ARRAYS

With the advent of larger circuit densities, more and more LSI/VLSI

components are appearing with on chip ROM and/or RAM. As these array

structures become increasingly embedded on LSI/VLSI chips, proper testing

of them becomes difficult. Redesigning these arrays to conform with LSSD

rules would double or triple the chip real estate they require. Therefore,

special LSSD rules to handle embedded arrays have been developed and des-

cribed in recent literature*. Excerpts from that paper are included here.

The arrays to be considered are assumed to be either Read Only Memory

(ROM) or Random Access Memory (RAM) and that they will function correctly

at any speed slower than the maximum specified. Also, the RAM is assumed

to contain N words of M bits each, and that it has M data inputs and M data

outputs.

If an array were included within an LSSD design, it would result in

the general structure shown in Figure 4.7-1. In order to test such a net-

work, the array operation must at least be controlled from the primary

inputs (P1's) of the package. This must be done so that data can be scan-

ned in and out of the SRLs without disturbing the data stored in the array.

Furthermore, reading and writing the array must be possible without chang-

ing Lhe state of the SRLs. Also, both the test pattern generator and the

fault simulator must be able to properly handle the array.

"A Logic Design Structure for Testing Internal Arrays" E.B. Eichelburger,
T. W. Williams, E. J. Muehldorf, R. G. Walther. 3rd USA-JAPAN Computer
Conference 1978 pp 14-4-1 to 7.
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Conceiveably, developing a "smart" Lest pattern generator that would

generate tests for this type ot structure is possible. It would, however,

be diftficult to develop, would probably have very long run Limes, and

would generate large numbers of tests. Consequently, some additional

structure to further simplify this problem is desirable.

Three different problems should be considered:

1. To test some faults in the combinational logic, setting the out-

puts of the array to certain binary values may be necessary.

This will require generating these values at the array inputs

and then performing a "write" followed by a "read."

2. Testing other faults in the combinational logic, may require that

the effect of the fault be propagated through the array through

the remaining logic to either P.O.s or SRLs.

3. To fully test the array the ability to write and read "1" and a

"0" in every memory cell must be possible.

Solving any of these three problems is far more complicated than the

problem of generating tests for combinational logic.

One alternative structure that seems to solve these problems with a

minimum of cost overhead is to design the combinational logic such that a

one-to-one correspondence can be established between the array inputs and

SRLs or Pis. This will allow any pattern to be easily written into any

location in the array. If a similar one-to-one correspondence can also he

established between the array outputs and SRLs or P.O.s, then any word in

the array can be easily read and observed.

The cost overhead for this ability is generally quite small since

most arrays have both a data register and an address register associated

with it. Thus, setting up the one-to-one correspondence usually only

involves turning "on" the appropriate gating logic.
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This additional structure for buried arrays (ROM or RAM) can be

"' summarized as follows:

1. The ability to establish a P1 state that will prevent writing

into the array during the shifting of data through the SRLs and

during the operation ot the system clocks must be possible.

This PI state will be called the "Array Stable State."

2. Clock signals controlling SRLs feeding array inputs, clock

signals controlling SRLs fed by array outputs, and clocks

possibly used internally to the array must be controllable

from PIs such that sequentially raising and lowering these

clocks will result in race-free operation.

3. For each array an "Array Write State" and an "Array Write

Sequence" which will establish a one-to-one correspondence

between the array inputs (data & address) and SRLs or PIs,

and will result in writing into the array must exist. The

"Array Write State" is a set of values for PIs or SRLs. The

"Array Write Sequence" is a sequence of PI changes.

4. For each array an "Array Read State" which will establish a

one-to-one correspondence between the array data outputs and

SRLs or P.O.s, and array address inputs and SRLs or PIs must

exist. There must also exist an "Array Read Sequence" that

will result in reading the array and presenting the array

outputs to the corresponding P.O.s or storing them in the

. .. corresponding SRLs. The "Array Read State" is a set of values

for PIs and/or SRLs. The "Array Read Sequence" is a sequence

of PI changes.

The design structure does not provide a way of testing the array at

machine speed. It is, however, possible to do a limited amount of AC or

delay testing with this structure. Depending on the tester and the array

design, it may be possible to specify timing for the "Array Write Sequence"

! and the "Array Read Sequence." This could test for many of the possible
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"AC detects" that c(ould occur in the array. it is a lso possib il to Limc

the changing of the array data inputs and address inputs by either changing

the corresponding t'! or by timing the last shift clock driving the SRI.

At present, conformance to these rules are the responsibility of the

designer. However, the increased testability of the array with a relatively

small overhead justifies adoption of these additional LSSD rules for both

chip design and second level packages. The impact of these rules on second

level designs using vendor logic will be studied in the follow on activity

for this contract.

4.8 CONCLUSIONS

rhe LSSD rules just described, including those for internal arrays,

seem to fit military requirements for design testability as they are writ-

ten. Any violation of these rules should only be allowed for well justi-

fied reasons and with an understanding of the potential testability impacts.

Conformance to the rules as stated can usually be achieved with relatively

small overhead in circuit and pin count provided the logic designer uses his

creative abilities.

These rules can immediately be applied to all future LSI/VLSI designs,

but, at present, are unfeasible for second level package design using avail-

able vendor components. The recommendation for these second level packages

is that rules I and 2a be relaxed to allow the use of shift registers made

of I)FF's. The impact and feasibility of this recommendation should be exam-

ined in detail in follow on activity for this contract.

_1
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SECTION 5

TESTER CHARACTERISTICS TO ACCOMMODATE LSSD

Requirements for testers that apply LSSD test patterns are different

from testers that apply non-LSSD test patterns due to the cyclic nature of

tests produced by LSSD test generation.

5.1 LSSD EFFECTS ON STANDARD TEST DATA VOLUME

LSSD produces test sets which are extremely large if put in either of

the two basic pre-existing data formats.

Bit Organized Data

This format requires one bit of data for each tester pin and, if any

one bit is to be changed, all bits must be reapplied. This type of

format provides the lowest data volume if tests are structured with

many input changes and many output changes per test.

Two-Byte Forma

This format uses a 16-bit word to describe each change (input or out-

put) with four to six bits used to describe the function (Force,

Expect, I/0/X) and 10 to 12 bits to describe the tester pin to which

that function is to be applied. This type format provides the lowest

data volume if tests are structured with a small number of input-

output changes per test.

An example of a typical LSSD test will be given to establish a base for

LSSD tester descriptions. This is an attempt to describe the general tasks

that a LSSD tester will be required to do in a production test.
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5.2 TYPICAL LSSI) TEST

The following LSSD test is a simplified example thit uses only one type

and configuration of LSSI) latch and one style of an idealized LSSD test.

Refer to Figure 5.2-1.

1. Load LSSD SR

(a) Apply 1 or 0 on SRI

(b) Issue SC A and B

(c) Repeat for the full length of shift register

2. Load PI

(a) Put the proper states on all primary inputs (many change

state).

3. Expect PO

(a) Read primary output and check state against expected value.

4. Issue Machine Clocks

(a) Issue MC I and KC 2.

(b) Issue 1 SC B to move normal machine latch contents to their

respective L2 latches.

5. Unload Shift Register

(a) Read primary output and check state against expected value.

. (b) Issue SC A and B.

(c) Repeat these two steps for the full length of the shift
I..

register.

,. The above 5 steps are repeated for each test.
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7. There may be more than one shift register. I t there is, Steps I

and 5 are expanded to put data on and expect data at more than one
~pin.

The above test is idealized. In the real world, many variations occur

to include some random events, additional set up prior to issuing machine

and/or shift (locks, inversion in the shift register path, clock inputs used

as P1's in some tests, sequential PI changes prior to expects, and arrays.

iThe total system must be able to handle these kinds of things as well

as the idealized test.

5.3 LSSD TESTER HARDWARE

LSSD tester hardware, for the above reasons, provides a set of

programmable functions. These functions are basic in nature and, when ex-

plained as such, appear to have little meaning as far as the total testing

<' task. This flexibility, however, allows these basic functions to be put

together to form larger functions and meet the requirements of testing LSSD

products.

5.3.1 RECURSIVE HARDWARE TO ACCOMMODATE LSSD

Testers available in normal use do not have the capabilities listed

above. Additional hardware may be added to these universal testers to make

them have complete programmability and the capability of handling long
L..4 serial shift strings. The block diagram of such a tester is shown in

Figure 5.3.1-1. Since this additional hardware must handle the cyclic

nature of LSSD data, it is named here Recursive.

S""Recursive is structured into two main sections:

1. Recursive Controller

2. Recursive Memory
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Universal Tester

Recursive

LSSD
DEVICE

Figure 5.3.1-1. LSSD Tester 11,irdware
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T. he Recurs ive Controller is the sect io wh i ci c, ss Recurs ev to

perform a series of pre-programmed I uinct ions. I t di 1tCt s t l1e Recur I -Ie

Memory section when and how it should function. It also determines when to

stop, generate sync, etc.

The Recursive Memory section takes care of obtaining, storing, timing,

and decoding the actual test data which is to be applied to the product

under test. It also handles eight control functions which are described

as part of the test data (different from set up or set up and control

*functions).

A Recursive block diagram is shown in Figure 5.3.1-2.

5.3.1.1 Recursive Controller

The heart of the Recursive Controller is a small processor made tip of:

(a) 64 x 8 Op Memory

(b) Op Data Register

(c) Op Address Counter

(d) Register Stack (16 28-bit registers)

The Op Memory is loaded with a program of up to 64 8-bit words. The

8-bit words have a format which allows for the following six basic opera-

t ions:

(a) Branch - To Op Memory Address XXXX

(b) Read Stack - Read Stack Register XX

(c) Stop - Stop

(d) Reset Counter - Reset Counter 0 or I or 2 or 3

(e) Increment Counter - Increment Counter 0 or I or 2 or 3

. (f) Branch If Counter is Not Equal To Its Register - Branch to Op

Memory Address XXXX if the previously incremented counter is not

equal to its own register; if it is equal, go to the next sequen-

tial Op Memory Address.
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These six basic op's are augmented by the RegisLer Stack which is

Accessed by the Read Stack Op. The Read Stack Op addresses I of 16 28-bit

registers (Register Stack). Each register contains three fields:

1. Function Field (4 bits)

This field defines the function of the other two fields. There

are two types of functions:

(a) Load Counter Register - This causes the value contained in

the Count field to be loaded into Counter 0 or Counter 1

Register (function field determines Counter 0 or 1 Register).

(b) Recursive Memory Function - Determines which of four types of

Recursive Memory Function is to be performed by Recursive

Memory. It also directs the Register Stack "Count" field to

the Word Counter Register and the "Address" field to the

Recursive Memory Address Counter.

2. Count Field (12 bits)

This field contains a count to be loaded into Counter 0 Register

or Counter 1 Register, or the Word Counter Register dependent on

the Function Field.

3. Address Field (12 bits)

This field contains the Recursive Memory Starting Address for the

Recursive Memory Functions defined by the Function Field.

The other five ops are used to provide sequences of Recursive Memory

operations and provide status and controlled interrupts back to the univer-

sal tester.
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Branch Reisters 0 Throuh 3

Recursive can be started using any one of the four branch register

contents -is the Op Memory Starting Address.

q.3.1.2 Recursive -Memory

The Recursive Memory section consists of a 4K x 23 memory, timing,

cont ro I s and a function counter.

The 4K x 23 memory has 4K 23-bit words. The 23 bits are as follow:

16 Bits - Data

2 Bits - Data Parity (1 bit per byte)

4 Bits - Channel Gate Bits (used to define what the channel word

is, i.e. Address, Command, Data, Gate, Recursive)

I Bit - Channel Gate Bit Parity

I .1. I'rogrammahle.I'iming Of Recursive

Frequently a universal tester will have to slow down individual

functions to allow the device under test enough time to stabilize (dependent

or technology speed and output drive capability) between forces and samples.

However, once Recursive is started, the universal tester can no longer slow

down testing. This capability is provided within Recursive by programming

Cycle 'rime and Sample Time counters.

RecursiveCycle Time

Recursive Cycle Time is the length of time between the start of one

Memory cycle and the start of the next.

Recursive Sample Time

Recursive Sample Time is the length of time between the start of one

Recursive Memory cycle and the sample for that cycle.
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CoutLer 0

This is called the "Cycle Counter" in universal Le'sL'r programs. It
is totally under control of the Op Memory program and is used to count the
number of IL imes a Recurs i ye Memory area conta i n i ng Recursive Data is us ed

duri ng a n Op Memory program segment

Example: (Refer to typical LSSI) test, Item 1)

(a) Apply lor 0 o rSRI - Would be Recursive Data in Recursive Memory

Area 1.

(b) issue SC A and B - Would be Recursive Data in Recursive Memory

Area 2.

(c) Repeat for Futl LengthofShift Register - Counter 0 circuitry
would he used to count how many times Items I and 2 were applied.
'The programmed value would he the length of the Shift Register.
When the value was reached, Counter 0 would be equal to Counter 0

Register and the Op Memory program would fall through to Step 2

of the LSSD test.

In Step 2 (Apply PI), all primary input information would be
Recursive Data in say Recursive Memory Area 3. Since this area
is only used once, Counter 0 Register would be programmed to 1 and,
after applying Area 3 once, the program would fall through to

Step 3, etc.

Counter I

This is called the "Loop Counter" by part number programs. Its primary

purpose is to allow random tests to be handled in various areas of an LSSD
test by ;j single Op Memory program.
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Counter 2

This is called the "Pattern Counter" by part number programs. A LSSD

a pattern is defined as follows:

(a) An LSSD Shift Register unload is one pattern (includes many

"samples").

(h) With the exception of Definition I, each "sample" (test for

product output compared to expected value) is a pattern.

(c) Each test starts with a pattern of 0 (see Counter 3 explanation

for a definition of a test).

The "pattern" counter is reset and incremented as part of the Op

Memory program.

The pattern counter has two basic uses:

(a) To keep track of the pattern number being applied to the product

under test so that if the product fails, the universal tester can

read the pattern number for product diagnosis purposes.

(b) To provide a programmable stop condition.

Counter 3

This is the same as Counter 2. The only difference is its defined

usage as a "Test Counter". A test is defined as a loopable entity and

identifies a group of patterns. Each LSSD test is a test (the total typical

LSSD test presented is one test). The "Test Counter" is incremented as part

of the Op Memory program.
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The Test Counter has two basic uses:

(a) To keep track of the test number being -ipplied to the product

Under test so that if the product fi Is, the universal Lester

can read the Lest number for produ(t diagnosis purposes.

(b) To provide a programmable stop condition.

"" 5.3.2 SUMMARY

The tester described above called Recursive can satisfy the require-

ments of LSSD. That is, Recursive can handle long shift strings, the cyclic

nature of LSSD tests, and is completely programmable. Long shift strings

can be handled by the 4K x 23 Recursive memory. Counter 0 can be programmed

to the length of the shift register string allowing for the variation in

hardware designs. Counter 1 allows for random tests to be inserted into

an LSSD test, Counter 2 records the pattern number being applied in case

of a pattern failure, and Counter 3 records the test being applied. The

four branch registers allow for branch on condition depending on data read/
compare. The details of Recursive will certainly depend on the type of

universal tester being used. But the programmability and ability to handle

long serial data strings will be universal among them all.
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SECTION 6

LSSD REQUIREMENTS FOR CAD SYSTEMS

There are several features required of the various subsystems of

computer aided design (CAD) to accommodate LSSD designs.

0.1 SIMULATION

The simulation subsystem has two requirements that are imposed by the

LSSD design philosophy. One is a means to verify that the design con-

straints have been met. The other is a means to represent the LSSD latch

to the system.

6.1.1 DESIGN RULES CHECKING

Prior to the designer performing good machine simulation to verify

functionality, the design rules checking subsystem should be exercised.

This subsystem is required to verify that the logic design has not vio-

lated any rules dictated by the LSSD design philosophy. This is accom-

plished by generating stimuli under program control that reflects the

LSSD design rules. This stimuli is then applied to the design via the

simulator and the results are checked to verify that the LSSD design

rules have not been violated. Algorithms of this type have been

described in recent literature*.

6.1.2 LSSD SRL MODEL

In order to accommodate the design rules checking algorithms special

models of the SRL must be developed. These models must be able to break

the feedback path of the SRL so that all logic wilt appear combinational in

nature. The models must also be able to act as primary inputs and primary

outputs for both test generation and design rules checking. Without these

features, the LSSD SRL loses most of its advantages.

"Automatic Checking of Logic Design Structures for Compliance with
Testability Ground Rules" H. C. Godoy, G. B. Franklin, & P. S. Bottortf

pp. 469-478. IBID
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- 6 2 TEST PATTERN GENERATION

The test pattern generation subsystem also has several requirements

* that are imposed by the LSSD design philosophy. The test pattern generator

must be capable of identifying controls, automatic pattern generation,

pattern subsumption.(the technique of reducing the number of test patterns

by combining them where don't care states allow), fault simulation, and

design partitioning.

6.2.1 IDENTIFICATION OF CONTROLS

The test pattern generator must be able to identify those primary

*' inputs that are system clocks and scan controls as well as the scan path.

.* Without this capability the test pattern generator would not be able to

take advantage of the LSSD design structure. The control identification

may be made in the logic description in fields that have been identified

to the test pattern generator.

6.2.2 AUTO TEST PATTERN GENERATION

The test pattern generator must be capable of handling the shift

* register type circuits and take advantage of the LSSD architecture when

generating test patterns by treating the SRLs as primary inputs and primary

*. outputs. To accomplish this, the simulation models described in 6.1.2 can

be used. This capability requirement is similar to the requirements given

in Section 6.2.1 in that the test pattern generator must be structured to

handle the LSSD designs. On the other hand this requirement may cause the

test pattern generator to become somewhat restrictive in that it may not

function effectively for non-LSSD designs.

6.2.3 PATTERN SUBSUMPTION

The test pattern generation subsystem should also support pattern

subsumption (the technique of reducing the number of test patterns by

combining them where don't care states allow). Pattern subsumption is

required for LSSD due to the extra time incurred by shifting the test data

in and out of the scan string.
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6.2.4 FAULT SIMULATOR

A fault simulator should be available to exercise the resulting test

patterns iii order to evaluate their effectiveness. This fault simulator

should meet the same requirements as the good machine simulator. The

difference between the simutators is that the fault simulator is capable

ot producing test faults in the logic description and then simulating the
* logic using the test patterns as input to verify that the patterns cause

the test fault to be produced at an output.

6.2.5 DESIGN PARTITIONING

For improved automatic design partitioning, the SRL's must be

identified as potential boundary points in addition to primary inputs and

primary outputs. This again can be accomplished using the simulation model

described in Section 6.1.2.

6.3 PHYSICALDESIGN

The physical design subsystem is not greatly affected by the LSSD

design philosophy. The auto place and wire programs require a feature that

is desireable but not absolutely necessary. Since most auto place and wire

programs place circuits by connectivity, the scan path connections may

interfere with auto place and wire performance. It is desireable to be

able to force the auto place and wire programs to ignore the scan path.

This would require that the scan path be manually wired and that the LSSD

latch placement would be less than optimal (longer wire lengths). Since

the scan path is not operational during system operation, optimal place-

ment is not necessary.

6.4 DATA RELEASE

Data release is the least affected by the LSSI) design architecture.

There are no additional features required for data release.
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SECT ION 7

PROJECTION OF LSSD EFFECTS

The effect of imposing LSSD constraints on a design in many cases

depend on the design technique normally used. In general, three synchro

nous design techniques are commonly used by logic designers:

(a) Edge-Triggered Design

(h) Master-Slave Latch Design

(c) Multi-Clock Design

Figures 7.0-1, 7.0-2, and 7.0-3 illustrate the general circuit configu-

ration for each of these design techniques. The edge-triggered design

represents the technique most commonly used in military designs. The pro-

jected effect of LSSD on converting from any of these design techniques is

found in the following subsections.

7.1 CIRCUIT DENSITY

To properly analyze the effect of LSSD on circuit density, two separate

LSI/VLSI approaches should be considered: semi-custom and custom. A discus-

sion of LSSD implementations in these two technology approaches are included

le re.

7.1.1 CIRCUIT DENSITY FOR SEMI-CUSTOM DESIGNS

Semi-custom chip designs, represented by master slice approaches,

consist of a predetermined number of circuits or cells which are available

to the designer. The discrete nature of these chips, allows LSSD overhead

equations to be generated. Dividing the number of combinational cells or

gates by the number of latches in the design results in a value K which can

*, be used in these LSSD overhead equations.
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The number of cells or gates required to implement an edge-triggered

DFF(D), a polarity hold latch (P) and an SRL(S) should first be determined

for tile technology involved. The latch overhead (L) for LSSD can then be

determined using the following equations:

Latch Overhead

(a) Edge-Triggered S-D L

(b) Master-Slave S-2P 1 L (except where master-slave can be

implemented in less than 2P)

(') Multi-(: o(ked S-P I,

For determining clock driver overhead (C), the fanout (F) for the

clock drivers must be determined. For technologies which can use the

same clock driver for all three designs, the following equations apply:

Clock Driver Overhead

(a) Edge-Triggered 2/F C

(b) Master-Slave I/F C

(c) Multi-Clock 2/F C

For technologies which would require different clock drivers for l)D)F's

than those for the SRL's and polarity hold latches, the number of cells or

gates required for the DFF clock driver (Gd) and for the level sensitive

. clock driver (G ) as well as their respective fanouts (F ) and F ) should
p d

be determined. Then the following equation for edge-triggered designs

should be used:

3G Gd
Edge-Triggered - p/Fp _ /F d  C
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If a sufficient number of latches exist, additional overhead may be

required for LSSD clock driver powering trees. For simplicity's sake,

the LSSD effect on powering trees is ignored. The resulting overhead

.. equations tend to represent a minimum LSSD cost anyway, so ignoring this

*[ factor should not affect their validity.

Once the values for L and C have been determined, the percent LSSD

*' overhead as a function of logic blocks per latch, K, can be calculated

using the following equations:

% Overhead

(a) Edge-Triggered (L+C)/(K+D) X 100%

(b) Master-Slave (L+C)/(K+2P) X 100%

(c) Multi-Clock (L+C)/(K+P) X 100%

An example of applying these equations to MS399 is shown in Figure

7.1.1-1. A graph of these equations for values of K between 0 and 35 is
included for all three design techniques in Figure 7.1.1-2. The important

• .thing to note is that the cost for converting an edge-triggered design to

LSSD in MS399 is actually negative because an SRL can be implemented in

-* fewer cells than a DFF. The low cost incurred for substituting LSSD for

-. edge-triggered designs is fairly typical for all technologies since the

* DFF is usually about the same size as the SRL. As an example, the graph

for LSSD overhead for converting edge-triggered designs into an IBM TTL

masterslice is also shown in Figure 7.1.1-2.

The only significant LSSD overhead costs are associated with the re-

*placement of single polarity hold latches with SRL's. This fact is clearly

demonstrated by the fact that the polarity hold latches in the A and B

latches were the sole reason that the LSSD overhead was greater than zero in

the SCS481.
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The numhers ,bt.llifdi t [-M ti l .t i , c .qu~jt tons, generally represent

the milnimim LSS) co .t I n( II r ' i .I I ()( k (Ir i vers are not normally

usei to the ir f allJilt I 1nlil . , iii 't, ' lu trees are sometimes required,

*. the c I tck driver ,v. ifh,..,i , . 1 t ,.0 ti, he undie rstated. Also any on

chip clock getnera t i ti t it i tIV ll I iI d lfit ional space on the chip.

however, a clever desigln r, with I l Itxibli, var iety of SRL's available, can

often reduce the overlitad issok ijL(,i W Ih lat(he , ispecially in a multi-

clock design. The net e(f ect is that the rimbers obtained from the

* equations have tracked wel I with .,ctiial t igores from IBM LSSD designs.

7.1.2 CIRCUITRY DENSITY FOR CUSTOM DESIGNS

* .' Custom chip designs, on the other hand, are not constructed from a

predetermined number of circuits or cells. This allows the designer the

freedom to construct the SRL circuits as well as the standard logic circuits

in a minimum area. In this case the LSSD overhead is not as easily defined

as in the semi-custom case. The physical designer's implementation of the

LSSI) latch as well as variables introduced by varying the technology that

might be used can have a significant effect on the results of the computa-

Lions made to determine the LSSD ovt rhead reqluired for the total design.

, The results of Sec. 7.1.1 can he used directly to approximate the LSSD

overhead. Determining the actual overhead can be accomplished only after

the design is completed using a similar derivation as in sec. 7.1.1 but

for this case the factors would be computed using circuit areas.

7.2 PINOUT REQUIREMENTS

".- The pin overhead for LSSD again depends on the design technique being
replaced. Two pins which are always required are the scan in and scan out

pins. The scan in pin can be shared with any non-clock or non-scan control

primary input. The selection of the scan in pin should be ma(de with caretul

*. consideration of the integration of the device into the second level

package. In almost all cases, a separate scan ili pin is not required.
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L.i kewi se, the scan orut pin can he shiared wi thi any pr imnary Output Pil

- ~wh i ch feeds d irectl1y froim an SR I or whii ch feeds f romi anl SR thiirough comb ina -

t ional logic which tan he gated out from primary inrput s. An example of this

* woi I dI he the data registers feedinig through the data out port inux in the

51CS481 . Again, the selectio0n of the scan out pinl shoul d take into account

the second level implementation.

A separate A clock pin for shifting is required rno matter what design

* technique is being replaced. The A clock pin can be shared with some other

* primary input, but another primary input which gates off the non-A clock

function of that pin would be required. The net result is that an addi-

* tional pin is required.

The B clock pin is the same as the slave clock pin for a master-slave

design. Therefore, a master-slave design does not, require an additional pin

for 16 B Clock. However, for edge-triggered and multi-clock designs, the B

* I (ock represents an additI ional pin requi red for LSSD.

or s imp Ie I I k inrg s( 1. rues , the niumbe r o I system clock pins requi red

- . tor I.SSD Ai r tihe s amre as t binse lo t Ihe non- LSSID des igns . If the clocks are

* ~gernerated on chip, "11e pr rIri ry inrput pi n per generated system clock is

geurrall ruqoir rd. for "mr ii c .i ilock generation circuits, this can

sight! f L(Ant ly Add to tht 1SSI) pill ( onf111

i 9g-rrral , theJ 1.551 pil rIveriiead mi nimumi bor the master-slave design

i s onl pini t o r tire A t Iot k. For iii i-ge-t riggered design, the LSSD pin

overhead minimlum is two purns 'or the A and H clocks. A multi-clock design

* - has a mi nimumn LSSI) p1in overhead of two pinus for the A aid R clocks and one
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pill per on chip generated system clock. These overheads are summiarized

below:

LSSD Pin Overhead

(a) Edge-Triggered Design 2 pins

(b) Master-Slave Design 1 pin

(c) Multi-Clock Design 2 pins + I per/generated

system clock

7.3 LAYOUT COMPLEXITY

Layout complexity is increased somewhat by the use of LSSD. The

increase in layout complexity is a result of the addition of the extra clock

lines that are common to all of the latches in the design and the creation

of the scau path linking each of the latches to the next. This effect is

considered minimal. The scan path wiring has no effect on performance so

these nets may be assigned the lowest priority to the auto place and wire

programs resulting in longer wire lengths. The LSSD clock wiring is a

little more restrictive. When the wire lengths increase for the clocks, the

increased loading may require higher power circuits or the addition of clock

driver circuits to the clock driver powering trees, resulting in additional

circuit area.

7.4 PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS

,- LSSD effects on performance, again, are design technique dependent.

For a master-slave or multi-clock design, the performance impact is basic-

ally zero. The Ll/L2 configuration of the SRL is identical to the master-

slave latch configuration so no speed impact is apparent. In a multi-clock

design, the L latch of the SRL replaces the normal multi-clock polarity

hoid latch. The 12 latch is not placed in the signal propagation path, so

tle only performance impact it introduces is the slight increase in the 1.1

propagation due to the additional fanout to the L2.
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The LSSD performance effects on edge-triggered designs are less

obvious. The elementary gate representations of the two most popular

versions of the basic shift register latch (SRL), th, polarity hold (PH)

SRL, which is the version used in the SCS481, and the clocked set/reset

(CSR) SRL, are shown in Figures 7.4-1 and 7.4-2 respectively. A NOR

gate representation of an edge-triggered delay flip-flop (DFF) is shown

in Figure 7.4-3.

Using the timing diagrams in Figure 7.4-4, an analysis of the opera-

" tional speed of the latches can be performed. For all three latches the

data input must be valid some time S before the clock rises. Since the

C Clock is high for the SRL's, the data can pass through the latch to Li.

- Upon the rising edge of the clock, data begins propagating through the DFF,

* "taking time PD, and the C Clock is turned off latching the data into Li.

Some time P later, determined by the clock generation circuitry, the

*B Clock is turned on to the SRL's, starting data propagation through the

'- latch to L2, measured by time T.

The values for S, P, T, and PD, as calculated for each latch in unit

gate delays, are shown in Table 7.4-5. The elementary logic representa-

* .tions show more 'gate' delays than indicated in the table because they do

not accurately represent actual circuit implementation in the technology.

By the judicious use of dotting or function extension, i.e., wired-or and

.. gate width (more inverters on the same load) techniques a unit gate can

perform several elementary logic functions. These techniques were used

-to generate the actual path delays shown.

The time P for the SRL's is shown to vary from 0 to 2 unit gate

delays. This time is under complete control off chip and can be thought

K.* of as a latch 'speed control'. P can be varied to guarantee that a fast

path through a latch does not cause the data input of another latch to

change during the hold time of that latch, causing the incorrect value to

. be stored. As the minimum combinational logic distance between latches

--. in the desigrn increases, P can be decreased until it reaches zero.

Lis
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Table 7.4-5 SRL vs DFF Performance Comparison

SRL - Polarity Hold

Time From Stable Data On Input Of Li To Stable Data On Output Of L2:

I) Set Up Time For LI Input = I Gate Delay (S).
2) Clock Time Between C And B 0 To 2 Gate Delays (P).
3) L2 Input To Output Propagation Delay = 2 Gate Delay (T).

SRL - Clocked Set/Reset

Time From Stable Data On Input Of LI To Stable Data On Output Of L2:

1) Set Up Time For LI Input = 3 Gate Delay (S).
2) Clock Time Between C And B 0 To 2 Gate Delays (P).
3) L2 Input To Output Propagation Delay = 2 Gate Delay (T).

DFF

Same Analysis Using DFF (Edge Sensitive):

1) Set Up Time = 2 Gate Delays
2) Clock To Output = 3 Gate Delays (PD).

CONCLUSION: No Significant Performance Advantage For DFF. DFF Is More
Complex Design. Edge Sensitive Designs Add Clock Skew
Problems, and fast path problems.

Totals (Set Up and Propagation Delay):

Polarity Hold SRL 3-5 Gates
Clocked Set/Reset SRL 5-7 Gates
Edge Triggered DFF 5 Gates
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For edge-triggered designs, such tast path prohlems must be corrected

by addi Li ona I design passes; and, if this error masks other errors , evn

more design passes may he requ i red. Automat i c test gene rators cannot ant i -

c ilpate these last patth problems either; and , tler'for', test generation

become. more difficult. Level sensitive design allows the latch speed to

be adjusted after chip manufacturing, many times reducing the number of

design passes required ai;, simplifying the test generation problem.

Comparing total latch delay, set up time plus propagation delay

(S+PD or S+P+T), at the bottom of Table 7.4-5, the DFF does not appear to

have any significant speed advantage over the SRL's. The speed of the SRL

' can be further improved by using the Li as the only storage device as in a

Iult i-clock design. This decreases the propagation delay to T with virtual-

ly no set up time. Clock generation and timing for this type of circuit is

more demanding, but the speed increase may be worth it. In this application

the .2 latch often goes unused except for test purposes.

In summary, the LSSD performance impact on all three design

techniques in most cases is negligible. The only exception is for an

edge-triggered design with less than two or three gates of combinational

logic between latches such as in a shift register. When the inter latch

combinational depth is this low, the value of P must be increased slow-

ing down the overall propagation speed. However, edge-triggered designs

with low combination depth between latches are the most subject to fast

path problems which can be avoided with LSSD.

.
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7.5 POWER CONSUMPTION

'11e t lekts ot 1,SSD on power consumption is directly related to LSSD

elfects on ( rcuit density which was discussed in Section 7.1. Power

kon sumpt on lot an LSSI) design should consume the same percent increase

in power as the percent increase in gates or surface area required for

LSSD. Therefore, the same equations and percentages discussed in

Section 7.1 should also be applicable to power consumption calculations.

7.6 LOGIC TESTER COMPLEXITY

An LSSD design does not necessarily require any changes to existing

testers. The only problem is that LSSD patterns tend to greatly increase

test data volume and tester time if the standard tester is not enhanced to

handle LSSD patterns specifically. An in depth description of the kind of

hardware which must be added to standard testers to accomodate LSSD is

provided in Section 5.

7.7 TEST PATTERN GENERATION COST

In general, the effect of LSSD on test pattern generation cost is to

significantly reduce those costs when compared to other approaches to test

generation. LSSD test pattern generation is more efficient than both man-

ual test pattern generation and non-LSSD automatic test pattern generation.

Some of the features of LSSD which allow for this decrease in test pattern

generation cost are described in the following subsections.

7.7.1 TEST PATTERN INTEGRITY

The fact that LSSD designs involve the use of race free logic guaran-

tees that the test patterns generated will function exactly as anticipated.

Thespeed of the logic tester used is unimportant, provided that it does not

operate faster than the target technology.

.
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In an unstructured non-LSSD design, the elimination of fast paths and

control of race conditions are mostly at the discretion of the logic

designer. Any errors by the logic designer or improper delay modeling of

• "the logic can cause the test patterns generated for the design to function

differently in the physically implemented device. Problems of this nature

require detailed analysis to determine the cause of the errors, as well as,

regeneration of the defective patterns. LSSD eliminates the need for this

Seffort.

LSSD test patterns also have the advantage of being independent. Any

test loop which begins with a scan in and ends with a scan out can be

* -. executed independently. Many non-LSSD patterns are dependent upon previous

results stored in the memory elements by previous patterns. The indepen-

dence of LSSD tests allows tests to be skipped or to be run seperately to

enhance any debug operations being performed.

7.7.2 COMBINATIONAL LOGIC TESTING

The shift register strings incorporated in LSSD designs simplifies

testing to a strictly combination level. The SRL's can all be tested

using a predetermined test sequence called a shift register test (Section

.... 1.9.4). All remaining faults are basically combinational in nature. To
further enhance the testability of this combinational logic, each SRL sur-

rounding this logic can be treated as a primary input or primary output

.* by the test generator because any value can be scanned in or scanned out

f,,r input or observation. The addition of all these internal test points,

as well as, the elimination of all sequential testing greatly simplifies

th,. Job of the automatic test generator resulting in significantly lower

[ - test generation costs.

1.7. 1 AUTOMATI PATTERN SUBSUMING

"Pattern subsumating involves combining several individual patterns

which were generated for a single fault into a single, one more comprehen-

sive pattern. Patterns can be subsumed provided that no primary input

254
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value conflicts exist between the various paLterns. Since the outputs from

a combinational logic network is independent of the order in which its in-

puts change, pattern subsumating for combinational logic is perfectly

acceptable.

An LSSD design reduces the test problem to a strictly combinational

level. This means that test patterns can automatically be subsumed by a

test generation program without any concern for races or sequential effects.

Non-LSSD test patterns can be subsumed manually, if done very carefully,

or possibly could be done automatically if a sufficiently intelligent test

generation program was available. However, any incorrectly subsumed non-LSSD

patterns will cause the very problems discussed in Section 7.7.1 resulting

in even more manual effort. LSSD completely eliminates the possibility of

such problems while reducing test data volume and fault simulation time by

allowing for automatic pattern subsumating.

7.7.4 SIMPLIFIED PARTITIONING

Since SRL's can be treated as primary inputs or primary outputs, they

provide an additional boundary for partitioning a design. By partitioning a

design into little combinational sections between SRL's and primary inputs,

primary outputs, or other SRLs, test generation and fault simulation time

can be greatly reduced, especially for very large designs.

Partitioning also reduces the cost of generating new test patterns for

engineering changes (EC). In an unpartitioned design, EC's may require

complete regeneration of test patterns. For a partitioned design, only the

affected partitions are required to have new patterns generated.
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7.7.5 SECOND LEVEL, APPLICATIONS

Iprovided that, a chip has been properly partitioned and can be easily

isolated, the same test patterns used at the manufacturing level can be

- used to test the device in higher packaging levels. The proper isoaLion

. and partitioning is more easily accomp! ;hed with LSSD because of the

additional boundaries created by the SRL's.

Also the reduced number of patterns generated by LSSD pattern sub-

sumation becomes significant when these patterns are to be stored at the

system level for PM/FL type applications. A large pattern set for each

..LSI/VLSI in the system would rapidly entail very large memory require-

- ments to store them. LSSD can help reduce this requirement.

1.7.b CONCLUSIONS

LSSI) provides several advantages which significanLly reduce test

" pattern generation costs. These cost savings are even apparent when com-

paring the LSSD and non-LSSD automatic test generation results for the

SCS481. The non-LSSD test generators required significantly more manual

" effort and wasted computer time.

As mentioned in Section 6.2, incorporating the advantages of LSSD

involves significant alterations to any existing test generation program

or algorithm. However, this non-recurring cost of alteration should

S.easily pay for itself in the cost savings associated with LSSD.

As circuit densities increase, the testing problem becomes even more

difficult. Not only do more faults exist on any one chip, but the inade-

quacies of the stuck fault model begin to become apparent. As new fault

I "models are created to account for these "nearest neighbor" interactions,

the number of faults which must be tested expands exponentially with cir-

cuit density. When this situation occurs, an LSSD-like approach will

probably be the only viable testing alternative.
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7.8 LIFE CYCLE COST

Extending the LSSD concept to successively higher packaging levels in

an equipment or system design should result in significant Life Cycle Cost

savings. Life Cycle Cost (LCC) is defined as the sum of development, acqui-

sition and operating and support (O&S) costs. Typically the LCC elements

break out as follows:

(a) Development Costs - 5% to 15% of total LCC

(b) Acquisition Costs - 30% to 60% of total LCC

(c) Operating and Support Costs - 35% to 65% of total LCC

While implementation of LSSD may add to development and acquisition

costs, this need not be true. In commercial applications of LSSD we have

found that the valuable LSSD attributes of program-generated test data,

high test coverage, and the ability to observe and control every latch

have resulted in reduced cost of hoth development and manufacturing. In

Addition, the improved fault detection and isolation capability will

reduce operating and support costs in military applications by accomp-

I shing the following:

(a) Reducing spares required at operating sites and in repair pipe-

lines due to a reduction in false removal rates (i.e., removal

of good modules because of poor diagnostic resolution).

(b) Reducing maintenance training requirements at all levels of

maintenance, but especially at the organizational level where

maintenance skills are low and turn-over rates are high.

7.9 STANDARDIZATiON

LSSD methodology, through its design rules, encourages standardization

of design architectures related to latch and clocking and latch interconnec-

tion. This allows LSSD test generators to yield their optimum results.

Standardization is also seen in the hardware required for testing LSSD

devices. A tester capable of exercising the Shift Register Input, Shit
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Register Output, A Clock, and B Clock lines along with the other Primary

IIputs/Outputs can be used for testing any LSSD integrated circuit or

higher level assembly.

- 7.10 MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

The implementation of LSSD offers the potential for a more highly auto-

mated maintenance concept with less reliance on maintenance technician

skills. For military applications, skill levels are in extremely short

supply at the organizational arid, to a slightly lesser extent, the inter-

mediate or shop maintenance level. The power of LSSD as a testing tool,

together with the size and reliability advantages of VLSI offers the po-

tential for ta,,lt tolerant design. Fault tolerance can permit deferral

ot refiJl red ma intenance act ions for performance at a centralized mainte-

nince taci itv Ob.re higher skills are concentrated.

In dk itL i,, I SSD can be used to provide an integrated test approach

f rom chip lev'l to system level. Historically, fault detection and diagno-

sis features are developed for each maintenance level. Correlation of

test results between maintenance levels has, at best, been a costly and

difficult process. With LSSD, the chip level shift registers are essen-

t ially connected into successively longer shift registers at each higher

packaging level. Finally, at the system level, the LSSD technique is

used to provide system checkout each time the system is activated, or

when necessary for fault detection and diagnosis by maintenance personnel.

In this way chip level tests bear a known relationship to system level

tests and to fault isolation tests performed at each physical packaging

level.

7.11 OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY

Operational availability is defined as the probaility that a system or

equipment, when used under stated conditions and in an actual logistics
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enviroument, shall operate sat istactor'ily it any givel t ime. It Lm.,y bc

ex1r essed as:

A MT HItF
A ITBF 4 ?TTR + MIiT

where MTBF mean time between failures

i TTR mean time to repair, given that a spare is available at

the repair site

MLDT = mean logistics delay time to obtain a spare from a supply

remote from the repair site

The high effectiveness of the LSSD technique, where nearly 100% of the

total faults are tested, allows for a much lower MTTR. Conventional testing

may not reveal a fault resulting in manual intervention by a technician to

repair the machine. The lower MTTR for LSSD results in a higher operational

availability. The net effect of the LSSD technique is to provide high oper-

at ional availability for a system while reducing support costs through

reduction in quantities and skill levels of required maintenance technicians

and reduction in spares quantities thiough centralization of maintenance

facilities.

7.12 RELIABILITY

The reliability of a component is defined as the survival probability

of that device (the probability that the device will survive beyond time t).

Since the survival of a device i-; based on the technology from which it was

manuiiactured, LSSI) design and test techniques will have no effect on the

devi c 's rel iahi lity.
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SECTION 8

IBM CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

WITH RESPECT TO LSSD IN THE MIL ENVIRONMENT

.'- 8.1 CONCLUSIONS

8.1.1 LSSD/NON-LSSD DESIGN

Implementation of the LSSD rules was found to require 3.5% additional

- logic gates and 6.5% additional 1/O pins when comparing the LSSD SCS481 to

the non-LSSD SCS481 with off chip clock generation.

LSSD was found to have approximately the same impact on layout com-

plexity and power consumption. LSSD performance impacts were found to be

negligible.

Replacing the least significant position 74S481 in the AP-101C with

the LSSD SCS481 and passing the AP-101C Factory Test Program demonstrated

that a level sensitive, LSSD design could function transparently in an

edge-triggered environment. This was significant since most near term

* military applications of LSI/VLSI must still interface with edge-triggered

vendor logic.

*LSSD was found to enhance maintenance procedures and, therefore,

improve operational availability because of its significant increase in

testability. This improvement in maintainability contributed to a de-

crease in life cycle costs for products designed with LSSD. However,

the most significant advantage attributed to LSSD was its effect on test

capability which is discussed in the next section.

8.1.2 LSSD/NON-LSSD TEST CAPABILITY

LSSD was found to increase test capability when compared to non-LSSD

designs in several significant areas. The level sensitive nature of LSSD
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guarantees test pattern integrity el iminat i ng wasted t ime debugging t aul ty

patterns. The scan feature of LSSI) a 1 lows a I I test generat Ion to h combi -

nat i ona I ii inatire great I y s imp Ii tyi rng the automat i c test generaI i on eIt or .

St rictly combinat ional test ing a I lows test patterns to be automatically

subsumed decreasing test data volume and fault simulation time.

The scan feature of LSSD also enhances design partitioning by allowing

the SRL's to be treated as additional boundaries. Design partitioning has

the ability to significantly decrease test generation costs. Importantly,

all the LSSD advantages can be extended beyond the first level package to

include the entire system, provided LSSD groundruIes are observed.

fIn order to gain full advantage of the LSSD concepts, some changes to

CA) support and hardware testers are required. However, the advantages of

LSSI) for LSI/VLSI test capability and maintainability, far outweigh the

-* alterations required for its support.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Upon the completion of this phase of the contract, it appears

adv-.ntageous to adopt LSSD design rules for military LSI/VLSI

designs. LSSD rules for testing internal arrays should also be

adopted to provide further flexibility and testability. The

adoption of these guidelines for all future military LSI/VLSI

designs will significantly enhance the testability and maintain-

ability of these designs.

(b) A further recommendation is that a study should be undertaken to

determine if LSSD concepts can be altered successfully for applica-

tion to edge-triggered vendor SSI/MSI TTL designs at the second

packaging level. Any near term military designs will still incorp-

orate significant quantities of this type of ion-LSSD logic;

therefore, some method of improving the testability and maintain-

ability of these second level packages should be developed.

Conceptually, LSSD concepts can accomplish this goal.
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Unllikely to include these features of their own accord. Adoption

of LSSD design rules for future designs canl provide an excellent

starting point for improving system testab~ility and maintainability.
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APPENI)IX A

SCS481/74S481 DIFFERENCES

Although the SCS481 performs the functions of the 74S481, minor differ-

ences exist between the two parts since different technologies, packaging

and designs were used for their implementation. These differences exist in

the following areas:

(a) Slice Position Input

(b) Pinout

(c) Package

(d) Power Supply Requirements

(e) Electrical Requirements

(f) Critical Path Performance

(g) SCS481 Enhancements

(h) SCS481 Test Circuits

(i) SCS481 Logic Design Errors and Corrections

A.1 SLICE POSITION INPUT

Operation of the 74S/SCS481 is different depending on the location of

the device in the hierarchy of the system. This location, least significant

position (LSP), intermediate position (IP), or most significant position

(MSP), is determined by the analog level on a single pin in the 74S481. The

position input on the SCS481 is described digitally on two pins because the

necessary analog comparator circuits were not available in MS399.

74S481

(a) PIN 19 AT OV -- IP SLICE

(b) PIN 19 AT 2.4V -- LSP SLICE

(c) PIN 19 AT 5V -- MSP SLICE

SCS481

(a) PINS D2, L9 00, MSP SLICE

(b) PINS D2, L9 11, LSP SLICE

(c) ELSE , IP SLICE
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A.4 POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

The SCS481 dissipates 1.4 watts of power versus 1.9 w4atts for the

74S481. The following line items describe the power supply requirements:

74S481

(a) + 5V ±5%AT 380mA TYP

(b) 1 .9 WATTS TYP

SCS481

(a) + 5V ± 10%/ AT 53 m.A TYP

(b) + 1.7V ± 5% AT 670 mA TYP

(c7) 1.4 WATTS TYP.
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*A. 6 CRIT ICAL PATH PERFljORMANCE' COMP'Ak SON

1a11 ..

DELAY SIMULATION TIMING ANALYSIS

KE-Y CkiTICAL PATHS

TI SPECS DELAY SIMULATION*

PATH TYP MAX NOMINAL WORST CASE

MULTIPLY OP9iF 45NS 90NS 32.4N5c 48.6NS

DIVIDE 0P9 (FIX) a 45NS 90NS 35.5NS 53.3NS

A/B BUS TO X.Y 32NS 60NS 28.3NS 42.5NS

A/B BUS TO AG,LG 60NS ICONS 35.9NS 53.9NS

A/B BUS TO EQUAL 45NS 75NS 30.4NS 45.6NS

A/B BUS TO

DATAOUT 42NS 75NS 38. 4NS 57.6NS

A/B BUS TO

OVEP- OW 35NS 60NS 31.5NS 47.3NS

C. .0 COUT 30NS 50NS 17.8NS 26.7NS

OPBUS TO DOP $ 7ONS 115NS "0.8NS 61.2NS

* OFF CHIP DRIVERS ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE A NOMINAL DELAY OF 5NS.

# THIS PATH CONTAINS 2 OCU'S AND SOME INTERCHIP DELAY ASSUMED EQUAL TO

S ZERO.

S THIS PATH IS DETERMINED BY CI-N PROPAGATION. TliV-SE FIGURES ARE FOR ONE

SCS481 ONLY.

$ THIS PATH IS FOR OP FORM 1 ONLY



A.7 SCS481 ENI1ANCEH1ENTS

Unused cells and logic 1/O in the MS399 gate array after the initial

* SCS481 design allowed six enhancements to be added to the 745481 functions.

Functional block diagrams of the enhancements follow. These enhancements

* are documented in Section 3.1.4:

(a) Bus from MC to A-Mux

(b) Gate the clock to the A,B Registers

(c) 4 x 4 Stack for the PC

(d) tfreakpoint Register

(e) Dual 0P9 outputs

(f) B-Bus Out Separated from Input

A OPERAND SOUWIES A IN A INPUr SELI=IONS

TO WR '* 4A IN A'

A LNIXII A IN A'
LOGIC ON~E'S A'

B ILN WRLOGIC ZERO'S A'
I-A~i 11f -- "B IN A'

FRO 4f4 4 FBIN A'
LOIC 1" IU CW RA

ARRYW44 M A'

LMC r A'

TRE

4

A TO AU

Figure A. 7-1 MC to A-Mux Enhalicernent
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INC LOGIC 4 4 F4-
PUSH k6--Da D, C

'po ,E B
LSK

4 4
Dp D, C

STACK IG L B

DA&I
S 2

1 L2

4 4

3

4

Figure A-7-3 4x4 Stack for PC
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A.8 SCS481 TEST CIRCUITS

Since extra logic and extra I/O pins existed on the SCS481 after the

logic design of the 74S481 functions, four basic test circuits were added.

These four circuits are described in Section 3.1.5:

(a) Ring Oscillator

(b) DOP Three-state Control

(c) CEEO Test Circuit

(d) CEC8/CECO/CED8/CED7 Test Circuit.

RO2

R0 
3

R0 
4

R0 6

OCD RO

8 STAGES TOTAL

I Figure A.8-1 Ring Oscillator
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a-~~~K - .- -.

OCD DOPHZ

* Figure A.8-2 DOP Three-State Control

E9

D5

CiOD

C9

(FROM1 RING OSCILLATOR)
D11

Figure A.8-3 CEEO Test Circuit
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E9. TST 0 11- EC8

D5 TST 1I

RO - -BPTST 0
2 C7

CECO

ENROO

RO - - -BPTST1

3- AS

C9 TST 3BPTST 3

RO6 LiA7 T

L
TEST
SELECT BP/TEST OUT

0 1 0 1 2 3

0 0 BPO Bp P B 3
IBP ~Po PBP2

6-- -

R02 IFD3 IR04 IR06

Figure A.8-4 CEC8/CECO/CED8/CED7 Test Circuit
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A.9 SCS481 LOGIC DESIGN ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS

Logic design errors resulted in five I/O lines being logically inverted

from their function in a 74S481. Those lines are XWRRT, WRRRT, XWRLFT,

WRLFT, and CCI (inverted for LSP). The circuits required to correct these

errors are shown in the following figure. Please note that these circuits

are required only when substituting an SCS481 for a 74S481. When only

4. SCS481's are used in the circuit, the correction circuits are not required.

A-.
9~

.% .
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1U 6

OPSI 1 0L- 9Rgt

U4 1

1 U53-

Ul 1 (Right

CIN - t

0P2

XWR 5 IU6- GIG CCI 12

+5 13 U2

LSP

1. U6S- AJ 2 S3

WRRRT 5 6 9LSP

5 us 15

XWRLF 6U5 14 -U6- L4 RF1

199

Figure A.9 Logic Design Errors Correction Circuits
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